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Abstract
The idea of ion-permeable pores and the associated electric potential as means of communication on a cellular level has been developed many decades ago. Since the discovery of
ion channels, much progress has been made in deciphering their properties, and selective
pathways have been found for Na+ , K+ , Ca2+ and also Cl- ions. Theories underlying the principle of ion selectivity tried to find explanations for high selectivity versus
efficient conductivity. With the solution of the first atomic structure of the bacterial
tetrameric K+ -selective channel KcsA, many theories were confirmed but the debate is
still ongoing. While K+ channels rely on dehydration, Na+ and Ca2+ channels keep
the ion (at least partially) hydrated throughout the permeation process. The cationselective channel NaK sparked new discussions on the importance of hydration and the
competition with ion-specific binding sites for selectivity. While all tetrameric cation
channels share the same principal architecture, ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs)
constitute an exception by displaying an inverted structure. A subfamily of iGluRs,
α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptors (AMPARs), mediates
the vast majority of excitatory neurotransmission in the vertebrate central nervous system (CNS). In AMPA-type 2 iGluRs (GluA2), a single post-transcriptional modification
converts the genetically encoded glutamine to arginine at the Q/R site at the tip of the
selectivity filter. This renders the channel Ca2+ impermeable. Despite large efforts, the
exact mechanism underlying ion permeation and block by Ca2+ in iGluRs are still vague.
The aim of this thesis was therefore to create an AMPAR pore mimic by taking
advantage of the bacterial channel NaK. It was previously shown that NaK readily
accepts selectivity filter (SF) mutations. Because of great sequence differences in the pore
region, mutations were introduced sequentially. Unfortunately, mutations of residues
corresponding to the Q/R site in GluA2 abolished expression. The chimera harbouring
the C-terminal half of the SF of GluA2 turned out to be the most stable pore mimic, and
was used for structural studies in different ionic conditions. Since the SF of GluA2 is one
amino acid shorter compared to NaK wildtype (wt), this caused a straightening of the
i
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filter and opening of an extended water-filled vestibule in the NaK-GluA2 chimera. None
of the mutated side chains was directly involved in ion coordination and the vestibule
accommodated all tested ions, monovalent and divalent, mostly coordinated by water
molecules. On the other hand, the non-mutated lower part of the SF predominantly
accepted K+ or Rb+ , which could only be displaced by Cs+ but not by any other ion.
To compare with other members of iGluRs, kainate receptor-like mutations were also
introduced and analysed. During the course of this work, the first structure of GluA2
with the SF resolved was published and allowed for direct comparison with the NaKGluA2 chimera. Overall, the non-mutated, N-terminal part of the SF differed between
the channels, but the mutated part of the chimera greatly resembled GluA2.
Strikingly, unlike previous fourfold symmetric NaK structures, most of the iGluR
mimics exhibited twofold symmetry with strong local asymmetry in the SF region. This
asymmetry was most pronounced in the upper, mutated part of the SF but did not depend on the ion type present. To further test the flexibility of the SF, residues from NaK
wt were swapped into GluA2 and the effects tested with patch-clamp electrophysiology.
Analogue to NaK, pore tip mutations abolished the current response in GluA2, while the
C-terminal half could be exchanged without aggravating function. Single-channel bilayer
experiments confirmed the functional integrity of the NaK-GluA2 chimera. Additionally,
extensive molecular dynamics simulations, based on the solved structures, were carried
out alongside.
In summary, it could be demonstrated that the selectivity filter of the non-selective
NaK-GluA2 chimera is highly flexible and readily accommodates different monovalent
and also divalent ions. Ion binding is accompanied by local rearrangements through
asymmetric displacements, possibly creating an energetically simple way to change permeability without the need for major structural rearrangements.
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Zusammenfassung
Die These, dass Ionen-durchlässige Poren und Elektrizität ein Mittel zur Kommunikation auf zellulärer Ebene sind, wurde bereits vor vielen Jahrzehnten aufgestellt. Seit der
Entdeckung von Ionenkanälen wurden verschiedenste elektrische, kinetische und weitere Eigenschaften derselben erfolgreich aufgeklärt. Beispielsweise wurden selektive Pfade
für Na+ , K+ , Ca2+ , und sogar Cl- , entdeckt. Es wurden verschiedenste Theorien, welche die hohe Selektivität bei gleichzeitig hoher Leitfähigkeit erklären sollen, aufgestellt.
Mit der Lösung der ersten atomaren Struktur eines tetrameren K+ -selektiven Kanals,
KcsA, wurden zwar viele der Theorien bestätigt, die Debatte ist aber nach wie vor nicht
beendet. Während K+ -Kanäle die Ionen beim Durchfluss vollständig dehydrieren, lassen Na+ - und Ca2+ -Kanäle zumindest Teile der Hydrathülle intakt. Die Entdeckung des
nichtselektiven Kanals NaK befeuerte erneut die Diskussion über die Wichtigkeit der Hydrathülle in Konkurrenz zu Ionen-spezifischen Bindungsstellen. Tetramere Ionenkanäle
weisen eine allen gemeinsame Grundarchitektur auf, von der nur ionotrope Glutamatrezeptoren (iGluRs) abweichen, deren Struktur im Vergleich zu den anderen invertiert ist.
Eine Untergruppe der iGluRs stellen α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic
acid Rezeptoren (AMPARs) dar, welche im Zentralnervensystem von Wirbeltieren die
Mehrheit der exzitatorischen Neurotransmission übernehmen. Eine einzelne posttranskriptionelle Veränderung an der Spitze des Selektivitätsfilters (die Q/R Stelle), bei der
Glutamin durch Arginin ersetzt wird, macht den Kanal quasi undurchlässig für Ca2+ .
Trotz großer Anstrengungen sind die genauen Mechanismen des Ionenstroms und der
Ca2+ -Blockade noch immer nur vage bekannt.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war das Erstellen einer AMPAR-Kanalchimäre mit Hilfe des
bakteriellen Kanals NaK. Wie schon früher gezeigt wurde, erlaubt NaK Mutationen im
SF, ohne die Integrität des Kanals zu beeinträchtigen. Da die Sequenzen von NaK und
im AMPA-Typ 2 iGluR (GluA2) sehr unterschiedlich sind, wurde ein schrittweiser Austausch der Aminosäuren gewählt. Leider konnten die Aminosäuren, welche der Q/R Stelle entsprechen, nicht ausgetauscht werden. Die Chimäre, welche die C-terminale Hälfte
iii
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des SF von GluA2 enthält, erwies sich als stabil und wurde für kristallographische Studien verwendet. Strukturen mit unterschiedlicher Ionenzusammensetzung wurden gelöst.
Die Entfernung einer Aminosäure im Vergleich zum NaK Wildtyp, erzeugte eine Begradigung des SF und eine Erweiterung der wassergefüllten Ausbuchtung. Keine der mutierten Seitenketten war direkt in die Ionenkoordinierung involviert. Stattdessen wurden
sämtliche getestete Ionen, monovalent und divalent, vor allem durch Wassermoleküle koordiniert und fanden problemlos Platz in der Ausbuchtung des SF. Im nicht-mutierten,
unteren Teil des SF banden hingegen vor allem K+ oder Rb+ , welche nur durch Cs+ verdrängt werden konnten, nicht aber durch eines der anderen getesteten Ionen. Zusätzlich
und zum Vergleich zu GluA2 Mutationen wurden Kainat-Rezeptormutationen, welche
ebenfalls den iGluRs angehören, eingebaut und die Struktur gelöst. Da im Laufe dieses
Projekts die erste Struktur von GluA2 mit einem aufgelösten SF publiziert wurde, konnten der Originalrezeptor und die NaK-GluA2-SF-Chimäre direkt miteinander verglichen
werden. Der nichtmutierte Teil des SF der Chimäre unterscheidet sich stark von GluA2,
während der mutierte Teil der Chimäre dem Original sehr ähnelt.
Überraschenderweise kristallisierten die NaK Chimären überwiegend in zweifach symmetrischer Anordnung, während der Wildtyp zumeist Vierfachsymmetrie aufwies. Im Bereich des SF kam es vor allem im Bereich der Mutationen zu ausgeprägter lokaler Asymmetrie, welche aber unabhängig von der Ionenzusammensetzung war. Um die Flexibilität
des SF näher zu untersuchen, wurden Aminosäuren von NaK in GluA2 integriert und
mithilfe von Patch-clamp Elektrophysiologie untersucht. Gleichsam wie in NaK, wurden
Mutationen an der Filterspitze nicht toleriert, wohingegen die C-terminale Hälfte problemlos ausgetauscht werden konnte. Die funktionelle Integrität der NaK Chimäre wurde
mithilfe von Einzelkanalmessungen in Bilayern überprüft. Zusätzlich wurden, auf Basis
der gelösten Strukturen, Molekulardynamiksimulationen durchgeführt, welche einen dynamischen Einblick in den Permeationsmechanismus erlauben.
Alles in allem konnte gezeigt werden, dass der SF der nichtselektiven NaK-GluA2
Chimäre äußerst flexibel ist und problemlos verschiedene Ionenspezies, monovalent und
divalent, aufnehmen kann. Ionenbindung wird begleitet von lokalen asymmetrischen
Strukturanpassungen, welche vermutlich einen energetisch simplen Weg darstellen, um
die Permeabilität ohne großen strukturellen Aufwand anzupassen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Ion channels

All living organisms, single-celled or multicellular (even viruses), rely on the regulated
exchange of matter, energy and information with their environment. The interior of
all cells is separated from its surroundings by a lipid bilayer membrane which prevents
uncontrolled movements of substances between the intracellular and extracellular space.
Cells therefore had to develop methods to meet these requirements. Integral membrane
proteins are part of the solution (though not the only) established by evolution. Since
the environment inside and outside of cells is different, two distinct mechanisms are
necessary to keep the disequilibrium. Ions and other permeable molecules have to be
moved either against or along their electrochemical gradient. Proteins which transfer
molecules against their gradient are commonly called transporters or pumps, whereas
proteins which facilitate movement along the gradient are referred to as channel proteins
(Hille, 2001; Chung et al., 2007; Leuchtag, 2008).
Transporters can be divided into two groups: primary active transporters and secondary active transporters. Primary active transporters couple the use of chemical energy with the movement of substrate against its gradient. Hydrolysis of ATP generates
the energy required to pump ions against their gradient across the membrane. Hence,
these proteins are also called pumps. Other energy sources include redox reactions or
light absorption. This type of transport is an active process. Secondary active transport,
on the other hand, is a passive process. The energy required for the ”uphill” transport
of one substrate comes from the ”downhill” movement of another substrate. The first report of flux-coupling came in 1960. Robert Crane described sodium-glucose co-transport
as the mechanism for glucose uptake in the intestine (Crane et al., 1961).Transporters
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are, under normal conditions, never open to both sides of the membrane simultaneously
(Gadsby, 2009).
In contrast, ion channels are water-filled continuous pores allowing substrates to
move along their electrochemical gradient. Since no extra energy input is needed, this
process is called passive transport or also facilitated diffusion (Berg et al., 2002). Unlike
transporters, ion channels do not have to undergo conformational changes during ion
passage, and therefore transport rates can be as much as 106 -fold faster, with flux rates
reaching up to 108 ions per second (Gouaux and MacKinnon, 2005).

1.1.1

A brief historical overview

The idea of molecular pores in membranes dates back centuries, mostly related to osmosis. But also animal electricity became a matter of discussion early on, with Galvani’s
experiments on frog legs coming into mind immediately. In the years 1888-1890 Walther
Nernst and Max Planck developed diffusion equations for dissolved ions, further leading
to the description of the membrane potential by the famous Nernst equation. Roughly
20 years later, Ludwig Bernstein picked up Nernst’s theory and hypothesized that muscle
and nerve cells are surrounded by a semipermeable membrane and that there is a negative
internal resting potential caused by potassium selectivity in the membrane (Leuchtag,
2008; Zheng and Trudeau, 2015). The next giant leap came in the early 1950s with Alan
Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley working on the giant squid axon. Based on prior discoveries, Hodgkin and Huxley showed that inward and outward currents could be separated
into two components carried by Na+ and K+ . Among other findings, they also showed
that the ionic fluxes obeyed Ohm’s law and were Nernst-like (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952).
Despite their great discoveries, the word channel did not appear in their papers, nor a
possible mechanism for selectivity or permeation. Neurotoxins and tetraethylammonium
(TEA) helped to selectively block Na+ and K+ currents, respectively, giving evidence
to the existence of two separate pathways for these ions. Until then, discussion was still
open as to whether lipid-soluble carriers or pores made from proteins penetrating the
membrane were responsible for permeation. Experiments with TEA and tetrodotoxin
(TTX) as selective blockers allowed to estimate the conductance of a single conducting
unit, with permeation rates much to high for a carrier and supportive of a pore (Kao,
1966; Armstrong, 1966, 1969; Blankenship, 1976; Zheng and Trudeau, 2015). Another
addition for the existence of transmembrane spanning ion channels came in 1972 with
Hladky and Haydon’s work on gramicidin (Hladky and Haydon, 1970, 1972; Urry et al.,
1971).
Final confirmation came with the development of the patch-clamp technique by Er2
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win Neher and Bert Sakmann in the late 1970s (Neher and Sakmann, 1976). This
allowed to study individual channels in a controlled environment. Recombinant DNA
techniques, especially sequencing and site-directed mutagenesis (Sanger et al., 1977;
Maxam and Gilbert, 1977; Hutchison et al., 1978), combined with patch-clamp experiments provided much desired functional information (Noda et al., 1984; Mishina et al.,
1984). Cartoon models of channels with different regions were constructed, but atomic
structures remained elusive (Chung et al., 2007; Zheng and Trudeau, 2015). Finally, in
1998 Rod MacKinnon and colleagues published the first crystal structure of a bacterial
potassium channel, KcsA (Doyle et al., 1998). It confirmed many years of already existing cartoon structures but included some surprises. The channel exhibited a water-filled
pore and a narrow cylinder near the external mouth, the selectivity filter. Potassium ions
were bound inside the selectivity filter, coordinated by carbonyl oxygens of the protein
backbone. Underneath the selectivity filter was a cavity large enough to hold hydrated
K+ ions ready to enter the filter. At the interior mouth, the channel was occluded by
helices TM2, forming an entrance barrier or closed gate. Another bacterial potassium
channel structure, MthK, soon followed, this time trapped in an open state (Jiang et al.,
2002). Since then, many more structures of ion channels followed, mostly of bacterial
origin. Recent developments in expression from eukaryotic systems, and the great advancement in cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM), allowed for structure solution of
an increasing scope of eukaryotic channels.

1.1.2

Characteristics of ion channels

Despite the very high permeation rates, ion channels can be highly selective for certain substrates. While selectivity in transporters is achieved by specific solvent exposed
binding sites, ion channels exhibit a selectivity filter which guarantees the selective passage of compounds. In most cases, architectural principles and protein shapes ensure
this distinction between transporters and channels. But there are exceptions, e.g. the
ClC protein family. Some members are Cl- channels but others like ClC-ec1 act as H+
- Cl- exchange transporters (Accardi and Miller, 2004; Gouaux and MacKinnon, 2005;
Gadsby, 2009).
Another feature of ion channels is their ability to switch between functional states. Since
unregulated flow of ions would be detrimental for cells, at least two states have to exist:
open, conducting and closed. The process of switching between the two states is referred
to as gating. There are many stimuli which can trigger gating, ranging from change in
membrane potential, ligand binding or mechanical stimuli (Hille, 2001).
3
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Physiological role With this large variety of stimuli and selectivity, one can imagine
the crucial role of ion channels in many physiological processes. They contribute to the
regulation and setting of the resting membrane potential, generate and propagate action
potentials in excitable cells, regulate cell volume, muscle contraction, fluid excretion in
exocrine glands and many more (Hille, 2001; Zheng and Trudeau, 2015). A very good
example for the highly coordinated interplay of ion channels in time and space, is the
transmission of electrical signals in form of action potentials. At rest, nerve cells have a
resting membrane potential of about −60 mV which is maintained by both the action of
Na+ /K+ -ATPase and open K+ channels in the plasma membrane. If neurotransmitter
bind to channels sitting in synapses, they open and cause the membrane to depolarize.
Once a certain threshold of about −40 mV is reached, voltage-gated Na+ channels open
and cause a rapid depolarization of the membrane - the actual action potential. Na +
channels then inactivate within less than a millisecond, preventing a further influx of
Na+ ions. The membrane depolarization leads to the transient opening of voltage-gated
K+ channels, allowing the efflux of K+ and in return even a hyperpolarization of the
membrane. Once K+ channels close, the membrane returns to its resting potential and
is ready to propagate the next signal (Leuchtag, 2008). It is not difficult to imagine that
even small disturbances in selectivity or timing of gating can have severe consequences
for the whole organism. Diseases that arise from malfunctioning of ion channels or
from proteins that regulate them are called channelopathies. These include disorders of
the nervous system (epilepsy, schizophrenia), the cardiovascular system (e.g. long QT
syndrome) or the respiratory system (e.g. cystic fibrosis) (Zaydman et al., 2012). With
the ever-growing abundance of genome-wide analyses, the involvement of ion channels
in cancer growth and migration is also becoming more evident (Molenaar, 2011; Lang
and Stournaras, 2014). Ion channels have been targeted in drug development with
prominent examples like anaesthetics or barbiturates, and due to their large implications
in many physiological roles, will continue to be in focus for pharmacological therapeutics.
Not surprisingly, numerous toxins from a large variety of species specifically block ion
channels both to defend against predators or to hunt prey (Conte Camerino et al., 2007).

1.2

Principles of ion selectivity

As mentioned before, ion channels discriminate among different ion species, some being
highly specific for a single type of ion, others being more promiscuous in their choices.
This phenomenon of selectivity was discovered very early and helped to develop the idea
of channels as transmembrane spanning pores (see 1.1.1). But what are the underlying
4
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principles governing selectivity? How does the free energy landscape change and how
big is the role of electrostatics? Some core principles will be discussed on the basis of
K+ selectivity.
One possible mechanism to discriminate among different ions is simply their size. Ion
channel pores are water filled canals and it can be imagined that their radius is enough
to constrict the flow of ions. This would imply a wider pore for K+ channels than for
Na+ channels, if only the ionic radius was considered. But why then does the smaller
Na+ ion not go through a K+ channel? Ions are charged and therefore also the chemical
environment inside the channel will influence selectivity and conductance. Furthermore,
in solution the charged ions are surrounded by water molecules, coordinating them in
so-called hydration shells (see Fig. 1.1A-C). Despite the larger ionic radius of K + ,
the hydration shell of Na+ exceeds that of K+ . This is due to the stronger ion-dipole
interaction of Na+ , attracting a larger number of solvent molecules (Zhang et al., 2017).
Before the first structure(s) were elucidated, it was already hypothesized that ions need
to be dehydrated before entering the pore to guarantee selectivity. This means, that
to enter the pore, ions need to overcome an energetic barrier by stripping off water
molecules (Bezanilla and Armstrong, 1972). Inside the filter, this energy must then be
balanced by specific binding sites for ions, representing energetic minima. These binding
sites / minima are separated by energetic barriers as well as barriers at the entrance and
exit of the pore (Zheng and Trudeau, 2015). The hydration free energy of Na+ and K+
is about −98 kcal/mol and −80 kcal/mol, respectively (Noskov and Roux, 2007). For an
ion (I+ ) to transfer from the bulk solvent to the channel, the solvation free energy has
to be lower than its value in the aqueous phase:
∆∆GI + = ∆GI + (channel) − ∆GI + (bulk) < 0

(1.1)

For a K+ channel, this means that the free energy change has to be lower for a K+ ion
relative to a Na+ ion:
∆∆∆G(channel) = ∆∆GK + − ∆∆GN a+ < 0

(1.2)

In case of KcsA, the free energy difference is about 5-6 kcal/mol in favour of K+ over
Na+ (Noskov and Roux, 2007; Thomas et al., 2007; Varma and Rempe, 2007).
Energetic differences are not sufficient to explain all phenomena of selectivity though.
Especially, since the selectivity filter is not a rigid structure without some degree of
flexibility. The sub-Ångstrom changes necessary to adjust for perfectly fitting Na+
ions are within the range of both experimental uncertainty and allowed movements
5
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of the backbone (Guidoni et al., 1999; Bernèche and Roux, 2001; Zhou et al., 2001).
Electrostatic forces stemming from the dipole moment of the backbone carbonyl oxygens
also contribute to selectivity. The carbonyl oxygens repel each other but attract the
cation. Depending on the ligand dipole magnitude (it need not necessarily be carbonyl
oxygens), smaller or larger cations are preferred (Noskov et al., 2004). In later studies,
the major role of dipole moments as stated by Noskov et al. (2004) was challenged by
two computational studies from Thomas et al. (2007) and Varma and Rempe (2007).
These two studies demonstrated the crucial role of coordination numbers. Eightfold
coordination will always favour K+ ions over Na+ , independent of dipole moments.
Removing the constraints on coordinating ligands which results in sixfold coordination
for Na+ rather than eightfold leads to a complete loss of selectivity (see Fig. 1.1D-E).
Since the coordination numbers in water are lower for both Na+ and K+ (around 56) (Ansell et al., 2006; Soper and Weckström, 2006; Varma and Rempe, 2006), Varma
and Rempe suggest that eightfold over-coordination is also a result of the dielectric
effects of the surrounding environment in the selectivity filter. Next to the number of
coordinating ligands, the number of binding sites came into focus with the emergence of
the structure of a non-selective cation channel, NaK (Shi et al., 2006). The selectivity
filter sequence differs only slightly from K+ -selective channels (TVGDGNF instead of
TVGYGDL) which leads to the loss of binding sites S1 and S2 and instead creates a large
cavity. Sites S3 and S4 though are reminiscent of the binding sites in KcsA. This means,
only two optimal binding sites for K+ remain. By mutating the selectivity filter to
the sequence found in cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) ion channels, TVGDTPP, restores
binding site 2, but not S1. This channel, NaK2CNG, still fails to show selectivity. Only
if two residues of NaK are changed to the corresponding residues of KcsA, TVGYGDF,
restores K+ selectivity (Derebe et al., 2011a). Derebe and colleagues concluded that four
contiguous ion binding sites in the filter seem to be an essential feature for selectivity
(see Fig. 1.4D-F). Last but not least, an additional layer of selectivity could be achieved
through a combination of high-energy barriers and electric repulsion. The energetic
minimum for Na+ binding lies in the plane of carbonyl oxygens between sites S3 and
S4. But the energetic barrier to reach the next binding site is much higher than for K + .
The presence of K+ may hinder the binding of smaller ions by Coulombic repulsion,
preventing Na+ from entering the selectivity filter at all (Zheng and Trudeau, 2015).
Finally, the filter is never occupied by a single ion but K+ transport occurs as single
file of multiple ions, affecting selectivity (Neyton and Miller, 1988a; Doyle et al., 1998;
Morais-Cabral et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2001).
Additional parts of the channel were found to play a role in selectivity. For example,
6
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Figure 1.1: Ion coordination in water and proteins. The probability distributions of
coordination numbers for K+ (A, purple), Na+ (B, green) and Ca2+ (C, cyan). The typical
hydration structures for K+ , Na+ and Ca2+ with different coordination numbers are presented.
Red and white balls refer to O and H, respectively. PBE: Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional
for generalized-gradient approximation levels. TS-vdW: Tkatchenko and Scheffler van-der-Waals
correction. (adapted from Zhou et al., 2019). (D) Eightfold coordination of K + in the KcsA selectivity filter (PDB code 1k4c) compared to (E) planar fourfold coordination of Na + (PDB code
3ogc) (adapted from Zheng and Trudeau, 2015). (F) Unlike Na+ and K+ , Ca2+ is coordinated
by the carboxylic side chains of aspartate in TRPV6 (PDB code 5iwk).

introduction of a negative charge in the cavity underneath the selectivity filter in a nonselective mutant of the inwardly rectifying Kir3.2 channel, can restore K + selectivity
(Bichet et al., 2006). The hydrogen-bonding network in the background of the SF,
conferring rigidity, also influences permeability and selectivity ratios (e.g. Starkus et al.,
1997; Varma et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2011; Sauer et al., 2011).
In other cation selective channels, the chemical principles are still valid but different
residues and interactions are involved in creating selectivity. Already in the early 70s
Bertil Hille described the dimension of the Na+ pore by measuring the permeability of
organic cations of different size in myelinated nerve fibers (Hille, 1971a). He concluded
 by 5 A
 in
that the channel must contain an oxygen-lined pore with dimensions of 3 A
cross section. One pair of oxygens needs to come from carboxylic side chains rather
than from the backbone. He explained the impermeability of methylated cations by
their inability to form hydrogen bonds within the pore while cations containing amino
groups can make hydrogen bonds to the pore lining oxygens. Na+ ions enter the pore
7
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partially hydrated, forming hydrogen bonds between the cation and oxygens on one side
while the other side of the pore forms hydrogen bonds with the accompanying water
molecules. The high field-strength carboxylic side chain of glutamate disfavours binding
of partially hydrated K+ ions and limits efficient conduction (Hille, 1971a,b, 1972). The
selectivity sequence closely followed the predicted sequence according to the electrostatic
model from Eisenman and Horn (1983) (Na+ ∼ Li+ > Tl+ > K+  Cs+ ), in combination
with the field strength of pore-lining residues (Hille, 1972).
Apart from K+ and Na+ channels, there are channels selective to Ca2+ (see Fig.
1.1F), Cl- , even Fl- and H+ (Hille, 2001). Though most of the early research to explain
concepts of selectivity was focused on K+ or Na+ channels, also non-selective channels
were discovered early on. Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors were among the first channels to be cloned (Noda et al., 1982; Mishina et al., 1984) and also recorded with the
new patch-clamp method (Neher and Sakmann, 1976). This channel is not really discriminating among different monovalent metal ions and is even conductive for divalent
metal ions (Adams et al., 1980). Since then, many channels have been discovered in all
domains of live, their sequence unravelled, and more and more structures together with
molecular dynamics simulations provide ever greater details of ion channel function.

1.3

Tetrameric ion channels

Ion channels can be classified by different parameters. These can be e.g. the nature of
gating, like voltage-gated, ligand-gated or mechanically gated, by the species of ions they
are selective for or by their subcellular location. Further diversification arises from the
number of subunits constituting an ion channel. ClC channels are made of two subunits,
purinergic P2X receptors are assembled of three subunits, while nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors (nAChRs) or γ-aminobutyric acid-type A (GABAA ) receptors contain five
subunits (Hille, 2001). But probably the largest group is made up of four subunits,
termed tetrameric ion channels. Four independent subunits arrange as a ring around
a central pore. In case of voltage-gated Na+ and Ca2+ channels, the four subunits are
covalently linked together. Hence, the four repeat units are called domains rather than
subunits (Guidelli, 2020). The number of membrane-spanning helices differs between
the different types of tetrameric ion channels.
Voltage-gated Na+ , K+ or Ca2+ channels have six transmembrane-spanning helices.
Helices S1-S4 form the voltage sensor, while S5 and S6 are important for gating. Between S5 and S6 lies the P loop, a short helix reaching halfway into the membrane and
a loop lining the central pore, termed the selectivity filter (Guidelli, 2020). Transient
8
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receptor potential (TRP) ion channel transmembrane topology resembles that of voltagegated ion channels, although they are only modestly voltage-sensitive (see Fig. 1.2A,
E). TRP channels are a very versatile class of ion channels, reacting to a large range
of environmental and physiological stimuli (Cao, 2020). Further members of tetrameric
ion channels with six transmembrane (TM) helices are cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG)
ion channels (see Fig. 1.2B, F) and hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated
(HCN) ion channels (Lee and MacKinnon, 2017; Li et al., 2017). Large conductance
BK channels, activated by voltage and Ca2+ , carry an additional S0 TM helix (Zheng
and Trudeau, 2015). In contrast, inward rectifying K+ (Kir) channels only have two
TM-spanning helices in an arrangement much similar to the bacterial KcsA channel
(Hansen et al., 2011). An unusual pattern occurs in two-pore domain K+ (K2P) channels. Functional channels are constituted of dimers with 4 TM helices each, containing
two concatenated pore domains on each subunit (see Fig. 1.2C, G). The inner TM helices flank the membrane–re-entrant segments (the pore helix and the selectivity filter),
forming a similar structure as tetrameric K+ channels (Brohawn et al., 2012; Miller
and Long, 2012). Members of this family include TWIK, TRAAK, TREK (and more)
(Feliciangeli et al., 2015). Despite the many different roles and stimuli which activate
these channels, they all share the same pore topology: four TM helices arrange around a
central ion pathway and a re-entrant P loop forming the narrow selectivity filter. Below
the selectivity filter is a large, water-filled cavity, whose size varies among the numerous
channels.
Already in 1995, Wo and Oswald described a possible similarity between glutamategated ion channel transmembrane domains with K+ channels, albeit in an upside-down
orientation. While in all above-mentioned examples the selectivity filter is facing the
extracellular side, in glutamate receptors the re-entrant loop lies at the intracellular
mouth of the channel (see Fig. 1.2D, H).
Regardless of the structural resemblance of the different pore domains, selectivity
greatly differs among tetrameric channels (see Fig. 1.2E-H). There are channels which
are only permeant to a single type of ion, e.g. voltage-gated Na+ channels (NaV ),
K2P and voltage-gated K+ channels (KV , K+ -selective) or TRPV5/6 and voltage-gated
Ca2+ channels (CaV , Ca2+ -selective), but others with fewer restrictions. Non-selective
channels do not discriminate among different monovalent ion species but might exclude
divalent ions from permeation. Ca2+ , for example, can act as a permeant blocker in
CNG channels (Zheng and Trudeau, 2015). In glutamate receptors, Ca2+ permeability
depends on subunit composition and the editing of a single amino acid residue in the
pore (see next chapter; Burnashev et al., 1992; Dingledine et al., 1992).
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Figure 1.2: Topology of different tetrameric ion channels. (A) TRPV6 (PDB code
5iwk, Saotome et al., 2016), (B) the CNG channel TAX-4 (PDB code 5h3o, Li et al., 2017) (C)
TRAAK, a member of K2P channels (PDB code 3um7, Brohawn et al., 2012) and (D) AMPAtype glutamate-gated ion channel GluA2 (PDB code 5weo, Twomey et al., 2017). Only two
opposing subunits are shown, except for TRAAK, where only one subunit, comprising two pore
domains, is shown. Intra- and extracellular domains are omitted. (E-H) Zoom into the selectivity
filters: (E) TRPV6 is Ca2+ -selective (cyan sphere), (F) TAX-4 is non-selective, shown with Na+
ions (green spheres), (G) TRAAK belongs to K+ -selective channels (purple spheres) and (H)
GluA2 is again non-selective.

Conductance The mechanisms by which channels discriminate among different ions
have been a matter of discussion ever since the discovery of ion channels. But selectivity can not be explained in a static manner only, it is closely intertwined with the
dynamic process of permeation. The existence of four contiguous binding sites inside
a K+ channel was established early on (Neyton and Miller, 1988a,b; Heginbotham and
MacKinnon, 1993). By measuring streaming potentials, it was estimated that 1.0-1.5
water molecules permeate per K+ ion through the SF (Miller, 1982; Alcayaga et al.,
1989). Atomic structures and computational studies finally established a soft knock-on
mechanism for K+ permeation. In this scenario, ions enter the pore not fully dehydrated
but rather drag water molecules along with them. Two ions are therefore interspaced
by a water molecule, not directly acting upon each other (Morais-Cabral et al., 2001;
Zhou et al., 2001; Zhou and MacKinnon, 2003; Noskov and Roux, 2006; Thomas et al.,
2007; Varma and Rempe, 2007). Re-analysing ion occupancies of crystal structures and
10
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more molecular dynamics simulations led to the conclusion that different configurations
might exist in the filter (Furini and Domene, 2009). Strong electrostatic interactions
between neighbouring SF ion binding sites were shown to be responsible for the high
conductance rates in K+ channels while maintaining great selectivity. A direct ion-ion
knock-on mechanism of fully desolvated ions is key for permeation (Köpfer et al., 2014;
Kopec et al., 2018; Langan et al., 2018; Öster et al., 2019).
As was discussed earlier, in other channels ion hydration plays a crucial role in
selectivity and therefore water is transported along with the ion. Hence, interactions
between the ions resulting in conduction deviates from the hard knock-on mechanism
in K+ channels. A common feature important for conductance though, is the size of
the water filled cavity at the intracellular entrance to the SF. Simplified, the wider the
cavity, the larger the conductance. In BK channels, the cavity has a diameter of roughly
 to 20 A
 compared to 8 A
 to 12 A
 in Shaker K+ channels, resulting in a conductance
16 A
of 250 pS to 300 pS versus 30 pS to 60 pS under similar conditions, respectively (Zheng
and Trudeau, 2015).

1.3.1

Ionotropic glutamate receptors

For a long time, it was assumed that ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs) are pentamers, like nAchRs, according to hydrophobicity plots. A careful study of counting
binding sites however revealed the tetrameric nature of iGluRs (Rosenmund et al., 1998).
Like many of the other tetrameric ion channels, iGluRs are found within the mammalian
central nervous system. They play a crucial role in synaptic transmission. Generally
(and simplified), when an action potential arrives at the presynapse, neurotransmitterloaded vesicles fuse with the membrane and the transmitters are released into the synaptic cleft. On the other side, the postsynapse is packed with receptors for the different
types of neurotransmitters. Once a transmitter binds to its specific receptor, a structural rearrangement within the receptor occurs, the channel opens and allows the flow
of ions through its pore. If the flow of ions causes the membrane to depolarize, crossing
a specific threshold, voltage-gated Na+ channels are activated and initiate an action
potential. Neurotransmitters which cause the propagation of an action potential are
termed excitatory, in contrast to inhibitory transmitters which block the action potential. All inputs of a neuron, excitatory and inhibitory, sum up and only if the net effect
is excitatory, the neuron will fire (Lodish et al., 2008). The vast majority of excitatory
synaptic transmission is mediated by α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic
acid receptors (AMPARs). AMPARs belong to the family of iGluRs, together with
N -methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)- and kainate receptors. Upon presynaptic release of
11
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the neurotransmitter glutamate, this ligand can bind and activate any of the iGluRs.
AMPARs open in less than a ms in response to glutamate but also desensitize rapidly.
Kainate and NMDA receptors respond far slower to glutamate binding, but in contrast
to AMPARs and kainate receptors, NMDARs show only a mild degree of desensitisation
if at all (Traynelis et al., 2010).
1.3.1.1

Diversity and physiological importance

More subtlety in gating kinetics and current responses arises through subunit diversity.
In total, there are 18 genes encoding for mammalian glutamate receptors (including the
orphan δ-receptors). Functional, tetrameric channels can only be formed by subunits
from the same subfamily and do not mix. AMPARs are made by homo- or heteromeric
assembly of GluA1 - GluA4 subunits. Kainate receptor subunits GluK1 - GluK3 can
both form homo- or heterotetramers, while GluK4 and GluK5 need coexpression of
GluK1 to GluK3. NMDARs, in contrast, are obligate heteromers. Two GluN1 subunits assemble with either two GluN2 (A-D) or a combination of GluN2 and GluN3
(Traynelis et al., 2010). Finally, it is still elusive whether GluD1 and GluD2 can form
heteromers or only assemble as homotetramers (Burada et al., 2020). Splice variants
and post-transcriptional and -translational modifications increase the scope of functional
properties.
AMPARs sit in the postsynaptic density (PSD) and can be found throughout the
central nervous system. Both subunit composition and expression pattern are developmentally regulated, cell type and region-specific and also activity dependent (Henley
and Wilkinson, 2016). In the adult brain, GluA2-containing complexes are the majority, forming diheteromeric assemblies with either GluA1 or GluA3 (Wenthold et al.,
1996; Lu et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2019). GluA4 plays a crucial role in early postnatal
development in the hippocampus, but is later downregulated in this area. Large abundance of GluA4 in the adult brain remains in the cerebellum (Zhu et al., 2000; Schwenk
et al., 2014). In a cryo-EM study, Zhao et al. (2019) also found native triheteromeric
assemblies with two GluA2 subunits and varying combinations of GluA1, GluA3 and
potentially GluA4. Since extraction was performed with a GluA2-specific antibody, the
abundance of GluA2 might be distorted though. In any case, the absence or presence of
the GluA2 subunit defines critical parameters of AMPAR function. Permeation properties of GluA2-containing AMPARs are determined by the post-transcriptional editing
of a residue residing in the pore, the Q/R site. By converting glutamine to arginine, the
channel is rendered Ca2+ -impermeable and becomes insensitive to the voltage-dependent
block by endogenous polyamines (Sommer et al., 1991; Verdoorn et al., 1991; Burnashev
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et al., 1992). Over 99 % of GluA2 mRNA in the adult brain consists of the edited form.
In early development, most AMPARs are Ca2+ -permeable by lacking GluA2 subunits,
but two weeks postnatal most synapses contain Ca2+ -impermeable GluA2(R) subunits.
AMPARs Ca2+ permeability is hence thought to play an important role in neonatal
synapse maturation (Henley and Wilkinson, 2016). Tuning of biophysical properties
through receptor subunit composition thus critically influences kinetics and amplitude
of the excitatory response of synapses.
The importance of synaptic plasticity has been repeatedly proposed as the molecular basis for higher cognitive brain functions, such as learning and memory (Zheng and
Trudeau, 2015). The activity-dependent processes of long-term potentiation (LTP) and
long-term depression (LTD) are regulated through trafficking or removal and abundance
of AMPARs at the PSD (Makino and Malinow, 2009; Huganir and Nicoll, 2013). Furthermore, AMPARs function at and trafficking to synapses are heavily influenced by a
number of auxiliary proteins that physically associate with the receptor complex. These
interactions considerably augment the variations in AMPARs properties, adding to the
daunting level of complexity of information processing within the brain (Jackson and
Nicoll, 2011; Bissen et al., 2019). It is not hard to imagine that due to their important
role in synaptic transmission, malfunctioning of glutamate receptors results in a number of neurological and neurodegenerative diseases. Loss of GluA2-containing AMPARs
and subsequent increase in intracellular Ca2+ is a causal factor in ischaemic neuronal
death, as well as neuronal death after traumatic brain injury (Henley and Wilkinson,
2016). GluA1-containing AMPARs are involved in sensation of chronic inflammatory
pain and arthritis (Gangadharan et al., 2011). A recent study in mouse models demonstrated possible amelioration of social impairments in autism spectrum disorder through
pharmacological modulation of AMPARs (Kim et al., 2019).
1.3.1.2

AMPAR structure and domain architecture

Four subunits assemble together to form a central ion channel pore. AMPARs are
integral membrane proteins with an extensive extracellular domain and a disordered intracellular domain. The modular structure of each subunit can be described with four
semi-autonomous domains: the extracellular amino-terminal (ATD) and ligand-binding
(LBD) domains, the transmembrane domain (TMD) and the intracellular C-terminal
domain (CTD) (see Fig. 1.3A). The ATDs mediate the initial subunit-specific association into dimers (Ayalon and Stern-Bach, 2001). They are also involved in allosteric
modulatory signaling in NMDA receptors (Gielen et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2009), but
not in AMPARs or kainate receptors. Furthermore, they are implicated to play a role
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in synaptic anchoring of iGluRs (Leuschner and Hoch, 1999; Dı́az-Alonso et al., 2017).
The ATD is followed by the LBD, where agonist binding occurs. The LBD is formed by
a clamshell-like structure of two lobes D1 and D2 which close upon binding of a ligand
(Baranovic et al., 2016). By excerting forces through three short peptide linkers and the
pre-M1 helix, agonist binding induces opening of the central ion conduction pathway
in the TMD (Wollmuth and Sobolevsky, 2004). On the intracellular side lies the CTD.
This domain is highly flexible and has never been observed (due to truncation) in any
of the available structures. The CTD is thought to be involved in targeting and anchoring of AMPARs to specific synapses and it encodes short docking motifs for interaction
with intracellular proteins (Traynelis et al., 2010). Furthermore, different kinases act
on several positions of the CTD, modulating receptor function through phosphorylation
(Zheng and Trudeau, 2015; Zhou et al., 2018).
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Figure 1.3: Topology and atomic structure of GluA2. (A) Schematic representation of the
modular structure of GluA2. (B) Cryo-EM structure of GluA2 in cartoon representation. The
individual subunits are coloured differently. Auxiliary subunits were removed for better clarity.
(C) Zoom into the transmembrane region of GluA2. Only two diagonally opposed subunits are
shown. The selectivity filter residues are highlighted in stick representation. (PDB code 5weo;
Twomey et al., 2017). An orange star marks the Q/R editing site in A and C.

The first crystal structure of a nearly full-length AMPAR (the C-tail was truncated) revealed an overall twofold symmetry, where the extracellular domains organise
as pairs of dimers while the transmembrane channel domain exhibits fourfold symmetry
(Sobolevsky et al., 2009; Fig. 1.3B). There is a symmetry mismatch between all three
domains. In the ATD, subunits A/B and C/D form close contacts, with subunits A and
C being distal to the twofold axis and B and D being proximal. From the ATD to the
LBD there is a subunit crossover or domain swap, now subunits A/D and B/C form
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local dimer pairs. A/C are now proximal to the channel axis and B/D distal. Even
though the TMD is approximately fourfold symmetric, the symmetry mismatch in the
LBD layer leads to two distinct pairs of subunits: A/C and B/D. Linkers connecting
the LBD to the TMD adopt different conformations in the two pairs. Swapping of these
linker pairs between different iGluRs has dramatic effects on functionality of the channel
(Schmid et al., 2007). In the fourfold symmetric TMD all subunits contribute to the ion
channel pathway, culminating in the narrow selectivity filter at the intracellular side.

A closer look into the TMD and the ion channel pathway Each subunit is
composed of three transmembrane spanning helices M1, M3 and M4 and the pore helix
M2 which only reaches halfway into the membrane. The pore loop, connecting M2 and
M3, lines the narrowest part of the ion conduction pathway and forms the selectivity
filter (Wollmuth and Sobolevsky, 2004; Fig. 1.3C). The transmembrane helices assemble
around an axis of fourfold symmetry. M3, M2 and the selectivity filter face the inside
of the channel while M1 and M4 reside on the outside (Sobolevsky et al., 2009). M1
is preceeded by a short helix (pre-M1) which is nearly parallel to the membrane and
resembles a cuff formed around the top of the channel pathway. M1 itself is not directly
involved in the conduction pathway but interacts with M4 from an adjacent subunit.
Since M1 and M4 are on the periphery of the channel, they constitute the main interaction sites for transmembrane AMPAR regulatory proteins (TARPs) (e.g. Twomey
et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016; Ben-Yaacov et al., 2017). Through a short intracellular
linker, M1 is connected to the pore helix M2 which in turn forms an extensive network
of hydrophobic interactions with M1 and M3 (Twomey et al., 2017). At the apex of
M2 and the beginning of the selectivity filter lies the Q/R-editing site (residue 586 in
GluA2). In the open-pore structure of Twomey et al. (2017), the unedited glutamine
side chain protrudes deep into the hydrophobic cavity above the selectivity filter. It can
be imagined that in edited GluA2 subunits, containing an arginine at this position, Ca 2+
permeability is mostly decreased by electrostatic repulsion. Similar to K + channels, the
side chains of the selectivity filter, following Q/R586, point away from the central pore
axis. However, the backbone carbonyl oxygens do not form clear binding sites for ions
along the narrow stretch of the filter. Helix M3 is the longest of the three transmembrane helices, lying on the inside of the channel. In the antagonist-bound state, they
form a bundle crossing on the extracellular side, creating a restriction point and placing
the channel in a closed state (Sobolevsky et al., 2009). In the open state, this bundle
crossing looses its fourfold symmetry, opening up wider in the B/D pair compared to the
A/C pair, allowing ions to enter into the large hydrophobic cavity between the bundle
15
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crossing and the selectivity filter (Twomey et al., 2017). The linker between M3 and
M4 forms the D2 lobe of the LBD. M4 itself is placed on the exterior of the channel,
mediating extensive interaction with the pore domain of an adjacent subunit. No equivalent of M4 exists in other tetrameric channels, nor in prokaryotic iGluRs, but AMPARs
lacking this helix do not express at the plasma membrane (Salussolia et al., 2011, 2013).
Intriguingly, in NMDARs M4 does not contribute significantly to biogenesis but plays
an important role in receptor gating (Amin et al., 2017).

1.3.2

NaK as a scaffold

During a search of the microbial genome, Shi et al. (2006) identified two transmembrane proteins from Bacillus cereus and Bacillus anthracis with sequences similar to the
KcsA channel. The selectivity filter signature sequence of the channel termed NaK (for
Na+ - and K+ -conducting channel) slightly defers from KcsA. Instead of TVGYGDL, it
harbors the sequence TVGDGNF. Only on the basis of the sequence, Shi et al. (2006)
hypothesized that this channel is non-selective and conducts both Na + and K+ . The
NaK channel comprises two transmembrane helices M1 and M3, the pore helix M2 and
the selectivity filter. Unlike KcsA, NaK contains another helix at the N-terminus, M0,
which lies parallel to the membrane and forms a cuff around the inner helix bundle (see
Fig. 1.4A). Its positioning seems to affect opening and closing of the channel. In the
selectivity filter region, both the side chain hydroxyls of T63 and the carbonyl oxygens
of T63 and V64 form binding sites reminiscent of S3 and S4 in K+ -selective channels.
But the following residues, GDG, adopt a different backbone conformation, with the
carbonyl oxygens aligning tangentially to the ion conduction pathway, leaving space for
a water-filled vestibule. Binding sites S1 and S2 do not exist in NaK. The carbonyls of
G67 are oriented again towards the channel pathway and are involved in ion coordination (see Fig. 1.4D vs E, G). By removing 19 residues from the N-terminus, an open
pore structure of NaK was published only three years later (Alam and Jiang, 2009a). By
removing M0, the helix bundle was allowed to open which created the biggest difference
to the closed structure (see Fig. 1.4B and C). The selectivity filter remained unaltered.
The fact that this structure closely resembled the open structure of MthK (Jiang et al.,
2002) supported the argument for an open channel.
From the beginning, NaK was seen as a good surrogate channel to study nonselectivity in cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) channels due to their similarity in the selectivity filter. Most CNG channels contain the SF motif TIGETPP. The first part,
T(V/I)G, is conserved among K+ -selective channels, NaK and CNG. C-terminal to these
residues follows DGNFS in NaK, while it is ETPP in CNG channels. Even though the
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Figure 1.4: Overview of NaK. (A) Side view of full-length NaK wt. Each subunit is coloured
individually (PDB code 2ahz). (B) Side view of NaKΔ19. The front subunit is removed for clarity
(PDB colde 3e8h) (C) Top view along the channel axis of NaKΔ19. (D-F) Zoom into selectivity
filter of (D) KcsA (PDB code 1k4c), (E) NaKΔ19 (PDB code 3e8h) and (F) NaK2CNG (PDB
code 3k0d). K+ ions are displayed as purple spheres, water as red spheres. (G) Pore profiles of
KcsA (grey), NaKΔ19 (green) and NaK2CNG (dark green).

SF is one residue longer in NaK, it was used to insert the ETPP motif and also some
common mutants, DTPP and NTPP. These chimeras were termed NaK2CNG-E, -D,
and -N, respectively (Derebe et al., 2011b). Even though NaK2CNG contains three
consecutive binding sites, including a high-affinity binding site for K + , the channel is
non-selective (see Fig. 1.4F, G). In 2017, the structure of a eukaryotic CNG-channel,
 resolution. This allowed to
TAX-4 from Caenorhabditis elegans, was solved to 3.5 A
assess the accuracy of NaK as a surrogate channel. Overall, the filter geometry did not
differ tremendously between NaK and TAX-4, but the pore is much larger in TAX-4.
Also, the glutamate side chain assumes a different rotamer, directly interacting with ions
in the pore in TAX-4 rather than pointing towards the protein interior in NaK2CNG-E
(Li et al., 2017). NaK was also converted back into a K+ -selective channel, NaK2K.
Surprisingly, it was not enough to replace D66 with tyrosine as in KcsA, but also N68
had to be changed to aspartate to render the channel selective (Derebe et al., 2011a).
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Since its discovery, NaKΔ19, NaK2K and NaK2CNG have been used in many studies
with different techniques, from crystallography (e.g. Derebe et al., 2011b; Sauer et al.,
2011, 2013; Napolitano et al., 2015; Langan et al., 2018), fluorescence lifetime analysis
(Liu et al., 2015), solid-state NMR (Shi et al., 2018; Öster et al., 2019) to molecular
dynamics (Sadhu et al., 2017; Noskov and Roux, 2007), where many of the experimental
studies also include simulations.

1.4

Scope of this work

Even though many structures of iGluRs have been published in recent years, the resolution of these cryo-EM maps still lacks the possibility to discern distinct features in
the ion channel pathway. Side chain orientations and ion binding sites remain vague.
Additionally, at the beginning of this project, no structure, neither X-ray nor cryo-EM,
could resolve the selectivity filter, not even the pore helix M2 (except for the crystal
structure of Sobolevsky et al. (2009)). Thus, the aim of this project was to establish a
surrogate channel with as much of the selectivity filter of GluA2 incorporated as possible
to retain correct channel assembly, and discover mechanisms underlying ion selectivity
and permeation. For this purpose, the non-selective channel NaK was selected due to its
capability of readily incorporating selectivity filter mutations as shown by several studies (see previous section). The sequences of the two channels, NaK and GluA2, greatly
differ in the pore region, hence a stepwise introduction of mutants was chosen, ensuring
channel integrity. Once a stable construct with the longest possible stretch of mutations
was found, structural studies in different ionic conditions were carried out. Divalent ions
were of particular interest, considering the dependence of Ca2+ -permeability in GluA2 on
a single residue in the selectivity filter. Furthermore, also kainate-type GluR selectivity
filter mutations could be incorporated and compared to GluA2. Later, structures of the
NaK-GluA2 chimera laid the basis for extensive molecular dynamics simulations to get a
dynamic picture of ion permeation. Finally, functional studies of NaK-GluA2 chimeras
both with patch-clamp electrophysiology as well as single-channel bilayer measurements
provided further insights into the flexibility of the selectivity filter.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods
2.1

Molecular biology

Most of these steps were done by or with the help of Marcus Wietstruk and several
student assistants during my PhD. Primer design and cloning strategy were devised by
myself.

2.1.1

Constructs

The original construct was based on the publication from Shi et al. (2006). The synthetic
gene was ordered from GenScript (Piscataway, NJ, USA) using the sequence with the
Uniprot identifier Q81HW2 - ”Potassium channel protein”. The sequence was codonoptimized for expression in E. coli by Genscript and cloned into the pQE60 expression
vector (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) using the NcoI and BamHI restriction site. A thrombin cleavage site was introduced between the C-terminus of the protein and the hexahistidine tag, followed by a stop codon. This construct contained residues 1 to 110 out of
113 from the NaK wildtype channel (Fig. 2.1).
To obtain open channel structures, the first 19 residues from NaK wildtype (wt) were
removed (Alam and Jiang, 2009a), terming this construct NaKΔ19. Since this construct
did not harbor any tryptophan residues, the tryptophan at the original position 19
was reintroduced in order to determine NaK concentration by absorbance at 280 nm.
This was achieved by mutating the alanine, coming from the NcoI restriction site, to
tryptophan, abolishing thereby the restriction site. This construct was termed NaKΔ18
and was the basis for all open channel mutants.
Numbering of the mutations in the constructs listed in table 2.1 are according to
NaK wt. In NaK-GFP fusion constructs the mutation A206K (position A325K in the
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full length fusion construct) was introduced to create a monomeric form of GFP.
Five constructs were made using different expression vectors (see table 2.2). AMPAtype 2 glutamate receptor mutants were based on the original vector BiQG.Ex4.IE.pRK5, used for mammalian expression with IRES-eGFP for verification of successful
transfection. KcvNTS .pEXP5-CT/TOPO was a gift form Gerhard Thiel (TU Darmstadt). It was used to replace the KcvNTS insert with NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A which was
then used for in-vitro expression. The vector harbors a C-terminal hexa-histidine tag
but a stop codon was inserted before the tag. In construct 19-47 the stop codon was
removed.

Figure 2.1: Vector map of pQE60. Vector map of pQE60 encoding for NaK wt followed by a
thrombin cleavage site and a hexa-histidine tag. The plasmid also codes for ampicillin resistance.
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Table 2.1: Constructs summary. List of all NaK constructs. Mutations are numbered according to NaK
wildtype sequence. All listed constructs are based on the original NaK wt in the pQE60 expression vector.
Construct numbers refer to the internal plasmid database numbering with the first two numbers giving the year
it was made in and the second part the running number of plasmids in that year.
Protein short name

Mutation(s)

Comment

construct
number

NaK wildtype

-

original construct

wt / 16-47

NaKΔ19

N-ter Δ19

starting residues Met, Ala, Lys

16-57

NaKΔ18 A2W

A2W

Ala2 mutated back to Trp,
residues 19-110; named NaKΔ18
from now on

16-120

NaK MQQ

T62M T63Q V64Q

pore tip mutations in full length

16-121

NaK BamHI + SacI

insert G120 S121 S122

introduce restriction sites BamHI
and SacI for insertion of GFP

16-133

NaK BamHI - GFP SacI

119-357 GFP

insertion of GFP between S119
and G120

16-145

NaKΔ18 MQQ

Δ18 T62M T63Q V64Q

pore tip mutations in Δ18

16-146

NaK BamHI - GFP
A206K - SacI

119-357 GFP, A325K

mutate A206K for monomeric
form of GFP

17-13

NaKΔ18 F92A

F92A

F92A for higher conductivity

17-14

NaKΔ18 C-

Δ18 D66C G67

central selectivity filter mutations
in Δ18

17-15

NaKΔ18 DI

Δ18 N68D F69I

lower selectivity filter mutations
in Δ18

17-16

NaKΔ18 C-DI GFP
A206K

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I

central selectivity filter mutations
in Δ18 - GFP

17-44

NaKΔ18 GAF GFP
A206K

Δ18 V59G T60A L61F

mutations before selectivity filter
in Δ18 - GFP

17-45

NaKΔ18 C-DI

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I

central selectivity filter mutations
in Δ18

17-46

NaKΔ18 GAF

Δ18 V59G T60A L61F

mutations before selectivity filter
in Δ18

17-47

NaKΔ18 MQQ C-

Δ18 T62M T63Q V64Q
D66C G67

selectivity filter mutations in Δ18

17-48

Δ18 T62M T63Q V64Q
D66C G67 A325K

selectivity filter mutations in Δ18
- GFP

17-55

NaKΔ18 GAF C-DI

Δ18 V59G T60A L61F
D66C G67

pre-tip and lower selectivity filter
mutations in Δ18

17-75

NaK F92A

wt F92A

higher conductivity mutant in wt

17-76

NaKΔ18 MQQ C-DI

Δ18 T62M T63Q V64Q
D66C G67 N68D F69I

tip and lower selectivity filter mutations in Δ18

17-77

NaKΔ18 M C-DI

Δ18 T62M D66C G67
N68D F69I

tip and lower selectivity filter mutations in Δ18

17-78

NaKΔ18 MQQ
GFP A206K

C-
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Protein short name

Mutation(s)

Comment

construct
number

NaKΔ18 GA C-DI

Δ18 V59G T60A D66C
G67 N68D F69I

pre-tip and lower selectivity filter
mutations in Δ18

17-79

NaKΔ18 T63N

Δ18 T63N

mutation at the tip of the selectivity filter in Δ18

17-80

NaKΔ18 V64N

Δ18 V64N

mutation at the tip of the selectivity filter in Δ18

17-81

NaKΔ18 T63Q

Δ18 T63Q

mutation at the tip of the selectivity filter in Δ18

18-09

NaKΔ18 V64Q

Δ18 V64Q

mutation at the tip of the selectivity filter in Δ18

18-10

NaKΔ18 T63Q C-DI

Δ18 T63Q D66C G67
N68D F69I

mutation at the tip and lower part
of the selectivity filter in Δ18

18-11

NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A
GFP A206K

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I F92A A325K

selectivity filter and higher conductivity mutant in Δ18 - GFP

18-49

NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I F92A

selectivity filter and higher conductivity mutant in Δ18

18-80

NaKΔ18 MQQ C-DI
F92A

Δ18 T62M T63Q V64Q
D66C G67 N68D F69I
F92A

full selectivity filter and higher
conductivity mutant in Δ18

18-85

NaKΔ18 S-DI

Δ18 D66S G67 N68D
F69I F92A

serin instead of cystein in selectivity filter mutations in Δ18

18-112

NaKΔ18 C-DI F85L

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I F85L

selectivity filter and pore enlarging mutations in Δ18

18-113

NaKΔ18
F85L

C-DI

Δ18 T62M D66C G67
N68D F69I F85L

tip and lower selectivity filter and
possible pore enlarging mutations
in Δ18

18-114

NaKΔ18 T63Q C-DI
F92A

Δ18 T63Q D66C G67
N68D F69I F92A

tip and lower selectivity filter
and higher conductivity mutant
in Δ18

18-121

NaKΔ18 V64Q C-DI

Δ18 V64Q D66C G67
N68D F69I

tip and lower selectivity filter mutant in Δ18

18-122

NaKΔ18 C-DI F85L
F92A

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I F85L F92A

selectivity filter and pore enlarging mutantions in Δ18

19-42

NaKΔ18 C-DI I84A
F85L I88A F92A

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I I84A F85L I88A
F92A

selectivity filter and pore enlarging mutantions in Δ18

19-43

NaKΔ18 Y55W C-DI

Δ18 Y55W D66C G67
N68D F69I

tryptophan mutation in M2 and
selectivity filter mutantions in
Δ18

19-45

NaKΔ18 C-DI I84A
I88A

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I I84A I88A

selectivity filter and pore enlarging mutantions in Δ18

19-46

M
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Protein short name

Mutation(s)

Comment

construct
number

NaKΔ18 S-ELM

Δ18 D66S G67 N68E
F69L S70M

kainate receptor selectivity filter
mutantions in Δ18

19-48

NaKΔ18 C-DI I84A
F85L I88A

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I I84A F85L I88A

selectivity filter and pore enlarging mutantions in Δ18

19-49

NaKΔ18 C-DI I84A
I88A F92A

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I I84A I88A F92A

selectivity filter and pore enlarging mutantions in Δ18

19-50

NaKΔ18 T63Q C-DI
I84A F85L I88A F92A

Δ18 T63Q D66C G67
N68D F69I I84A F85L
I88A F92A

tip and lower selectivity filter and
pore enlarging mutantions in Δ18

19-79

NaKΔ18 T62M C-DI
I84A F85L I88A F92A

Δ18 T62M D66C G67
N68D F69I I84A F85L
I88A F92A

tip and lower selectivity filter and
pore enlarging mutantions in Δ18

19-80

NaKΔ18 GA C-DI
I84A F85L I88A F92A

Δ18 V59G T60A D66C
G67 N68D F69I I84A
F85L I88A F92A

tip and lower selectivity filter and
pore enlarging mutantions in Δ18

19-81

Table 2.2: Constructs in different expression vectors List of all the constructs in different expression
vectors than pQE60. GluA2 mutants are in a vector optimized for mammalian expression whereas the other
constructs are meant for bacterial expression.
Protein short
name
GluA2 TTV

Expression Mutation(s)
vector
pRK5
M585T Q586T Q587V

GluA2 DGNF

pRK5

C589DG
I591F

KcvNTS

pEXP5CT/TOPO

-

NaKΔ18 C-DI
F92A*

pEXP5CT/TOPO

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I F92A

NaKΔ18 C-DI
F92A

pEXP5CT/TOPO

Δ18 D66C G67 N68D
F69I F92A
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D590N

Comment
replacing selectivity filter tip
in GluA2 with respective
residues from NaK
replacing lower selectivity filter in GluA2 with respective
residues from NaK
viral potassium channel used
as a control in bilayer experiments
lower selectivity filter and
higher conductivity mutations,
stop codon before His-tag
lower selectivity filter and
higher conductivity mutations,
stop codon after His-tag

construct
number
18-35

18-123

19-08

19-10

19-47
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2.1.2

Preparation of competent E. coli cells

Chemically competent cells were prepared with the Roti® -Transform kit (Carl Roth,
Germany) or the Mix & Go E. coli Transformation kit (Zymo Research, Germany).
Cells were stored at −80 ◦C until further use.
For plasmid propagation NovaBlue Singles™ competent cells (K12 strain, Novagen,
Germany) were used. Protein expression was done in NEB® Express I q competent E.
coli (New England Biolabs® Inc (NEB), MA, USA). This BL21 strain derivative harbors
a chloramphenicol resistance and therefore chloramphenicol (Carl Roth, Germany) was
added at 10 µg/ml final concentration during the preparation of competent cells.

2.1.3

Transformation and plasmid amplification in E. coli cells

Competent cells prepared with the Roti® -Transform kit were transformed by the heat
shock method. In short, 10 ng plasmid DNA was added to roughly 60 µl cells and incubated on ice for 30 min before submitting the cells to a heat shock at 42 ◦C for 30 s. Cells
were placed again on ice for 2 min and then plated on LB-agar plates (Lennox, Roth)
containing 100 µg/ml final concentration ampicillin (Ampicillin sodium salt, Roth).
Cells prepared with the Mix & Go E. coli transformation kit did not need the heat
shock for successful transformation. Plasmid DNA was simply added to the cells and
incubated on ice for 5 min. Cells could be plated immediately afterwards on LB agar
plates containing ampicillin.
Plates were left at 37 ◦C over night for optimal growth of bacteria. The next day a
single colony was picked either with a sterilized toothpick or a pipette tip, inocculating up
to 20 ml LB (Luria-Miller, Roth) supplemented with 100 µg/ml ampicillin. The culture
was placed again at 37 ◦C over night, shaking at 200 rpm.

2.1.4

Site-directed mutagenesis

All primers were designed using SnapGene software (GSL Biotech LLC). Polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) was used for enzymatic amplification of a specific desoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) region. Two PCR machines were used for this purpose: FlexCycler (Analytik
Jena, Germany) or LifeTouch Thermal Cycler (Bioer, China). Primers were ordered from
BioTeZ (Germany) or biomers.net GmbH (Germany).
In the beginning mutations were based on the original plasmid obtained from GenScript. After truncation of the first 19 amino acids and mutation of alanine to tryptophan
(Δ18) all subsequent mutations on the Δ18 backbone were based on this plasmid 16-120.
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2.1.4.1

Site-directed mutagenesis by overlap PCR

Site-specific mutations were introduced by overlap PCR. For this technique two rounds of
PCR were necessary. In the first round two separate reactions were set up, each reaction
including one flanking primer and one mutation primer, creating products with small
overlapping regions. The second PCR consisted of the two products from the first round
of PCR and the two flanking primers. Since the PCR products from the first PCR share
a complementary sequence they act as a template and the missing parts can be filled up
by the polymerase and both strands are amplified with the help of the flanking primers
(see fig. 2.2). A typical pipetting scheme for a PCR can be seen in table 2.3, using either
Q5® High-Fidelity or Q5® Hot Start High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (NEB).
F1
3’

5’
m1
m2
3’

5’
F2

PCR 1
5’
3’

3’
5’

5’
3’

3’
5’

product 1

product 2
PCR 2

5’

3’
3’

F1

F2
5’

5’

3’

3’

5’

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of an overlap PCR To introduce site-specific mutations (yellow dot) two mutagenesis primers (red) and two flanking primers (green) were used.
The first round combined primers F1 and m2 (product 1) and primers F2 and m1 (product
2), creating a small complementary region including the desired mutation. The two fragments
(products 1 and 2) are then combined in the second PCR with primers F1 and F2, leading to
amplification of the full insert. This insert can then later be used for ligation into the appropriate
DNA vector.

The ”Multiple primer analyzer” (ThermoFisher Scientific) was used to calculate annealing temperatures for PCR. The temperature was set usually 2 ◦C above the lower of
the two TM , but never lower than 60 ◦C. In case of an unsuccessful PCR different annealing temperatures were tested. A typical PCR cycling protocol is described in table
2.4.
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Table 2.3: Pipetting scheme for PCR Components and concentrations for a typical overlap
PCR.

Component

Stock
concentration

Amount

Final
concentration

DNA template
Q5 reaction buffer
dNTP mix
primer 1
primer 2
Q5 polymerase
Nuclease-free H2 O
(ad 50 µl)

x ng/µl
5x
10 mM
25 µM
25 µM
2 U/µl

10 ng
10 µl
1 µl
1 µl
1 µl
0.5 µl
x µl

10 ng
1x
0.2 mM
0.5 µM
0.5 µM
1U

50 µl

Total volume

Table 2.4: Typical PCR thermocycling conditions.

Step

Temperature

Duration

Initial denaturation
Denaturation
Annealing
Elongation
Final elongation
Hold

98 ◦C
98 ◦C
T m + 2 ◦C
72 ◦C
72 ◦C
7 ◦C

35 s
10 s
10-30 s
20-30 s/kb
5 min
hold
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Cycles

35 cycles

2.1 Molecular biology
2.1.4.2

Site-directed mutagenesis using the Quickchange method

In rare cases where overlap PCR did not yield successful results, the Quickchange method
was used instead. While in overlap PCR only an insert is amplified and later digested
and ligated into a fresh vector backbone (VBB), the Quickchange method amplifies the
entire plasmid with the help of mutagenic primers and a special polymerase. But since
pQE60 is a small vector normal Q5 polymerase could be used for this method.
After the PCR the methylation-sensitive restriction enzyme DpnI (NEB) was added
to the reaction mix to eliminate template DNA. This takes advantage of the fact that
all plasmid DNA coming from most E. coli strains is methylated and will therefore be
digested while the mutated plasmid produced during the PCR would be undigested.
This reaction mix can be used directly for transformation into an appropriate E. coli
strain for further plasmid amplification.

2.1.5

Gel electrophoresis and DNA purification

Agarose gel electrophoresis To visualize the results of the PCR but also to separate
the products from impurities and excess primers, PCR products were usually loaded on
an agarose gel. Typically, 1 % agarose gels were prepared by dissolving 1 g agarose (LE
Agarose, BLIRT S.A, Poland) in 100 ml 1x TAE buffer (40 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris), 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM ethylendiamintetraacetic acid disodium
salt (Na2 EDTA), pH 8.5; all from Carl Roth) by heating the mixture. Once all agarose
was dissolved, but before pouring gels, the solution was supplemented with ethidium
bromide (1:10,000 of a 1 % solution). Electrophoresis was performed in Peqlab chambers
(VWR, Germany) filled with 1 x TAE buffer. PCR products or DNA fragments were
supplemented with 10x DNA loading dye and separated by applying a voltage of 100 V to
120 V. A home made DNA ladder or GeneRuler 1 kb DNA ladder (ThermoFisher) was
run alongside for better comparison. The results were visualized by ultraviolet (UV) light
with INTAS Gel Stick ”Touch” (Intas Science Imaging Instruments GmbH, Germany)
and, if necessary, the required fragment was excised from the gel for gel extraction.
DNA purification As stated above, the required DNA fragment was excised with
a sterile razor blade or scalpel from the agarose gel under UV light and placed in an
Eppendorf tube. It was then purified following manufacturer’s instructions (Extract-Me
DNA Clean Up & Gel-out Kit, BLIRT S.A, Poland; Wizard® SV Gel and PCR CleanUp System, Promega, Germany; Monarch® DNA Gel Extraction kit, NEB; 3 in 1 Basic DNA kit, Rokoklon, Germany).
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2.1.6

DNA cleavage and ligation

Digestion with restriction enzymes After the second PCR (and DNA purification) both the resulting PCR product and the vector backbone were digested with the
appropriate restriction enzymes to prepare them for subsequent ligation.
Different combinations of restriction enzymes were used for NaK cloning, since the
vector backbone was always the same (pQE60). All restriction enzymes were from
ThermoFisher Scientific or New England Biolabs (NEB, USA) and used according to
manufacturer’s protocol. All of the used restriction enzymes were FastDigest enzymes
compatible with the universal FastDigest and FastDigest Green reaction buffers (ThermoFisher) or CutSmart buffer (NEB). A typical digestion reaction mix is shown in table
2.5.
Table 2.5: Pipetting scheme for restriction enzyme DNA cleavage.

Component

DNA
10x FD (green) buffer
XhoI
BamHI
H2 O

Volume / amount
PCR product

vector backbone

25 µl
5 µl
0.8 - 1 µl
0.8 - 1 µl
ad 50 µl

1-2 µg
4 µl
1 - 1.3 µl
1 - 1.3 µl
ad 30 µl

Vector backbone dephosphorylation After digestion, but before gel electrophoresis, the vector backbone was dephosphorylated by using alkaline phosphatase (FastAP,
ThermoFisher Scientific) or shrimp alkaline phosphatase (rSAP, NEB) to prevent religation of the vector backbone with itself. Therefore, 4 µl FastAP, 3 µl 10x FD (green)
buffer and H2 O ad 30 µl were added to the 40 µl digested sample and incubated at 37 ◦C
for 10 min to 15 min. The reaction was stopped by heat inactivation at 75 ◦C for 5 min
and then run on an agarose gel together with the digested insert. The resulting bands
were excised and gel purified as described before.
Ligation After successful digestion, inserts were ligated into the vector backbone at
an approximate 3:1 molar ratio. The ligation mix was incubated at room temperature
for 15 min to 30 min followed by heat inactivation at 70 ◦C for 5 min. Up to 5 µl of the
ligation mix were directly transformed into 60 µl E. coli.
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Table 2.6: Pipetting scheme for DNA ligation.

2.1.7

Component

Volume / amount

Control

Vector backbone
DNA insert
10x T4 DNA ligase buffer
T4 DNA ligase
H2 O

50-100 ng
x µl
2 µl
1 µl
ad 20 µl

50-100 ng
—
2 µl
1 µl
ad 20 µl

DNA isolation and verification by sequencing

Bacterial cultures, grown over night, were pelleted by centrifugation and the plasmid
DNA was purified using commercial kits (NucleoSpin® Plasmid kit, Marchery-Nagel
GmbH & Co. KG, Germany; Monarch® Plasmid Miniprep Kit, NEB; Fast DNAspin™ Plasmid DNA Purification kit, iNtRON Biotechnology, South Korea; ZR Plasmid
Miniprep-Classic, Zymo Research Europe GmbH, Germany). Since pQE60 is a low-copy
plasmid up, to 20 ml cultures were pelleted at once and purified using three Mini-kit
columns and three-times the required volumes. At the end, DNA was recovered by
eluting the first column with 20 µl TE buffer, using the eluate for the second column
and subsequent also for the third column. Final DNA concentration was determined
using a Nanodrop ND-2000C spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific), measuring
the absorption at 260 nm. The purity of the DNA was assessed by the absorption ratio
at 260/280 which should ideally be around 1.8 for pure DNA.
By using triple ”Minis” more and purer DNA could be obtained than with Midi-kits
(e.g. NucleoBond Xtra Midi EF, Marchery-Nagel).
DNA sequencing To confirm the success of mutagenesis all reactions were checked
by using the sequencing service of either Source BioScience (United Kingdom) or LGC
Genomics (Berlin, Germany).
Sequencing results were verified with the internal alignment algorithm of SnapGene.

2.2

Protein expression and purification

Purification of his-tagged NaK constructs always followed the same procedure, starting
with Cobalt-affinity chromatography, tag removal with thrombin or trypsin and, finally,
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). This procedure largely followed the published
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purification protocol from Alam and Jiang (2009a) with minor modifications.
All work was done on ice or in the cold room/ fridge (Unichromat 1500, UniEquip
GmbH, Germany) at 4 ◦C unless stated otherwise.

2.2.1

Purification buffers

For protein purification, a small set of different buffers was used, as can be seen in
table 2.7. In the beginning 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES,
Roth) was used in the buffer for size-exclusion chromatography but later switched to
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane hydrochloride (Tris-HCl, Roth) for better control of
ionic composition. Salts were varied depending on the specific need.
Table 2.7: Buffer composition. Composition of buffers used for purification with the respective concentration of compounds.

Compound
Tris-HCl pH 8.0
HEPES (NaOH)
pH 7.5
NaCl / KCl /
RbCl / LiCl
Imidazole pH 8.0
DM

Buffer A

Buffer A+

Buffer W

Buffer B

Buffer
SEC

50 mM
-

50 mM
-

50 mM
-

50 mM
-

20 mM
20 mM

100 mM

100 mM

100 mM

100 mM

100 mM

-

40 mM

15 mM
5 mM

300 mM
5 mM

5 mM

The different salts were bought from Carl Roth (sodium chloride (NaCl), potassium
chloride (KCl), lithium chloride (LiCl)) and Acros Organics / ThermoFisher Scientific
(rubidium chloride (RbCl)). Imidazole was bought from AppliChem (Germany), n-decylβ-D-maltoside (DM) from Glycon Biochemicals GmbH (Germany).

2.2.2

Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDSPAGE)

For most SDS-PAGE runs, home-made 12.5 % or 15 % Tris-glycine gels were used. For
this, gel cassettes were assembled in a Multiple-Gel Caster (Hoefer, Inc., USA) and
prepared according to the pippeting scheme depicted in table 2.8. The given volumes
are enough for 2 gels with 1 mm thickness.
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Table 2.8: Pipetting scheme for home-made SDS-PAGE gels.
Separating gel

Separating buffer (ml)
Stacking buffer (ml)
Acrylamide stock1,2 (ml)
H2 O (ml)
10 % APS1 (µl)
TEMED1 (µl)
1
2

12.5 %

15 %

4.0
6.7
5.3
80
8

4.0
8.0
4.0
80
8

Stacking gel

1.25
0.75
3.0
30
10

Carl Roth
Rotiphorese® Gel 30 (37,5:1) acrylamid / bisacrylamid solution

Samples were mixed with 4x SDS loading dye (final 1x) and incubated at room
temperature for 5 min before loading. Gels were run in a SE250 Mighty small Mini
Vertical electrophoresis unit (Hoefer Inc.) with 1x Tris/glycine buffer (see table 2.9) at
180 V to 200 V (PowerPac HC, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Germany) until bromphenol
blue reached the bottom of the gel.
In some cases, pre-made 1 x NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris Protein Gels (Life Technologies,
ThermoFisher Scientific) were run with NuPAGE MES SDS Running Buffer (1X) in the
XCell SureLock Mini-Cell Electrophoresis System (all ThermoFisher Scientific).
After successful electrophoresis, gels were placed in boxes and washed with water
before staining them with Coomassie staining solution. For faster staining, gels were
heated in a microwave and placed on a shaker for 10 min. Afterwards, destaining solution
was used until single protein bands became visible.
Towards the end of this work FastGene Q-Stain (Nippon Genetics Europe, Germany) became available. 5 ml of stain were enough to visualize bands in less than 5 min.
Residual background staining could be removed by incubation in water.

2.2.3

Small-scale expression trials

Two different methods were used for small-scale expression trials: the first included
comparing induced versus non-induced samples on a SDS-PAGE gel. But since this
method did not always yield clear results, the second method included expression in up
to 250 ml LB medium and gravity flow purification.
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Table 2.9: Composition of different buffers for SDS-PAGE.
Buffer

Components

Separating buffer

1.5 M Tris-HCl pH 8.8
0.4 % SDS1

Stacking buffer

0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8
0.4 % SDS

Tris/glycine running buffer (10x)

250 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3
1.92 M Glycine2
1 % SDS

Coomassie staining solution

0.25 % (w/v) Coomassie brilliant blue R-2503
50 % (v/v) Ethanol
10 % (v/v) Acetic acid

Coomassie destaining solution

20 % (v/v) Ethanol
7 % (v/v) Acetic acid

4x SDS loading dye

250 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8
0.4 % Bromphenol blue2
40 % Glycerol
8 % SDS
MilliQ ad 25 ml

1
2
3

Carl Roth
Sigma Aldrich
PanReac Applichem

2.2.3.1

Comparing non-induced versus induced samples

A first quick test for protein over-expression was to inoculate 20 ml LB medium, containing 100 µg/ml ampicillin, with a single colony of transformed NEB® Express I q E.
coli cells and letting them grow at 37 ◦C, 200 rpm, until the OD600 reached 0.8-1.0. An
aliquot (1 ml), for later comparison on a SDS-PAGE gel, was taken before protein expression was induced with 0.4 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, Roth).
In most cases, expression was done at 25 ◦C for 20 h, 200 rpm, but also different temperatures were tested in cases where the standard procedure did not lead to positive
results. Both non-induced and induced samples (each 1 ml) were centrifuged at 14.000
rpm in a table-top centrifuge (Eppendorf centrifuge 5424, Eppendorf, Germany) for
5 min. The remainder was centrifuged in falcon tubes (Eppendorf centrifuge 5810 R at
3214 x g or Eppendorf centrifuge 5430 R, F-35-6-30 rotor at 7745 x g) for 10 min. The
1 ml pellets were resuspended in 1 ml buffer A supplemented with 50 µg/ml lysozyme
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(Roth), 25 µg/ml DNaseI (Sigma Aldrich), 5 mM magnesium chloride (MgCl2 , Sigma
Aldrich) and 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, Sigma Aldrich, Germany).
Resuspended pellets were sonicated 3 x 20 s on ice (Vibra cell 72434, Bioblock Scientific,
France), centrifuged for 5 min, 4000 x g at 4 ◦C (Eppendorf centrifuge 5417 c, placed in
the cold room), resuspended and sonicated again for 30 s on ice. To separate non-broken
cell debris, the samples were centrifuged for 5 min, 3000 x g at 4 ◦C, and the supernatant
was centrifuged for 15 min to 20 min at 20.000 x g, 4 ◦C. The supernatant was carefully
removed and the membrane pellet was resuspended in 54 µl 1x SDS loading dye (see
table 2.9). 50 µl of the supernatant were mixed with 17 µl of 4x SDS loading dye and the
non-broken cell debris were also resuspended in 67 µl 1x SDS loading dye. All samples
were then run on SDS-PAGE.
2.2.3.2

Small-scale purification using gravity-flow affinity purification

Between 20 ml to 250 ml LB medium was inoculated with a single colony, grown and
induced as described in the previous section. After 20 h cells were harvested by centrifugation in falcon tubes and pellets were either frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at −80 ◦C until further use, or directly resuspended in buffer A supplemented with
lysozyme, DNaseI and PMSF. Cells were broken by sonication, using three cylces of 20 s
on, 30 s off, all on ice to prevent overheating. After 5 min centrifugation at 3000 x g,
samples were sonicated once more for 20 s, before centrifuging another 5 min at 3000 x g.
The supernatant was then ultracentrifuged (Beckman Coulter Optima L-100K ultracentrifuge, Beckman Coulter, USA) for 45 min, 45.000 rpm (TLA-55 rotor) or 65000 rpm
(TLA-110 rotor), depending on the volume, to separate membranes from cytosolic proteins. The membrane pellet could also either be frozen or directly used for downstream
applications. Membrane pellets were solubilized in buffer A+ for 3 h at room temperature, stirring, submitted to ultracentrifugation again, and the supernatant was loaded
on 1 ml pre-equilibrated HisPur Cobalt Superflow Agarose (ThermoFisher Scientific) in
gravity-flow columns. Samples were passed three times before washing the beads with
12 ml to 15 ml buffer W and step eluted in 1 ml fractions with buffer B. At the end,
aliquots from each step were mixed with SDS loading dye and submitted to SDS-PAGE.

2.2.4

Large-scale expression

After successful small-scale trials, and to obtain sufficient protein amounts, between 6 l
and 12 l cultures were prepared. For this, 2 l LB medium, supplemented with ampicillin,
was filled into baffled 4 l flasks and inoculated 1:100 with a full-grown overnight E. coli
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culture.
For the first large-scale expression, pre-cultures were started from singles colonies
on agar plates, but successive large-scale expression rounds were started from E. coli
cryo stocks. These were obtained by mixing 500 µl E. coli culture at OD600 = 0.8 - 1.0
with 500 µl autoclaved glycerol (Roth or Sigma Aldrich), enabling long-term storage of
bacteria at −80 ◦C.
Cultures were grown at 37 ◦C, 200 rpm (Multitron SN 116370, Infors-HT, Switzerland) until OD600 reached 0.8 - 1.0. Once the required OD600 was reached, the incubator
was cooled down to 25 ◦C (sometimes 20 ◦C or 18 ◦C) and protein expression was induced
by adding 0.4 mM IPTG. Cells were harvested after 20 h by centrifugation in a Fiberlite F9-6x1000 LEX rotor (centrifuge Sorvall Lynx 6000, ThermoFisher Scientific) for
20 min, 7000 rpm at 4 ◦C. Pellets were scraped out and filled into a 50 ml falcon tube,
remaining debris were washed out with 10 ml buffer A, added to the tube and either
frozen at −80 ◦C or directly lysed for membrane preparation.

2.2.5

Membrane preparation and solubilisation

Fresh or frozen cell pellets were resuspended in buffer A supplemented with 50 µg/ml
lysozyme, 25 µg/ml DNaseI, 5 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM PMSF at an approximate ratio of
5 ml to 10 ml per gram pellet. The cell suspension was passed three times through an
ice-cooled Avestin EmulsiFlex-C5 (Avestin Europe GmbH, Germany) at a pressure of
15.000 psi to 17.000 psi to disrupt cells efficiently.
After cell lysis, samples were centrifuged for 20 min, 10,000 x g at 4 ◦C (Fiberlite F218x50y rotor, ThermoFisher Scientific) to get rid of unbroken cells. Then, the supernatant
was ultracentrifuged at 40,000 rpm for 1 h at 4 ◦C (type 45 Ti rotor, Optima XPN-100
Ultracentrifuge, Beckman-Coulter), the supernatant discarded and the membrane pellet
was resuspended and homogenized using a Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer in 5 ml buffer
A. At this point, it was possible to either freeze the sample at −80 ◦C or directly continue
with solubilisation and purification.
For solubilisation, the membrane suspension was filled up to 50 ml with buffer A+
(final concentration of DM was 40 mM = 22 x CMC) and left stirring for 3 h at room
temperature. After solubilisation, the solution was centrifuged at 40,000 rpm for 1 h at
4 ◦C with a type 45 Ti rotor and the pellet discarded.
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2.2.6

Affinity purification

A pre-packed HiTrap™ TALON® crude 5 ml column (GE Healthcare, USA) was preequilibrated in buffer A plus 5 mM DM with the help of a peristaltic pump (Minipuls ®
3 Abimed, Gilson, USA). By creating a closed loop, sample solution was loaded for either
3 h or over night at 1.5 ml/min. After loading, the column was connected to an ÄKTA
Purifier 10 (P-903, GE Healthcare) chromatography system, following the absorption at
280 nm. The column was washed with buffer W for about 10 column volumes (CV) or
until a stable baseline was reached. The imidazole concentration was raised to 30 mM for
another 4 CV. To elute the protein, a linear gradient was applied, ranging from 30 mM
to 300 mM over 8 CV, while collecting 2 ml fractions. If a certain construct was purified
several times, a step elution was used instead of a gradient, eluting directly with 300 mM
after the 30 mM wash step.
Fractions were submitted to SDS PAGE and the required fractions were pooled together. To remove or at least reduce imidazole concentration and the volume, successive
concentration dilution runs with 50 kDa molecular weight cut-off Amicon Ultra centrifugal filter (Merck KGaA, Germany) were performed. At the end, the concentration was
determined using the Nanodrop and the extinction coefficient calculated by the ExPAsy
ProtParam tool (https://web.expasy.org/protparam/ Gasteiger et al. (2005)), measuring
the absorption at 280 nm.

2.2.7

Histidine-tag cleavage

To remove the hexa-histidine tag, which could hinder crystallisation due to its flexible
nature, 1 U thrombin (Restriction grade, Novagen® ) was added to 2 mg affinity purified
and concentrated protein. The mixture was left at room temperature over night.
Since the NaK channel is almost completely buried in the membrane or detergent
micelle, trypsin (Roth) was used as an alternative to the more expensive thrombin. Different ratios and time periods were tested in the beginning, leading to the final incubation
condition of a molar ratio of 1:250 (trypsin : protein) for 1 h at room temperature.
To stop the cleavage reaction, the mixture was centrifuged for 5 min, 20,800 x g, 4 ◦C
and immediately subjected to size-exclusion chromatography.

2.2.8

Size-exclusion chromatography

Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) was used to separate NaK from remaining impurities according to their size.
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NaK wt has a calculated size of 51.5 kDa after tag removal, NaKΔ18 is slightly
smaller with 43.3 kDa. But the channel is surrounded by a detergent micelle, increasing
the apparent molecular weight by approximately 60 kDa. For this reason a Superdex200
increase 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) was used. For test injections of undigested
sample, a 500 µl loop was used, filling it with 250 µl of 70 µg to 100 µg protein sample. In
case of large-scale purification, a 2 ml loop was used, loading it with 1 ml concentrated
sample (up to 8 mg/ml). Since this is slightly overloading the column, therefore limiting
the resolution, these large amounts were only injected for well known samples.
Samples were centrifuged for 5 min, 20.000 x g, 4 ◦C to remove aggregates before
injecting them on the pre-equilibrated (buffer SEC) Superdex column. The flow rate
was set to 0.5 ml/min and 0.5 ml fractions were collected. Aliquots of fractions were
submitted to SDS-PAGE afterwards.

2.3

Mass spectrometry

Since smearing on the gel between bands occurred frequently, excised gel samples were
analysed by the mass spectrometry facility at the FMP Berlin.

2.4
2.4.1

Crystallography and structure determination
Protein crystallography

For crystallisation both fresh and frozen protein samples were used. Different concentrations were tested, with roughly 12 mg/ml giving the best results. Before setting up
crystallisation plates, samples were centrifuged for minimum 5 min at 20.000 x g to
remove possible aggregates and macroscopic impurities.
96-well plates were set up using the Gryphon robot (Art Robbins Instruments, USA)
and the sitting drop vapour diffusion method. In short, 200 nl protein was mixed with
200 nl well solution and equilibrated against 80 µl well solution and the plates were stored
at 4 ◦C or 20 ◦C in the Rock Imager storage system (Formulatrix, USA). Initially, many
screens were tested (JCSG, PEG/Salt, Classic (Jena Bioscience, Germany), Classic Suite
Lite, Classic II suite, AmSO4 suite, Cation suite, MPD suite (Qiagen)), but only the
MPD screen at 20 ◦C led to successful crystal growth.
Manual hanging drop vapour diffusion 24-well plates were used for optimisation (24
Well ComboPlate™ , Greiner Bio-One, Germany). Well volume was 350 µl and the drop
contained each 0.8 µl protein and well solution. Plates were left at 20 ◦C to 22 ◦C and
manually inspected.
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Crystals appeared after several days and kept on growing over a period of 2 weeks.
Crystals tended to be small and had the shape of thin plates with maximum dimensions
of 50 µm to 60 µm in x and y directions.
Due to MPD in the well solution, no extra cryo protection was necessary before
flash-freezing the crystals in liquid nitrogen.

2.4.2

Data collection

Data was collected at BL 14.1 at BESSY II (Berlin, Germany) equipped with a Pilatus3S
6M detector (Dectris, Switzerland) (Mueller et al., 2015). Some datasets were recorded
at BL P11, Petra III, DESY (Hamburg, Germany) also equipped with a Pilatus 6M
detector (Meents et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016). For all datasets, crystals were
rotated at an increment of 0.1° to 0.2° under a constant cryostream (100 K).
At BESSY, initial indexing and strategy determination was done with iMOSFLM (Bat however, for crystye et al., 2011). Native crystals were shot at 13.5 keV (= 0.916 A),
tals containing rubidium, the energy was shifted to just above the rubidium K-edge at
 At DESY the native energy was 12 keV (= 1.033 A).

15.205 keV (= 0.815 A).

2.4.3

Structure solution

Diffraction data were integrated and scaled with either XDSAPP (Sparta et al., 2016) or
Dials (Winter et al., 2018). Both programs required the CCP4i suite (Winn et al., 2011),
especially the programs Pointless and Aimless (Evans, 2006; Evans and Murshudov,
2013), Ctruncate (Evans, 2011), SFCHECK (Vaguine et al., 1999) and Phenix.Xtriage
(Zwart et al., 2005; Adams et al., 2010; Liebschner et al., 2019).
After data quality assessment with Phenix.Xtriage, the structure was solved by
molecular replacement (MR) with Phenix.Phaser-MR (McCoy et al., 2007) using chain
A of NaKΔ19 (PDB 3e86) as a search model with the selectivity filter residues omitted.
Water, ions and other non-protein atoms were removed from the PDB file.
If the data contained anomalous signal, MR-SAD using the AutoSol wizard (Terwilliger et al., 2009) was performed after normal MR to find heavy atom sites. This
way, the resulting phases contained information from both the MR model and the heavy
atoms.
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Table 2.10: Crystallization conditions for NaKΔ18 C-DI.

Crystal ID

NaKΔ18 C-DI

NaKΔ18 C-DI

NaKΔ18 C-DI

NaKΔ18 C-DI

NaKΔ18 C-DI
Rb+ + Ba2+ +
Na+

NaKΔ18 C-DI
Rb+ + Ca2+ +
Na+

K+ + Na+

K+ + Li+

K+

Rb+ + Na+

43281 A2d

42829 C5b

190730 12c B4a

42415 H4a

42502 F3b

42501 F3c

370 µM

280 µM

291 µM

280 µM

-

100 mM RbCl

280 µM
100 mM RbCl +
10 mM BaCl2

280 µM
100 mM RbCl +
10 mM CaCl2

100 mM NaCl

100 mM LiCl

Protein solution
Protein concentration
Salt
Buffer

20 mM HEPES (NaOH) pH 7.5

20 mM Tris-HCl
pH 8.0
5 mM DM

20 mM HEPES (NaOH) pH 7.5

Well solution
MPD
Salt

40 %
200 mM KF

40 %
200 mM K
acetate

30 %

40 %

40 %

-

-

-
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Buffer

-

-

-

100 mM HEPES
(NaOH) pH 7.5

100 mM MES
(NaOH) pH 6.0

100 mM MES
(NaOH) pH 6.0

Other

-

-

-

5 % PEG 4000

-

-

Method

Sitting drop

Sitting drop

Hanging drop

Sitting drop

Sitting drop

Sitting drop

Format

96-well

96-well

24-well

96-well

96-well

96-well

Well volume

80 µl

80 µl

350 µl

80 µl

80 µl

80 µl

Drop volume

0.2 + 0.2 µl

0.2 + 0.2 µl

0.8 + 0.8 µl

0.2 + 0.2 µl

0.2 + 0.2 µl

0.2 + 0.2 µl

Crystallization setup
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40 %
200 mM K
acetate

Crystal ID

NaKΔ18 S-DI

NaKΔ18 S-DI

NaKΔ18 S-ELM

NaKΔ18 C-DI
F92A

NaKΔ18 C-DI
F92A

K+ + Na+

K+ + Na+

K+ + Na+

Rb+ + K+

Cs+ + K+

190628 11 D4a

190628 11 D4d

44094 H10a

200106 16F B6a

200106 16F C3c

300 µM

300 µM

270 µM

275 µM

275 µM

Protein solution
Protein concentration
Salt

100 mM NaCl
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Buffer
Well solution
MPD

100 mM NaCl
100 mM KCl
100 mM KCl
20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5 mM DM

100 mM KCl

62 %

62 %

47 %

63 %

63 %

200 mM KCl
100 mM HEPES
(KOH) pH 7.5

200 mM KCl
100 mM HEPES
(KOH) pH 7.5

100 mM HEPES
(NaOH) pH 7.5

200 mM RbCl
100 mM Tris-HCl
pH 8.0

-

100 mM NaCl,
100 mM Tris-HCl
pH 8.0, 50 % MPD

-

-

200 mM CsCl
100 mM Tris-HCl
pH 8.0
90 mM CsCl,
100 mM
Kryptofix-222,
50 % MPD

Method

Hanging drop

Hanging drop

Sitting drop

Hanging drop

Hanging drop

Format

24-well

24-well

96-well

24-well

24-well

Well volume

350 µl

350 µl

80 µl

350 µl

350 µl

Drop volume

0.8 + 0.8 µl

0.8 + 0.8 µl

0.2 + 0.2 µl

0.8 + 0.8 µl

0.8 + 0.8 µl

Salt
Buffer

Soaking solution

Crystallization setup
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Table 2.11: Crystallization and soaking conditions for NaKΔ18 S-DI, NaKΔ18 S-ELM and NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A.

Table 2.12: Data collection parameters for all crystals.

Measured at

Energy (keV)

Wavelength

(A)

Number of
images

Exposure
times (s)

Oscillation
range (°)

43281 A2d

BESSY 14.1

13.500

0.918

2 * 2400

0.25

0.1

42829 C5b

BESSY 14.1

13.500

0.918

1800

0.5

0.1

190730 12c B4a

DESY P11

12.000

1.033

900

0.1

0.2

42415 H4a

BESSY 14.1

15.205

0.815

600

2.0

0.2

42502 F3b

BESSY 14.1

13.500 / 15.205

0.918 / 0.815

1200 / 1200

0.5

0.1

42501 F3c

BESSY 14.1

15.205

0.815

1200

0.5

0.1

190628 11 D4a

DESY P11

12.000

1.033

900

0.1

0.2

190628 11 D4d

DESY P11

12.000

1.033

900

0.1

0.2

44094 H10a

DESY P11

12.000

1.033

900

0.1

0.2

200106 16F B6a

BESSY 14.1

15.205

0.815

700

2.0

0.2

200106 16F C3c

BESSY 14.1

13.500

0.918

600

2.0

0.2
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2.4.4

Model building and refinement

To reduce possible model bias, the solutions from MR or MR-SAD were used as a
starting point for rebuilding of the whole model using Phenix.Autobuild (Terwilliger
et al., 2008b,a). Initial rebuilding was followed by iterative manual model building
using Coot (Emsley et al., 2010) and refinement with Phenix.Refine (Afonine et al.,
2012). Early rounds of refinement included rigid body refinement as well as simulated
annealing. At lower resolution, non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) restraints were
applied. Independent of resolution, translation-libration-screw-rotation (TLS) refinement was included with different numbers of groups automatically defined by Phenix.
5 % of reflections were used for generation of Rfree for cross-validation.

2.4.5

Structure analysis and figure preparation

Figures were prepared using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System (version 2.3.4,
Schrödinger LLC, USA). PyMOL was also used to generate tetrameric channels by using
symmetry mates to create input files for the program HOLE (Smart et al., 1996). HOLE
calculated the pore radius through the channel and created output files to be visualised in
PyMOL. 2D plots of channel axis vs radius were created with Microsoft Excel (Microsoft,
USA) and Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, USA).

2.5
2.5.1

Electrophysiology
Patch-clamp electrophysiology

Outside-out patch-clamp recordings of GluA2 mutants (GluA2 TTV and GluA2 DGNF)
in HEK-293 cells were performed by Sebastian Braunbeck.
The external solution (Ringer solution) contained 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM MgCl2 , 0.1 mM
CaCl2 , 5 mM HEPES pH 7.3, titrated with NaOH. The glutamate stock solution consisted of 2 M L-glutamic acid, 0.5 M D(+)saccharose and 1.5 M NaOH, and was diluted
with external solution to 10 mM glutamate for experiments. Glutamate and other drugs
were applied with a fast-perfusion tool. For GluA2 TTV, 100 µM cyclothiazide (CTZ),
a desensitisation blocker (Sun et al., 2002), was applied in combination with Ringer and
Ringer plus glutamate. Additionally, 158 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2 , 20 mM
HEPES pH 7.3, titrated with NaOH, was tested. The internal or pipette solution contained 115 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2 , 0.5 mM CaCl2 , 10 mM NaF, 5 mM Na4 BAPTA,
10 mM Na2 ATP, 5 mM HEPES, titrated to a pH of 7.3 with NaOH. Patches were clamped
at −80 mV to +80 mV. Currents were recorded using Axograph X (Axograph Scientific)
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via an Instrutech ITC-18 interface (HEKA) at 40 kHz sampling rate and filtered at
10 kHz (−3 dB cutoff, 8-pole Bessel).

2.5.2

Planar lipid bilayers

To record functional data of NaK mutants, the planar lipid bilayer technique was applied.
2.5.2.1

In-vitro Protein expression and purification in nanodiscs

First, NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A was cloned into pEXP5-CT/TOPO (construct 19-10). Invitro expression and purification was performed by Dr. Oliver Rauh (group of Prof.
Dr. Gerhard Thiel, TU Darmstadt, Germany) with the Expressway™ Mini Cell-Free
Expression System (ThermoFisher Scientific) in the presence of His-tagged nanodiscs
(Nanodisc MSP1D1-His DMPC, Cube Biotech, Germany). Proteins were purified by
Ni-NTA affinity purification and eluted in 250 mM imidazole. Elution fractions were
used for bilayer experiments, performed at the FMP Berlin.
2.5.2.2

Protein reconstitution in liposomes

NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A was expressed and purified as described in sections 2.2.4 - 2.2.8,
with the addition of 5 mM BaCl2 in the expression medium.
Small unilamelar liposomes (SUVs) were prepared from E. coli Total Lipid Extract or
a 7/3 mixture of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE) and 1palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1’-rac-glycerol) (sodium salt) (POPG) (all from
Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc., USA). Lipids were dissolved in chloroform at 10 mg/ml and
the chloroform stocks were used to create the 7/3 mix of POPE/POPG. Dissolved lipid
aliquots were stored under nitrogen atmosphere at −80 ◦C.
To prepare liposomes, 1 ml (corresponds to 10 mg) lipid stock solution was pipetted
into a glass vial with a Hamilton syringe (Hamilton Company, Switzerland) and gently
dried with a nitrogen stream under constant rotation. To remove residual chloroform,
dried lipids were dissolved in 1 ml n-pentane (Roth) and dried again under nitrogen.
Lipids were rehydrated in 1 ml dialysis buffer (500 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES-KOH, pH
7.5) and left at room temperature for one hour. After addition of 10 mM DM, the
solution was sonicated with a nozzle-sonicator (Vibra cell 72434, 20 kHz) for 30 s on,
1 min off, on ice to prevent overheating. This was repeated until the solution became
clear, which could take up to 30 min. After a brief centrifugation round to get rid of
titanium from the nozzle, lipids were mixed with purified protein at a ratio of 0.1 20 µg/mg lipid. The mixture was dialysed against two changes of 1 l dialysis buffer over
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two days at 4 ◦C. After dialysis, the solution was sonicated again for 30 s, aliquoted and
stored at −80 ◦C.

2.5.2.3

Lipid preparation for planar lipid bilayer recordings

For a day’s use, 30 µl to 50 µl POPE/POPG solution in chloroform was pipetted into a
glass vial and gently dried with a nitrogen stream under constant rotation. Lipids were
washed with 1 ml n-pentane, and dried again. Finally, lipids were dissolved in 30 µl to
50 µl n-decane (Roth) to a final concentration of 10 mg/ml.
1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPhPC, Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) was
prepared in a similar manner to a final concentration of 15 mg/ml.

2.5.2.4

Planar lipid bilayer recordings

Bilayer chambers and partitions were kindly provided by Christopher Miller, PhD (Brandeis University, USA). All bilayer experiments were performed at room temperature
(around 22 ◦C).
Briefly, partitions were stuck on the chamber with silicone vacuum grease and pretreated
with a drop of lipid solution. After drying for 20 min, chambers were filled with recording solutions. Buffers consisted of 100 mM KCl and 10 mM HEPES (KOH), pH 7.5 or
100 mM NaCl and 10 mM HEPES (NaOH), pH 7.4. In some cases, 1 mM CaCl2 and/
or 100 mM sucrose was added to promote fusion. Also, spermine solution was tested,
containing 125 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM CaCl2 , 10 mM NaF, 5 mM HEPES (NaOH) pH 7.2
and 0.05 mM spermine. Recordings were either done in symmetrical conditions or biionic. Artificial planar bilayers were formed by painting / air bubble method (Oiki,
2012). Both chambers were connected with Ag/AgCl electrodes to an eONE-HS amplifier (Elements SARL, Italy), connected via USB to a computer. Bilayer formation was
controlled and recorded with Elements Data Reader (version 3.8, edr3App) by applying
a triangular voltage protocol from −100 mV to +100 mV. Current traces were recorded
at 10 kHz final bandwidth (20 kHz sampling rate without filtering). The displayed data
was low-pass filtered at 500 Hz (this does not effect raw data) for easier visual detection
of events. A few µl of purified channels in nanodiscs were added to the bottom chamber,
whereas proteoliposomes were added to the upper chamber. Upon incorporation of a
single channel, voltage was manually changed between −150 mV to +150 mV. Current
traces were exported with the Elements Data Reader (EDA) to .abf format.
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2.5.2.5

Data analysis

Exported bilayer data was opened in Axograph X, filtered at 100 Hz and visually inspected. Relevant current data was exported to Igor Pro format. In Igor, a histogram
of the current signal was made and fit utilizing the Multipeak fitting algorithm applying Gaussian peak types. Main peak locations were used to calculate conductance (by
substracting the baseline peak from the main peak) according to
G=

1
I
=
R
V

(2.1)

Current (pA)

Current (pA)

Dwell time analysis was performed with the home-written program termed ASCAM
(Advanced Single Channel Analysis for Mac, available at
github.com/AGPlested/ASCAM). Baseline and amplitude values were given manually
and the dead time was set to 0.5 ms. The dead time was set to longer values if the data
was very noisy in combination with small amplitudes. After automatic idealization of
traces, the threshold level was set to half of the opening amplitude. The idealized traces
were interpolated. Once idealization was performed, a list of events was exported as
.csv file, containing event number, episode number (not relevant for this application),

time (s)

Figure 2.3: The program ASCAM with an example trace Axograph files of bilayer recordings can be loaded into the program ASCAM. A histogram of current amplitudes is generated
automatically (right side) and can be used to determine amplitude values for idealization. The
threshold level is auto-generated at half the opening amplitude but can be changed manually
(red line). Dead-time and interpolation values have to be given manually and applied. After
idealization (orange line) a list of events can be exported.
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dwell times, beginning and end of events, and idealized amplitude. After sorting and
merging of lists in Microsoft Excel, dwell times were log-transformed to the base of 10
and imported in Igor Pro. Histograms of log-transformed dwell times were generated
with the square-rooted event count on the y-axis. Finally, histograms were fitted with
the following double exponential equation:
f (log(t)) = 2.3 ∗

 a1 ∗ 10log(t) ∗ exp (− 10log(t) )
τ1

τ1

log(t)

+

a2 ∗ 10log(t) ∗ exp (− 10 τ2
τ2

)

(2.2)

Coefficients were initally guessed. In most cases a third, or even a fourth, component
was necessary.

2.6

Computational electrophysiology

Computational electrophysiology (compEL) is a molecular dynamics simulation method
developed by Kutzner et al. (2011). All simulations were performed by Saeid Abdolvand.
Using GROMACS, two NaKΔ18 C-DI tetramers were embedded in two separate 1palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) bilayers, creating two compartments A and B. Due to the lack of crystal structures at the time of setting up the system,
phenylalanine 92 was mutated in-silico to alanine. Water molecules were added (TIP3P
model), as well as Cl- and either K+ or Na+ ions. By creating an ion imbalance between
compartments A and B, a potential is formed over the membranes. Using CHARMM or
AMBER force-field, ion permeation through the channels in both outward and inward
directions were simulated for several µs by concatenating 500 ns simulations.
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Figure 2.4: Computational electrophysiology setup (a) Two separate POPC bilayers,
represented in yellow strings, create two compartments a and b. In each bilayer a single NaK
channel (in grey) is embedded. The compartments are filled with water molecules (light grey),
Cl- ions (cyan) and K+ ions (red). By placing an ion imbalance in the two compartments a
potential over the membrane is created, causing the ions to flow along their gradient either
outward (upper channel) or inward (lower channel).
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Chapter 3

Results
3.1

Initial production and crystallisation of NaK wt and
NaKΔ18

Before starting to include selectivity filter mutations, expression and purification of NaK
wt had to be established. After successfully testing the published expression conditions
in small scale batches, up to 12 l cultures were grown at once, yielding 40 mg to 45 mg of
pure protein after affinity purification (3.3 mg to 3.75 mg per litre culture). Tag removal
was achieved by over-night thrombin digestion and a clear shift in the SDS gel band
indicated efficient cleavage (Fig. 3.1A, lanes 1 and 2). Interestingly, despite denaturing conditions, the channel mostly migrated as a tetramer, with a calculated molecular weight of 56.9 kDa for NaK wt before cleavage and 48.3 kDa after. The calculated
molecular weight for the N-terminal truncated NaKΔ18 was 48.8 kDa uncleaved versus
43.3 kDa cleaved (Fig. 3.1B). A weaker band was visible for the monomer and a slight
smear could be seen in between monomer and tetramer. Size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC) resulted in a main symmetrical peak at roughly 13 ml with a small shoulder on
the right (Fig. 3.1C). According to the calibration curve of our Superdex 200 10/300
GL column, the main peak corresponded to 100 - 110 kDa, composed of channel and a
detergent micelle of 50 - 60 kDa. Shoulder fractions from SEC ran at the same height
as the main peak fractions in SDS-PAGE. Therefore, cut out gel bands from the main
peak (elution fraction 11) and from the shoulder peak (elution fraction 16), including 3
more pieces in between tetrameric and monomeric bands (Fig. 3.1A, cut out gel pieces
indicated by dotted squares), were subjected to mass spectrometry analysis. This verified the presence of NaK in all submitted samples, including the faint smear and the
shoulder bands. Crystallisation trials of NaK wildtype were not successful but several
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Figure 3.1: Purification of NaK wt and NaKΔ18. (A) Exemplary gel of successful
purification tag removal and subsequent size-exclusion chromatography for NaK wt. Molecular
weight in kDa of marker bands is shown on the left. + thrombin-treated sample; - before cleavage;
MW molecular weight marker; 8-16 SEC elution fractions; dotted squares indicate cut out gel
pieces which were submitted to mass spectrometry (MS). (B) Exemplary thrombin digest of
NaKΔ18. (C) Size-exclusion chromatography profile of thrombin-digested NaK wt. Red dotted
lines mark the fractions corresponding to the cut out gel bands used for MS.

datasets of NaKΔ18 could be obtained and solved by molecular replacement (data not
shown).

3.2

Identification of suitable mutants

After successful implementation of a purification protocol for both NaK wt and NaKΔ18,
including structure solution for the latter, creating stable selectivity filter mutants was
the next aim. In constrast to NaKΔ19, truncation of 18 residues kept the tryptophan
at position 19 intact and enabled more accurate determination of the concentration by
absorbance at 280 nm for NaKΔ18 and subsequent mutants.
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3.2.1

Rational behind mutant choice

Since it was not clear how easily mutations in the selectivity filter could be accommodated in the NaK channel without abolishing correct assembly and integrity of the
channel, residues were replaced step by step. In all previous studies of NaK, the focus
was on the open pore form NaKΔ19 which, unlike wt, also crystallised easily. Thus,
NaKΔ18 was used as the basis for creating pore mutants. A fusion construct with a Cterminal GFP-tag for faster screening of mutants did not show useful expression levels,
neither with NaK wt nor NaKΔ18, and therefore was not pursued any further.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the transmembrane domain and selectivity filter of GluA2
and sequence comparison. (A) Overview of the transmembrane domain of GluA2 with
helices M1, M3 and M4 shown as cylinders while the re-entrant pore helix M2 is shown in ribbon
representation. The most interesting residues in the selectivity filter are fully shown with their
side chains, especially highlighting the Q/R site (in purple) and the pore lining residues. For
better comparison, one subunit is shown with the original glutamine while in the other it was
mutated in-silico to an arginine (PDB code 5weo). (B) Sequence comparison between GluA2
and NaK in the selectivity filter region. Green and yellow mark identical and similar residues,
respectively, while the Q/R site is highlighted in purple again. A selection of mutant construct
sequences were aligned as well (introduced mutations are shown in blue).
In GluA2, a post-transcriptional modification renders the channel impermeable to
calcium by exchanging the encoded glutamine (Q) to an arginine (R). Hence, this position
is termed ’Q/R editing site’ (Burnashev et al., 1992; Kumar and Mayer, 2013). When
this project was started, no open pore structure of any glutamate receptor existed and
none of the existing structures resolved the pore loop. Only in the very first crystal
structure of GluA2, most of the pore helix M2 was visible but density stopped right
before the selectivity filter (PDB code 3kg2; Sobolevsky et al., 2009). In late August
2017, the first open pore structure was published which also resolved the selectivity
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filter (Twomey et al., 2017), giving insights into the architecture of pore-lining residues
(Fig. 3.2A). Mutations in NaK, though, were chosen according to a sequence alignment
between the two channels and stretches of one to almost the whole selectivity filter were
exchanged (Fig. 3.2B).

3.2.2

Small-scale tests of different mutants

Mutants were created by overlap-extension PCR and verified by sequencing. Once confirmed, NEB Express Iq cells were transformed and each construct expressed in smallscale format (described in section 2.2.3). Only those constructs that showed expression
in small-scale were later on used for large-scale production and crystallisation. In figure
3.3, exemplary gels of test expressions are shown.
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Figure 3.3: Small-scale test expressions of four different mutants. Non-induced (NI)
vs induced (I) membrane fractions of four different mutants were loaded on a 4-12 % gradient
gel. Different expression temperatures were also tested (18 ◦C and 25 ◦C) and compared to
each other. Red arrows indicate bands appearing in the induced sample, which correspond to
expected sizes of monomer and tetramer. MW molecular weight marker in kDa; SN supernatant
after ultracentrifugation to collect membranes;
The mutant NaKΔ18 C- exhibited robust expression under both temperature conditions, revealing a strong tetrameric band just below the 35 kDa marker and also a
weaker monomeric band between 10 kDa and 15 kDa. In case of NaKΔ18 DI, the result
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showed opposite behaviour with strong monomeric and weak tetrameric bands. In case of
NaKΔ18 MQQ, the results were not clear since there might be a faint monomeric band,
but the difference to non-induced samples was not substantial. Similar concerns applied
to NaKΔ18 F92A, which exhibited a very faint tetrameric band. In cases of unclear
results, constructs were transformed and expressed another time to rule out problems
connected to those steps. Also, small-scale purifications using gravity-flow columns were
carried out. Single elution fractions, and combined and concentrated elution fractions
were loaded on a gel to detect weak expression.
Mutants with expression levels high-enough for large-scale production and crystallisation
trials are listed in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Summary of successfully over-expressed mutants. Construct names as indicated in table 2.1. Tetrameric refers to the appearance of the SEC profile, ˜ indicates nonhomogenous profiles with several peaks, including a tetrameric peak. The third column lists
constructs with enough protein material to set-up crystallisation plates / (+) crystals appeared
or (*) only microcrystals.

Construct

Tetrameric

Crystallisation
set-up/crystals

Structure

+
+
+
+
+
+
~
~
+
+
+
~
+
+
+
-

+/+
+/+
-/+/*
+/+
-/+/+/+/+
-/+/+
+/*
+/*
+/+/+
+/-/-

no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no

-

-/-

no

NaK wt
NaKΔ18
NaKΔ18 CNaKΔ18 DI
NaKΔ18 C-DI
NaKΔ18 GA C-DI
NaKΔ18 V64Q
NaKΔ18 T63Q C-DI
NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A
NaKΔ18 MQQ C-DI F92A
NaKΔ18 S-DI
NaKΔ18 C-DI F85L
NaKΔ18 T63Q C-DI F92A
NaKΔ18 Y55W C-DI
NaKΔ18 S-ELM
NaKΔ18 C-DI I84A F85L I88A
NaKΔ18 T63Q C-DI I84A
F85L I88A F92A
NaKΔ18 GA C-DI I84A F85L
I88A F92A
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3.2.3

Increasing the available space in the pore

After the first unsuccessful tests of inserting mutations into the pore tip region and with
the newly released structure of GluA2, it was possible to examine the reasons of failure
more closely. A structural overlay of the transmembrane domain (TMD) of GluA2 with
NaKΔ18 C-DI allowed to compare residues surrounding the ion conduction pathway
just above the selectivity filter. In general, the ion conduction pathway is wider in
GluA2 and therefore insertion of the larger residues methionine or glutamine (instead of
threonine or valine) into NaK lead to steric clashes. The main residues of NaK involved
in these possible clashes all lie in the M3 helix. Mutating T62 to methionine causes
an overlap with F85 of the neighboring subunit and also other rotamers of methionine
are sterically restricted. Space for changing T63 to glutamine is limited by I88 and
F92 of the same subunit, whereas a mutation of V64 to glutamine collides with I84
of the neighboring subunit (Fig. 3.4). Thus, in an attempt to create more space, the
aforementioned residues were exchanged with smaller hydrophobic amino acids. All
except for F85 were replaced with alanine, whereas F85 was mutated to a leucine in
order to retain some hydrophobic interactions. While these mutations alone resulted in
successful over-expression of protein, it did not lead to stable constructs in combination
with pore tip mutations.

F92

F85
F92
M585

I84

I88
Q586

Q587

Figure 3.4: Pore-enlarging mutants. Structural alignment of the TMD of GluA2 (5weo,
purple) with NaKΔ18 C-DI (yellow, upside down). Only two neighboring subunits are shown.
The inset magnifies the pore tip region, showing the the main residues of GluA2: M585, Q586
and Q587, which would clash with the highlighted residues in the context of NaK. The second
subunit of GluA2 is omitted in the inset.
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3.3
3.3.1

Large-scale production of selectivity filter mutants
Expression and purification of NaKΔ18 C-DI

In initial screenings, the mutant NaKΔ18 C-DI showed high levels of expression and
led to tetrameric bands in SDS-PAGE, suggesting high stability. After over-expression
in NEB Express Iq cells, channels could be enriched by Co2+ affinity chromatography
(Fig. 3.5A). Already at this step, the outcome was relatively pure protein with almost
no contaminants (Fig. 3.5B). After pooling and concentrating elution fractions, the
hexa-histidine tag was cleaved with thrombin during the first expression cycle but then
thrombin was replaced with trypsin treatment for all subsequent purifications. Tag
removal led to a clear downward shift in SDS-PAGE (Fig. 3.5D, lanes - and +). As a
final polishing step and also to get rid of the protease, a SEC run was performed. The
channel mainly eluted as a tetrameric, homogeneous peak with a small shoulder trailing
on the side of lower molecular weight. Re-injecting these fractions from the shoulder led
again to a monodispers tetrameric peak with a slightly larger shoulder compared to the
initial injection (Fig. 3.5C). After running SEC elution fractions on a denaturing gel
(Fig. 3.5D), the corresponding fractions were pooled, concentrated and either directly
used for crystallisation or flash–frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 ◦C. Final
yields of crystallisation–grade protein were around 1.2 mg to 1.5 mg per litre bacterial
culture.

3.3.2

Expression and purification of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A

The F92A mutation is known to increase singe–channel conductance (Alam and Jiang,
2009a). Hence, this mutation was included into the framework of NaKΔ18 C-DI for
functional studies of the pore mutant. Unfortunately, the higher conductance led to far
lower expression levels since it disrupted bacterial growth. To partially block the channel,
5 mM to 10 mM BaCl2 was added to the growth medium during expression. Otherwise,
the purification protocol was similar to NaKΔ18 C-DI (for a typical gel after affinity
chromatography, see Fig. 3.6A). Due to the lower expression, 12 l bacterial culture was
used, which yielded around 2.5 mg pure protein (= 0.2 mg per l bacterial culture).

3.3.3

Expression and purification of NaKΔ18 S-DI and S-ELM

Initially, the replacement of cysteine with serine was intended to verify the role of cysteine
within the selectivity filter. Furthermore, in kainate receptors this position is occupied
by serine. Additional three residues were mutated to mimic kainate receptors, creating
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Figure 3.5: Exemplary large-scale purification of NaKΔ18 C-DI. (A) Affinity chromatogram following 280 nm absorbance (black line). The green line indicates imidazole concentration steps from 0, 15, 30 to 45 mM for washing and 300 mM for elution. Dashed line marks
the beginning of pooled fractions, while red lines and numbers indicate collected fractions. (B)
Coomassie-blue stained 15 % SDS gel with samples from affinity purification. There is a clear
over-expressed band visible in the sample that was loaded onto the affinity column (L, circled)
which disappeared in the flow through (FT) after column loading. In the different washing steps
(W, 2, 6, 11) fewer and fewer bands are visible. Peak fractions (12-17) indicate a lot of protein
being present, still eluting from the column after several CV high imidazole (20, 25). (C) SEC
profile of trypsin-treated channel (black line). It eluted as a monodispers tetrameric peak (T)
with a small trailing shoulder (S). When re-injecting shoulder fractions (15-17) the profile almost
looked identical to the initial SEC profile (orange line). (D) Coomassie-blue stained 15 % SDS
gel of undigested (-) and trypsin-treated sample after 1 h (+a) and 30 min (+b). Elution fractions from the first SEC run (black line in (C)), mostly running as tetramers, despite denaturing
conditions (11-17). MW - molecular weight marker (selected bands labeled in kDa).

NaKΔ18 S-ELM. Both NaKΔ18 S-DI and NaKΔ18 S-ELM expressed at high levels,
comparable to the original mutant NaKΔ18 C-DI. Trypsin treatment led to a similar
shift in SDS-PAGE, and after SEC elution fractions were still running as tetramers on
denaturing gels (Fig. 3.6B and C).
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Figure 3.6: Exemplary large-scale purification of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A, NaKΔ18
S-DI and NaKΔ18 S-ELM. (A) Coomassie-blue stained 15 % SDS gel with samples from
affinity purification of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A. In the peak fraction a tetrameric band at rougly
38 kDa is visible plus an additional smeared band around 18 kDa. FT - flow through; 4+5, 8, 16,
19 - different washing steps. (B) and (C) SEC fractions of NaKΔ18 S-DI and NaKΔ18 S-ELM,
respectively. Including uncut (-) and cut (+) samples before SEC. Fractions 14 - 17 corresponded
to the main tetrameric peak and were pooled for crystallisation. MW - molecular weight marker
(selected bands labeled in kDa).

3.4
3.4.1

3.4.1.1

Structural analysis of NaKΔ18 C-DI
Crystallisation and structure solution of NaKΔ18 C-DI with
Na+ and K+
Crystallisation

Since crystallisation conditions of NaKΔ18 relied on MPD as precipitant, similar conditions were screened for the pore mutant NaKΔ18 C-DI. The protein was concentrated to
16 mg/ml, though also lower concentrations of around 12 mg/ml led to diffracting crystals. Curiously, crystals were better diffracting if the purified protein was flash-frozen
and thawed again before setting up crystallisation plates.

day 7

day 14

day 28

Figure 3.7: Crystals of NaKΔ18 C-DI. The best-diffracting crystal grew in 200 mM KF and
40 % v/v MPD with 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM DM and 20 mM HEPES (NaOH) as purification buffer.
The pictures show crystal growth after 7, 14 and 28 days. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm.
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Crystal growth was rather slow, taking a minimum of 14 days to reach their final
size, and, in case of the best diffracting Na+ / K+ crystal, even 28 days. There were
plenty of nucleation points and lots of microcrystals in many different MPD conditions,
several of them growing into plate-shaped crystals of 30 x 30 µm, with the biggest ones
reaching up to 60 x 60 µm. The third dimension was too small to be determined (Fig.
3.7). Crystallisation plates were incubated at 20 ◦C.
3.4.1.2

Structure determination

Crystals were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen without additional cryo protection. X-ray
data was collected at BESSY as described in table 2.12. Two datasets were collected
for NaKΔ18 C-DI in Na+ / K+ from the same crystal since it diffracted to much higher
resolution than expected, and therefore the detector settings had to be adjusted for
a second run. The two datasets were scaled and merged together, leading to a final
 The crystal belonged to the orthorombic space group C2221 . Data
resolution of 1.47 A.
collection statistics are summarised in table 3.2. Values in parentheses are for the highest
resolution shell.
The phase problem was solved by molecular replacement using chain A of NaKΔ19
(PDB code 3e86) as a search model. To reduce bias, selectivity filter residues were
omitted from the search model. The resulting model for NaKΔ18 C-DI contained two
molecules in the asymmetric unit (a.u.), coming from two subunits of the same tetramer.
Repeated model building and refinement led to final Rwork / Rfree of 14.8 % / 18.4 %.
Final refinement statistics are listed in table 3.2.
The final model of NaKΔ18 C-DI contained residues 18 to 110 plus one residue of
the thrombin recognition sequence and residues 19 to 110 plus three residues for chain
A and chain B, respectively.

3.4.2

Overall structure

The a.u. contained two neighboring subunits of NaKΔ18 C-DI. The tetrameric biological assembly is generated by crystallographic twofold symmetry from two a.u. The
symmetry axis coincided with the channel axis (see Fig. 3.8A and B). Aligning the

backbone atoms of the two chains led to a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 1.54 A
without outlier rejection. The main differences between the two chains lay within the
C-terminus. The unit cell and a.u. arrangement differed from previous published NaK
structures (wildtype and mutants), which mostly crystallised in the tetragonal space
group I4, with two subunits from separate tetramers in the a.u.
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Table 3.2: Data collection and refinement statistics for NaKΔ18 C-DI in Na+ / K+
Data for the highest resolution shell are given in parentheses.

Data collection

NaKΔ18 C-DI in Na+ / K+

Space group
Cell dimensions

a, b, c (A)
α, β, γ (°)

Wavelength (A)

Resolution range (A)
Redundancy
Completeness (%)
Rmeas (%)a
I/σI
CC1/2

C2221
81.3 88.5 49.7
90.0 90.0 90.0
0.918
40.62 - 1.47 (1.52 - 1.47)
17.0 (14.0)
99.5 (98.8)
0.10 (2.73)
17.8 (1.2)
0.99 (0.44)

Refinement

Resolution range (A)
No. of reflections
Rwork / Rfree (%)
No of atoms
Protein
Ligands
Water
2 )
Average B factors (A
Protein
Ligands
Water
RMSD

Bond lengths (A)
Bond angles (°)
Ramachandran plot (%)
most favored
allowed
outliers
Rotamer outliers (%)
Clashscore

40.62 - 1.47 (1.52 - 1.47)
30695 (2988)
14.8 / 18.4
1766
1545
161
60
27.75
23.97
60.10
38.15
0.009
1.00
98.91
1.09
0.00
0.00
4.73

a

P
Rmeas =

q
hkl

n
n−1

P
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hkl

P

j
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A

Asymmetric unit
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top view

side view
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M1

55
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Figure 3.8: Overall structure of NaKΔ18 C-DI in cartoon representation. (A) Asymmetric unit arrangement of NaKΔ18 C-DI, containing chain A and chain B. Each subunit is
made up of two transmembrane helices M1 and M3 and the the pore helix M2. M2 and M3
are connected through a linker, which contributes to the selectivity filter (SF) lining the channel
axis. (B) Top view of the tetramer looking down the ion pathway. (C) Side view of the channel
with the front subunit omitted for better clarity. Minimum dimensions of the tetrameric channel
are indicated in the bottom left corner.

.
Mutating the selectivity filter residues in NaKΔ18 did not alter the overall structure.
The channel consists of the first transmembrane helix M1, spanning from the intracellular
side to the extracellular side, followed by a short linker connecting it to the pore helix
M2. M2 only reaches halfway into the membrane where it transitions into a loop turning
to the extracellular side again. This loop lines the ion channel path and is termed the
selectivity filter (SF). From the extracellular side, helix M3 spans again the membrane,
with the C-terminus lying on the intracellular side (see Fig. 3.8C). Roughly in the middle
of M3 is the conserved gating-hinge at glycine 87, splaying the intracellular gate open
(Alam and Jiang, 2009a).

3.4.3

NaKΔ18 C-DI compared to NaKΔ18

In the selectivity filter mutant NaKΔ18 C-DI only four residues were changed from
wildtype. Since one residue was omitted according to the selectivity filter sequence
of GluA2, the mutant structure is one residue shorter than wildtpye. There are two
chains in the asymmetric unit of each structure (using PDB code 3e8h for NaKΔ18)
therefore four different alignments were possible. Aligning the backbone of chain A
 (without outlier rejection) while alignment
of each molecule led to a RMSD of 1.28 A
 Cross-alignments of C-DI mutant chain A
of chains B yielded a RMSD of only 0.88 A.
 and 0.93 A,
 respectively.
with chain B of wildtype and vice-versa led to RMSDs of 1.87 A
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Apart from the SF, biggest deviations were located within the N- and C-termini (see Fig.
3.9A). The flexible nature of the termini was well reflected in the B-factor distribution.
But also the SF, especially the mutated upper part, showed some degree of flexibility
(see Fig. 3.9B).
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Figure 3.9: Structural comparison of NaKΔ18 and NaKΔ18 C-DI. (A) Alignment
of NaKΔ18 (green, PDB code 3e8h) and NaKΔ18 C-DI (yellow) in cartoon representation.
Selectivity filter residues are highlighted as sticks. (B) B-factor distribution in NaKΔ18 C-DI.
(C, D) Zoom into the SF of NaKΔ18 (C) and NaKΔ18 C-DI (D) with K+ ions (purple), Na+
ions (green) and water molecules (red). 2Fo -Fc electron densities are shown at 1σ. (E) Pore radii
in the SF align well in the lower, non-mutated part but differ substantially in the upper region.
Taking a closer look at the selectivity filter revealed the conformational differences
induced by the mutations. As mentioned before, the C-DI mutant lacks one residue
compared to wildtype NaKΔ18. This induced a straightening of the SF with a much
wider opening towards the extracellular side. In both channels oxygen atoms of threonine
63 (side chain and backbone carbonyl) and the carbonyl oxygen of valine 64 contribute
to ion coordination on the intracellular side. The carbonyl oxygen of threonine 63 marks
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the narrowest point of the ion pathway. After valine 64, the backbone bends away
from the ion pathway, opening up a vestibule. None of the protein atoms contributes
directly to ion coordination in the vestibule, which is only achieved by water molecules.
In NaKΔ18, the backbone turns back inside at the height of aspartate 66 and the
carbonyl oxygen of glycine 67 is involved again in ion coordination, creating another
constriction point (see Fig. 3.9C). On the contrary, in NaKΔ18 C-DI, due to the lack
of one residue, the ion pathway stayed wide open and none of the protein atoms were
involved in ion coordination (see Fig. 3.9D). The similarities and differences between
mutant and wildtype were well reflected in the pore radius distribution along the zaxis of the SF. While the lower, non-mutated region was very similar, the two channels
differed significantly after the vestibule, at the height of the first mutated cysteine 66,
emphasising the lack of a second constriction point in NaKΔ18 C-DI (see Fig. 3.9E).
Clear spherical electron densities revealed ion binding sites along the channel axis. Two
of those were easily attributed to potassium ions, bound in the lower part between
T63 and V64, similar to wildtype. In the vestibule, assignment of the correct ion to the
densities was not as clear. Both sodium and potassium were present in the crystallisation
conditions. But despite potassium being much bigger, it is hard to distinguish between
low occupancy potassium or sodium. Another difficulty comes from distinguishing water
and sodium with only one electron difference. Fig. 3.9D shows one possible arrangement
of ions in the vestibule, mostly Na+ coordinated by water molecules.

3.4.4

NaKΔ18 C-DI versus GluA2

The lack of full-length GluA2 structures with visible selectivity filters led to the start of
this project. After solving first structures of NaKΔ18 C-DI, the open-pore structure of
GluA2 in complex with the transmembrane-regulatory protein (TARP)-γ2 (or stargazin,
STZ), glutamate and the positive allosteric modulator cyclothiazide (CTZ) was published

(Twomey et al., 2017). For the first time, the selectivity filter was resolved at 4 A
resolution. No ions were discernible in the permeation pathway, but general features of
the SF could be compared to our mutant NaK C-DI structure.
Since the orientation of GluA2 is upside down compared to NaK, the structure of
GluA2 had to be flipped 180° for alignment of the selectivity filters. NaK lacks the
fourth transmembrane helix of GluA2 (M4), but, regardless of this, the global fold was
similar (see Fig. 3.10A). Especially M2 and the SF aligned well despite low sequence
similarity. The advantage of using NaK as a scaffold to study ion selectivity is clearly
the much higher resolution of the crystal structure which revealed more features than
the low resolution cryo-EM map. In figure 3.10B, the SF of GluA2 is shown together
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D590
I591

C589

G588

Q587
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M585

D
D68
I69

C66

G65

V64
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Figure 3.10: Structural comparison of GluA2 and NaKΔ18 C-DI. (A) Alignment of
GluA2 (magenta, PDB code 5weo) and NaKΔ18 C-DI (yellow) in cartoon representation. GluA2
was flipped 180° for comparison. The pore helix M2 and selectivity filter are highlighted in ribbon
representation. M4 of GluA2 was omitted for clarity in the right subunit. (B) Zoom into the
SF of GluA2 with the Coulomb density contoured at 1 σ. (C) Zoom into the SF of NaKΔ18
C-DI. The 2Fo -Fc electron density is shown at 1 σ. (D) Alignment of GluA2 and NaKΔ18 C-DI
selectivity filters.
 the
with the density map contoured at 1 σ. Due to the rather low resolution of 4 A,
approximate conformation of the SF could be modelled, but there is no certainty of
backbone conformation, not to mention side chain orientations. On the contrary, in
 clearly indicated positions of all atoms, both
NaKΔ18 C-DI the resolution of 1.47 A
backbone and side chains (see Fig. 3.10C). Even alternative conformations of some side
chains were visible (data not shown). Studying ion binding sites is not possible (so far)
in the cryo-EM structures of GluA2. Nonetheless, an alignment of the selectivity filters
unveiled some interesting details (see Fig. 3.10D): The upper, mutated part of NaKΔ18
C-DI SF closely resembled GluA2 even though NaK is overall narrower than GluA2.
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None of the oxygen carbonyl atoms point towards the channel axis, nor do any of the
side chains. At the upper pore exit (which is extracellular for NaK but intracellular for
GluA2), four aspartates create a negative entrance barrier. However, also these residues
do not point directly towards the channel axis. The lower part of the SF could not
be changed in NaKΔ18 C-DI and consequently showed bigger differences to GluA2.
Most apparently, the two ion binding sites, created mostly by backbone oxygens of T63
and V64 in NaK, do not seem to exist in GluA2 (with the aforementioned limitations of
resolution). Only the carbonyls of glutamine 586 seem to face the ion path. These create
a single constriction point in GluA2, compared to three in NaKΔ18 C-DI. The glutamine
side chains reach far down into the the hydrophobic cavity below the SF (Twomey et al.,
2017) and are much more flexible than the threonine side chains of NaK. Also, glutamine
is a polar but charge-neutral amino acid unlike threonine, and thus, the mechanism by
which ions enter the SF most probably differs between the two channels.

3.5
3.5.1

Structural analysis of ion selectivity
Crystallisation and structure solution of NaKΔ18 C-DI with different ions

Crystallisation In order to better understand the mechanism underlying ion selectivity in non-selective cation channels, we aimed to solve structures with different ionic
compositions. For this purpose, the final SEC run was performed in different salt conditions, either containing no salt at all, one type of salt (LiCl, RbCl) or a mixture of
two salts (RbCl and BaCl2 or RbCl and CaCl2 ). Rb+ and K+ are very similar in their
binding characteristics. The advantage of using Rb+ is that it is feasible for most synchrotrons to shift the wavelength to measure the anomalous signal at the K-edge of
Rb+ .
Samples purified in LiCl, or without additional salt, only crystallised in the presence
of K+ , whereas samples containing RbCl did not require additional salts. One limiting
factor, though, are buffers whose pH was adjusted with NaOH. Hence, Na+ was also
present in unknown concentrations. Exact crystallisation conditions are listed in table
2.10. Crystallsation trials were performed at 20 ◦C. MPD acted not only as a precipitant,
but also as a cryo protectant. Crystals were plate-shaped and needed up to 28 days to
grow to their final dimensions. The only exception were crystals grown in RbCl alone,
which reached their final size already after 4 days (Fig. 3.11). Since crystals in K + only
were set-up manually, no images could be taken.
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K+ + Li+

Rb+

Rb+ + Ba2+

Rb+ + Ca2+

Figure 3.11: Crystals of NaKΔ18 C-DI with different salts. Crystals reached different
sizes of maximum 50 x 50 µm. Images taken after (from left to right) 19, 4, 28 and 28 days.
Scale bar indicates 100 µm.

Data collection Table 2.12 lists the settings used for data collection. All, except
for K+ only, were recorded at BESSY, while the latter was measured at DESY. Rb+ 
containing crystals were shot slightly above the K-absorption edge of rubidium (0.815 A)
to record anomalous signal.
Structure solution Data integration was done directly at the beamline with XDSAPP. Only the K+ data had to be reintegrated remotely on the BESSY server with
XDS. Crystals containing divalent ions, and the crystal with K+ and Li+ , belonged to the
orthorhombic space group C2221 , while pure K+ and Rb+ plus Na+ crystals belonged to
the tetragonal space group I4. The latter two also exhibited strong merohedral twinning
with twin fractions of around 44 % as determined by Britton test or H-test (analysed
with phenix.Xtriage). All structures were solved by MR with NaKΔ18 as a search model
(PDB code 3e86) and rebuilt with phenix.AutoBuild. Despite collecting anomalous data
from Rb+ , structures were solved by MR since the anomalous signal was not strong
enough and too few anomalous scatterers were present per a.u. to use the experimental
signal for phasing.
Asymmetric unit content differed substantially between the structures. The two
structures in I4 contained two subunits coming from two different tetramers (see Fig.
3.12A). In case of K+ - and Li+ -bound structures (space group C2221 ), the a.u. contained two subunits from the same tetramer (see Fig. 3.8A). In both divalent structures
(C2221 ), four subunits were present in the a.u., with two subunits contributing to two
tetramers each (see Fig. 3.12B and C). Data collection and final refinement statistics
are all summarized in table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Data collection and refinement statistics for different ionic conditions of NaKΔ18 C-DI.
K+ + Li+

K+

Rb+ (+ Na+ )

Rb+ + Ba2+
(+ Na+ )

Rb+ + Ca2+
(+ Na+ )

C2221

I4

I4

C2221

C2221

Cell dimensions

a, b, c (A)

81.5 88.4 49.6

68.2 68.2 90.2

68.1 68.1 90.3

68.2 177.5 68.0

67.6 175.5 67.3

α, β, γ (°)

90.0 90.0 90.0

90.0 90.0 90.0

90.0 90.0 90.0

90.0 90.0 90.0

90.0 90.0 90.0

0.918
38.20-1.80
(1.86-1.80)

1.033
34.08-2.39
(2.48-2.39)

0.815
32.92-2.05
(2.12-2.05)

0.918
44.68-2.10
(2.17-2.10)

0.815
33.78-2.75
(2.85-2.75)

6.5 (6.4)

6.7 (7.0)

2.4 (2.4)

4.4 (4.5)

2.1 (2.0)

Completeness (%)

99.3 (95.7)

98.8 (89.6)

96.5 (96.7)

99.4 (98.4)

96.0 (92.3)

Rmeas

0.13 (2.01)

0.13 (5.72)

0.05 (1.07)

0.13 (1.66 )

0.21 (1.38)

I/σI

12.4 (1.0)

9.6 (0.4)

12.4 (1.0)

9.0 (0.9)

4.12 (0.58)

CC1/2

0.99 (0.35)

0.99 (0.42)

1.00 (0.41)

1.00 (0.39)

0.98 (0.40)

38.20-1.80
(1.86-1.80)

34.08-2.39
(2.48-2.39)

32.92-2.05
(2.12-2.05)

44.68-2.10
(2.17-2.10)

33.78-2.75
(2.85-2.75)

No. of reflections

16993 (1614)

8124 (737)

24513 (2442)

24482 (2383)

10354 (980)

Rwork / Rfree (%)

17.74 / 20.54

25.18 / 28.18

19.08 / 21.70

22.09 / 26.75

25.59 / 29.43

No of atoms

1675

1682

1509

3209

3095

Protein

1479

1424

1428

2896

2903

Ligands

332

587

162

240

407

Water

54

9

17

73

37

Data collection statistics
Space group


Wavelength (A)

Resolution range (A)
Redundancy
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Resolution range (A)
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K+ + Li+

K+

Rb+ (+ Na+ )

Rb+ + Ba2+
(+ Na+ )

Rb+ + Ca2+
(+ Na+ )

 )
Average B factors (A

30.98

45.69

59.95

60.25

86.38

Protein

28.82

46.46

59.08

59.20

86.26

Ligands

49.44

41.16

78.71

71.25

93.32

Water

41.59

49.99

62.77

65.70

67.41


Bond lengths (A)

0.006

0.003

0.002

0.004

0.007

Bond angles (°)

0.77

0.79

0.42

0.64

1.27

most favored

99.45

97.25

96.65

99.17

98.36

allowed

0.55

2.75

3.35

0.83

1.64

outliers

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Rotamer outliers (%)

0.00

0.00

0.61

0.00

0.30

Clashscore

5.05

6.97

19.07

6.23

9.01

2

RMSD

Ramachandran plot (%)
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Refinement statistics

Table 3.4: Data collection and refinement statistics for different ionic conditions of NaKΔ18 S-DI, NaKΔ18 S-ELM and NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A.

NaKΔ18 S-DI

NaKΔ18 S-DI

NaKΔ18
S-ELM

NaKΔ18 C-DI
F92A

NaKΔ18 C-DI
F92A

K+ + Na+

Na+ soaked

K+ + Na+

Rb+ + K+

Cs+ soaked

C2221

C2221

C2221

C2221

I4

Cell dimensions

a, b, c (A)

81.1 88.0 49.3

81.2 88.2 49.4

81.2 87.3 49.0

80.9 87.3 49.1

68.2 68.2 90.3

α, β, γ (°)

90.0 90.0 90.0

90.0 90.0 90.0

90.0 90.0 90.0

90.0 90.0 90.0

90.0 90.0 90.0

1.033
38.01-1.42
(1.47-1.42)

1.033
59.73-1.70
(1.76-1.70)

1.033
59.45-1.85
(1.92-1.85)

0.815
40.44-1.95
(2.02-1.95)

0.918
45.12-2.10
(2.18-2.10)

6.4 (6.2)

2.0 (2.0)

2.0 (1.9)

2.7 (2.5)

2.2 (2.2)

Completeness (%)

99.6 (98.0)

99.8 (99.7)

99.0 (91.1)

97.6 (93.3)

98.6 (99.4)

Rmeas (%)

0.09 (2.81)

0.09 (1.38)

0.05 (0.63)

0.16 (1.82)

0.04 (0.54)

I/σI

12.6 (0.7)

4.5 (0.6)

11.5 (1.6)

5.6 (0.7)

9.8 (0.3)

CC1/2

1.00 (0.38)

0.99 (0.60)

1.00 (0.69)

0.99 (0.43)

1.00 (0.82)

38.01-1.42
(1.47-1.42)

59.73-1.70
(1.76-1.70)

59.45-1.85
(1.92-1.85)

40.44-1.95
(2.02-1.95)

45.12-2.10
(2.18-2.10)

No. of reflections

33698 (3273)

19862 (1961)

15100 (1357)

23923 (2299)

11927 (1210)

Rwork / Rfree (%)

15.81 / 17.87

18.67 / 23.43

16.50 / 18.57

20.31 (24.85)

20.53 (24.23)

No of atoms

1779

1734

1663

1648

1635

Protein

1551

1485

1503

1455

1453

Ligands

384

404

266

401

406

Water

82

97

42

44

28

Data collection statistics

Space group


Wavelength (A)

Resolution range (A)
Redundancy
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Resolution range (A)
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S-DI
K+ + Na+

S-DI
Na+ soaked

S-ELM
K+ + Na+

C-DI F92A
Rb+ + K+

C-DI F92A
Cs+ soaked

 )
Average B factors (A

31.37

31.79

32.90

41.62

62.55

Protein

28.49

28.92

30.87

40.07

60.05

Ligands

54.98

54.77

56.13

54.52

85.91

Water

43.67

39.65

40.60

49.17

63.31


Bond lengths (A)

0.008

0.005

0.008

0.003

0.011

Bond angles (°)

0.82

0.64

0.67

0.54

1.35

most favored

99.46

98.91

99.45

98.89

98.36

allowed

0.54

1.09

0.55

1.11

1.64

outliers

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Rotamer outliers (%)

0.00

0.00

0.58

0.00

0.00

Clashscore

4.78

2.90

2.39

4.72

10.33

2

RMSD

Ramachandran plot (%)
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A

B

I4

C

C2221

C2221

Figure 3.12: Overview over the different asymmetric unit compositions and arrangements. (A) Two subunits from two separate tetramers in space group I4. (B and C) Four
subunits make up the asymmetric unit in the case of divalent structures in space group C222 1 .
In (B) two subunits each belong to two separate tetramers. In (C) the two middle subunits
belong to one tetramer while the other two subunits seem to belong to two separate tetramers.
But through crystallographic symmetry operations they actually belong to the same tetramer.

3.5.2

3.5.2.1

Crystallisation and structure solution of NaKΔ18 mutants C-DI
F92A, S-DI and S-ELM
NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A

Crystallisation The mutant NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A was purified with the intention to
use it primarily for functional studies. With the remaining purified protein, it was nevertheless possible to set up a few manual crystallisation plates at 20 ◦C. The protein was
purified in KCl and mainly crystallised in the presence of 200 mM RbCl or 200 mM CsCl.
Both conditions also contained 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and 63 % MPD. Crystallisation
plates were incubated for a week. Previous structures of NaKΔ18 C-DI suggested that
unwanted K+ ions were still bound to the channel despite prolonged soaking, and hence,
a chelator was employed in an effort to remove it. The bicyclic polyether Kryptofix-222
belongs to the cryptand family and was based on crown ethers. Cryptands are able to
bind alkali metal ions and their size determines their ion selectivity. The Nobel Prize
in Chemistry in 1987 was awarded for ”their development and use of molecules with
structure-specific interactions of high selectivity.”1 The size difference between Cs+ and
K+ appeared to be big enough to use Kryptofix-222 to chelate K+ but spare Cs+ . Thus,
some crystals grown in CsCl were transfered to a solution containing 90 mM CsCl and
100 mM Kryptofix-222. The K+ concentration in the crystal drop was 50 mM, resulting
in an excess of Kryptofix-222. The soaking solution also contained 50 % MPD for cryoprotection and the crystals were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen after roughly one minute
1
The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1987. NobelPrize.org. Nobel Media AB 2020. Tue. 15 Dec 2020.
<https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1987/summary/>
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soaking. Crystals with RbCl were flash-frozen directly. No images were taken of crystal
growth due to the manual set up.
Data collection Data collection was done at BESSY, including a wavelength shift to
the K-absorption edge for Rb+ -containing crystals to capture anomalous signal. Cs+

crystals exhibited strong anomalous signal already at the standard wavelength (0.918 A)
of the BESSY beamline 14.1 (see table 2.12 for exact settings).
Structure solution Rb+ data was integrated and scaled with XDSAPP, while Cs+
was integrated with Dials, using a different background modelling algorithm due to ice
rings (Parkhurst et al., 2017). Data was exported and subsequently scaled and merged
 and belonged to
with XDS. The Rb+ structure diffracted to a final resolution of 1.95 A
 b = 87.3 A,
 c=
the orthorhombic space group C2221 with cell dimensions a = 80.9 A,
 α = β = γ = 90°. Differently, Cs+ crystallised in the tetragonal space group I4
49.1 A,
 and cell dimensions a = b = 68.2 A,
 c = 90.2 A,
 α=
with a final resolution of 2.18 A
β = γ = 90°. Unlike the I4 structures of NaKΔ18 C-DI, the Cs+ data did not exhibit
twinning.
Both structures were solved by molecular replacement using chain A of NaKΔ18 (PDB
code 3e86) as a search model, omitting the selectivity filter. The asymmetric unit contained two molecules in each case. Due to the differences in crystal packing, the two
molecules in the a.u. of Rb+ belonged to the same tetramer, while in Cs+ each molecule
was part of a separate tetramer (see Fig. 3.8A vs 3.12A).
3.5.2.2

NaKΔ18 S-DI and S-ELM

Crystallisation The first intention behind purifying NaKΔ18 S-DI was to verify the
role of cysteine 66 in NaKΔ18 C-DI, but it was also useful to compare the GluA2 selectivity filter with the SF of kainate GluRs by introducing additional amino acid residues
to create NaKΔ18 S-ELM. Either mutant expressed in high quantities. Both 96-well
plates (using a crystallisation robot) and manual 24-well plates were set up. All plates
were incubated at 20 ◦C. NaKΔ18 S-DI growth lasted for around 2 weeks while NaKΔ18
S-ELM crystals appeared faster and were already fished after one week. The commercial MPD-screen led to several conditions in which NaKΔ18 S-ELM crystals occurred,
with the best diffracting crystal growing in 47 % MPD, 100 mM HEPES (NaOH) pH
7.5. Different conditions, manually pipetted, resulted in crystal growth for NaKΔ18
S-DI. The best condition with KCl contained 62 % MPD, 200 mM KCl, 100 mM HEPES
(KOH) pH 7.5. Some crystals from this condition were soaked in 100 mM NaCl, 100 mM
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Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 % MPD to remove KCl. No additional cryo-protectant was added
and crystals were directly flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Data collection All data sets were recorded at the DESY P11 beamline at 12 keV.
Due to the higher brightness of the X-ray beam at DESY compared to the BESSY beam,
shorter exposure times were used to avoid radiation damage (see table 2.12).
Structure solution NaKΔ18 S-DI with K+ and Na+ was processed remotely on the
BESSY server with XDSAPP. For the Na+ -soaked crystal and NaKΔ18 S-ELM, better
results were achieved by processing with Dials. The Na+ -soaked crystal contained two
lattices, which Dials was able to separate, but only one lattice was used for integration.
 after scaling and merging. NaKΔ18
Despite this problem, the final resolution was 1.70 A
 All structures belonged to the orthorhombic space group
S-ELM diffracted to 1.85 A.
C2221 . The crystal of NaKΔ18 S-DI with K+ and Na+ diffracted to a final resolution
 leading to the highest resolution of all structures reported in this work.
of 1.42 A,
As described in the previous sections, MR was employed to solve the phase problem,
using NaKΔ19 as a search model, followed by rebuilding with phenix.AutoBuild and
iterative cycles of manual rebuilding in Coot and refinement with phenix.refine. The
asymmetric unit contained two subunits from one tetramer. All data collection and
refinement statistics are summarized in table 3.4.

3.5.3

Monovalent ions bind primarily in sites 3 and 4

With information from all these structures, it was now possible to compare selectivity
filter arrangements in light of different ion sizes and charges. Also, the effect of mutating
cysteine to serine and further kainate-like mutations could be analysed.
3.5.3.1

K+ and Na+ binding

For the three different selectivity filter mutants, NaKΔ18 C-DI, S-DI and S-ELM, structures with K+ and Na+ were solved at high resolutions. The most obvious finding was
the absolute preference for K+ in binding sites 3 and 4 between threonine 63 and valine
64. Above these residues, ion coordination was mainly achieved by water molecules,
and neither protein backbone nor side chains played an active role. Hence, the different
mutations did not influence ion binding in the vestibule (see Fig. 3.13A-C). In wildtype
NaK, this was quite different since the backbone bended back in towards the channel
pathway and created another restriction point, which was non-existent in either of the
three mutants (see Fig. 3.9C-E).
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In the vestibule, both K+ and Na+ can be present. In all three structures, the
electron density is shown at 1σ. There are no clear spherical densities, and thus the
shown arrangement was just one possibility. In NaKΔ18 C-DI and S-ELM, Na+ ions
seemed to be present. In C-DI, Na+ is coordinated by a few water molecules, while the
longer glutamic acid side chains (E68) in S-ELM are helping in coordination of the two
Na+ ions. Aspartic acid (D68) in C/S-DI was not involved at all in coordination. It
rather pointed away from the pore axis towards the neighbouring subunit.
Occupancies of Na+ ions from top to bottom in NaKΔ18 C-DI were 100, 100, 63, 65
and 64 %. Water was present 100 % of the time. In S-ELM, the arrangement was slightly
different with all ions lying on the channel axis. It is important to mention though that
 compared to 1.47 A
 and 1.42 A
 for C-DI and
the resolution of this mutant was 1.85 A
S-DI, respectively. All ions were at full occupancy. The K+ ion in the vestibule was
mainly coordinated by water while the two Na+ ions were coordinated by E68, as stated
above.
In S-DI, only K+ was modelled. This was the best possible arrangement, taking
 Positive and
into account ideal coordination distances between water and K+ (2.75 A).
negative difference densities were also used as guides to decide on the best arrangement.
The K+ ions were not present 100 % of the time but rather existed in alternative conformations away from the main channel axis. The lower two K+ ions in the vestibule
were alternative conformations with equal occupancy of one K+ ion moving between
the central pore and more towards the protein backbone. Likewise, the other two K +
ions belonged together, partially being coordinated by water molecules or the carbonyl
oxygen of S66. The upper most K+ ion was only present about 80 % of the time.
3.5.3.2

K+ is preferred even in excess of Na+ or Li+

To get a better idea of ion coordination, mono-ionic conditions in crystallisation would
have been ideal. But this proved to be rather difficult to achieve. One structure of
NaKΔ18 C-DI could be solved in the sole presence of K+ , but the resolution of the
 and the crystal exhibited a substantial amount of twinning
structure was only 2.4 A,
with nearly 45 % twin fraction. Due to this, structural data was lost and the density
contained less information than structures at similar resolution without twinning. Since
there were two molecules in the a.u. belonging to two separate tetramers, only molecule B
is shown.The two main binding sites 3 and 4 in the lower part of the SF were well-defined
(see Fig. 3.13D). In molecule A (not shown), no density was visible in bindings sites 3
and 4 but only a big blob of difference density in the vestibule. In both tetramers, lots of
positive difference density existed along the channel axis both in void areas without 2F o 71
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V64
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site 4
T63
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C-DI
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pure K+

C-DI

T63

S-DI
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S-ELM

Na+ soak

F

S-DI

K+ and Li+

C-DI

Figure 3.13: K+ binding in NaKΔ18 mutants in the presence of other monovalent
ions. A mix of K+ and Na+ led to the best diffracting crystals for NaKΔ18 C-DI (A), S-DI (B)
and S-ELM (C). K+ (purple) preferably bound in binding sites 3 and 4. The ionic composition
in the vestibule was less obvious with different arrangements of K+ , Na+ (green) and water (red)
being possible. (D) The structure in pure K+ conditions exhibited twinning and therefore was
less reliable in predicting ion binding. To visualise the degree of uncertainty, the F o -Fc difference
density is shown at 3σ (green). No density is visible inside the vestibule. (E) A crystal of S-DI
grown in K+ and Na+ was soaked in a Na+ solution before freezing. Despite the excess of Na+ ,
K+ was still bound in binding sites 3 and 4. (F) Another structure of C-DI, grown in K + and
Li+ . Since Li+ has only 3 electrons, it is basically not contributing to the diffraction signal and
the density in the filter can most certainly be assigned to K+ . 2Fo -Fc electron density maps are
contoured at 1σ.

Fc density and also in places where atoms were modelled. In figure 3.13D, difference
density is shown at 3σ on top of the 2Fo -Fc electron density. Despite K+ ions being
present at full occupancy, difference density peaks did not disappear. The effect of
twinning was one reason, but also the fact that the crystallographic symmetry axis
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coincided with the channel axis. Errors in density calculations are amplified towards
symmetry axes. Hence, the combination of twinning and error amplification on a fourfold
axis complicated correct model building.
Another attempt to achieve mono-ionic conditions included soaking of crystals in
specific stabilization solutions after crystal growth was finished. A crystal of S-DI,
grown in the same conditions as the example shown in figure 3.13B, was soaked in a
Na+ solution for several minutes. But despite the excess of Na+ , it was unable to
displace K+ in binding sites 3 and 4 (see Fig. 3.13E). Large spherical densities between
the oxygen atoms with octahedral coordination unambiguously indicate the presence of
K+ ions. On the other hand, Na+ and water were the main constituents in the vestibule.
The more mobile arrangement in the vestibule was reflected by different occupancies of
Na+ with (top to bottom) 72, 88 and 52 %, respectively. The Na+ ion at the lower
entrance of the SF was present 76 % of the time.
Finally, NaKΔ18 C-DI was crystallised with Li+ and K+ . Since Li+ has only 3
electrons, its contribution to structure factors and thus electron density is marginal and
the density in the SF could be attributed to K+ and water. Again, K+ ions occupied the
two distinct binding sites 3 and 4 but were also present in the vestibule. The uppermost
K+ ion was more pronounced with 90 % occupancy, while the K+ ion below resided only
50 % of the time in this position.
In summary, binding sites 3 and 4 provided a perfect environment for K+ ions. These
were reminiscent of the selectivity filter of KcsA. KcsA and NaK share the same sequence
in this part, and also all structures presented in this work included the same residues.
Despite mutating residues further down the SF, this did not influence the structural
integrity of those two binding sites. No other ion could therefore displace K + . In the
vestibule, the situation was quite different. While in KcsA, there are two more binding
sites for K+ , and in NaK wildtype another constriction limits the available space, all
presented mutants here opened up a large vestibule with no further constraints. This
created a large variability of ion types within the vestibule, which were coordinated
mostly by water molecules. Despite the high resolution of most of the structures, the ion
distribution could not be assigned unequivocally but only represents one possibility. Even
under similar conditions, this led to different assignments of ions to electron densities in
NaKΔ18 C-DI, S-DI and S-ELM.
3.5.3.3

Replacing K+ with Rb+

Taking advantage of the strong anomalous signal of Rb+ at 15.205 keV, it was much easier
to assign ions to densities appearing in the selectivity filter along the channel pathway.
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NaKΔ18 C-DI was solved with Rb+ and Na+ (see Fig. 3.14A). In contrast, NaKΔ18
C-DI F92A was solved with Rb+ and K+ (see Fig. 3.14B). This is especially interesting
because Rb+ managed to replace K+ in its favoured binding sites 3 and 4. In both cases,
the anomalous signal, depicted as an orange mesh in figure 3.14, was stronger in binding
site 3 compared to site 4. But both Rb+ ions were at full occupancy. In case of K+ ,
it is possible that Rb+ and K+ were present at site 4 in different unit cells, weakening
the anomalous signal of Rb+ . The structure with Rb+ and Na+ exhibited merohedral
twinning with a twin fraction of around 44 %, similar to the pure K+ structure (see
Fig. 3.13D). Likewise, the quality of the electron density was worse than the density for
structures of similar resolutions, but Rb+ could be clearly allocated in both molecules.
To highlight the ambiguity, positive difference density is shown at 3σ. It was present
both in void areas and around ions despite full occupancy. In molecule A, a Na+ ion
could be placed at the external exit while the vestibule was empty. In molecule B, the
contrary occurred. A Na+ ion was present inside the vestibule but not at the external
exit, even though there was some residual 2Fo -Fc density visible.

A

B

Rb+ and Na+

Rb+ and K+

vestibule

binding
site 3
binding
site 4

C-DI
Asymmetric unit molecule A

C-DI F92A
Asymmetric unit molecule B

Figure 3.14: Rb+ binding in the presence of either Na+ or K+ . (A) NaKΔ18 C-DI
SF in the presence of Rb+ (orange) and Na+ (green). Rb+ was visible in both tetramers of the
asymmetric unit in sites 3 and 4. Na+ sat at the external exit (molecule A) or inside the vestibule
(molecule B). (B) The SF of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A with Rb+ and K+ (purple). Anomalous signal
of Rb+ located the ions in bindings sites 3 and 4 while K+ could be found in the vestibule,
coordinated by water molecules (red). 2Fo -Fc electron density maps are contoured at 1σ. The
anomalous signal in orange is contoured at 3σ. Additionally, in (A) the Fo -Fc difference density
is shown at 3σ (green)
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3.5.3.4

The special case of Cs+

Cs+ is the largest alkali earth metal feasible to use under standard conditions. GluA2
is permeable to Cs+ (Plested et al., 2008), which indicates that the SF must be flexible
enough to accommodate such a large ion. To investigate the specific binding pattern,
NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A diffraction data was recorded at 13.5 keV, where Cs+ exhibited a
strong anomalous signal. Despite soaking of the crystal in a K+ -free solution, including
a chelator for K+ , some K+ ions were still present in the structure. Due to the a.u.
arrangement, two separate tetramers were present with different ion distributions. In
tetramer A (see Fig. 3.15A), only one Cs+ ion was present in binding site 3, alternating
between two positions. The lower position, in the centre of binding site 3, was more
dominant at 80 % occupancy, while the remaining 20 % of the time the Cs+ ion seemed
to be in between the vestibule and binding site 3, almost in plane with the carbonyl
oxygens of V64. No additional anomalous signal was recorded in tetramer A, and hence
the remaining densities were attributed to K+ and a few water molecules. In tetramer B
(see Fig. 3.15B), the situation was different. Anomalous density was recorded in binding
sites 3, 4 and also in the vestibule. Only at the lower entrance to the SF, a K + ion was
modelled. Cs+ in site 3 was more dominant compared to the other positions.
A

B

vestibule

binding
site 3
binding
site 4

Asymmetric unit molecule A

Asymmetric unit molecule B

Figure 3.15: Cs+ could replace K+ in sites 3 and 4. The structure of NaKΔ18 C-DI
F92A consisted of two separate tetramers with slightly different binding patterns. In tetramer
A (A), Cs+ (lime) was only bound in binding site 3, alternating between two different positions.
The lower position was more dominant, occupying this space 80 % of the time. In binding site 4,
the vestibule and at the lower SF entrance, K+ (purple) was present along with water (red). In
contrast, in tetramer B (B) Cs+ was found in binding sites 3, 4 and the vestibule, supported by
the anomalous signal. Only at the lower entrance, a K+ ion was visible. 2Fo -Fc electron density
maps are contoured at 1σ. The anomalous signal in orange is contoured at 3σ.
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3.5.4

Divalent ions reside in the vestibule

In the previous sections, ion binding properties of monovalent alkali metal ions were
discussed. But also divalent ions, especially Ca2+ , play a crucial role for many biological
processes. In GluA2, a special mRNA-editing site, the Q/R site, defines whether the
channel is Ca2+ -permeable or not. If a glutamine is present at position 586, then Ca2+
can permeate, while arginine at the same position renders the channel impermeable to
Ca2+ . As pointed out before (see section 3.2.3), the equivalent position in NaK could not
be mutated. Nevertheless, hydration state and binding sites of divalent ions inside the
SF pathway were of high interest. It was not possible to obtain structures of NaKΔ18
C-DI in pure Ca2+ (or other divalent ion) conditions. Thus, mixtures of divalent with
monovalent ions were used instead. Both Ca2+ and Ba2+ were mixed together with Rb+ ,
again taking advantage of the anomalous signal of Rb+ for better identification of ions.
In both cases, the a.u. contained 4 subunits from two separate tetramers (see Fig.
3.12B and C). Unsurprisingly, Rb+ could be found in binding sites 3 and 4, in both
tetramers and structures. Neither Ba2+ nor Ca2+ were able to replace Rb+ from any
of the positions. The divalent ions exclusively occupied the vestibule. Even though the
protein backbone was resolved worse in tetramer B, density for Ba2+ was very similar
in both molecules of the a.u. (see Fig. 3.16A). Ba2+ density could also be found at
the lower entrance site to the SF. The resolution of the Ca2+ structure was rather low
A

Rb+ and Ba2+

B

Rb+ and Ca2+

vestibule
binding
site 3
binding
site 4

Asymmetric unit molecule A

Asymmetric unit molecule B

Asymmetric unit molecule A

Asymmetric unit molecule B

Figure 3.16: Ca2+ and Ba2+ reside in the vestibule. NaKΔ18 C-DI with Rb+ and (A)
Ba2+ or (B) Ca2+ . In both cases, Rb+ occupied binding sites 3 and 4 but was not present in
the vestibule. (A) Ba2+ (dark teal) resided preferentially in the vestibule and at the entrance to
the SF. There are almost no differences between tetramer A and B in terms of ion distribution.
(B) Also Ca2+ (cyan) is located at the entrance of the SF and in the vestibule. The distribution
differs between the two tetramers with only one low-occupancy Ca2+ ion being present in the
vestibule of tetramer B. 2Fo -Fc electron density maps are contoured at 1σ. The anomalous signal
in orange is contoured at 3σ.
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 but nevertheless electron density in the SF could be attributed to the different
(2.75 A),
ions. The anomalous signal of Rb+ was strong enough to unambiguously assign Rb+
ions to densities at site 3 and 4. In molecule A of the a.u., a long-stretched density,
starting from the vestibule towards the upper exit of the SF, consisted most probably
of a mixture of Ca2+ ions and water molecules. The densities though were modelled
with Ca2+ only. The Ca2+ ion in the vestibule (the lower one) in molecule A had an
occupancy of around 70 %. The other two ions were alternative conformations of one
Ca2+ ion, with the upper position being prevalent at 60 %. It is not possible to answer
with certainty whether D68 of chain B in tetramer A was directly involved in Ca 2+
coordination or not due to the low resolution of the structure. In molecule B of the a.u.,
only weak density was discernible in the vestibule (see Fig. 3.16B). A possible Ca 2+ ion
was modelled with 30 % occupancy. In tetramer A, a low occupancy Ca2+ ion sat at the
lower entrance to the SF. Likewise to the Ba2+ structure, the SF of molecule B was less
well-resolved compared to the SF of molecule A.

3.6

The influence of ions on the pore radius

In the previous sections, the different ion binding sites in the SF were discussed. It was
found that K+ and Rb+ primarily occupied binding sites 3 and 4. Only in excess of Cs+ ,
it was possible to partially replace K+ from these sites. All other ions, both monovalent
and divalent, mostly resided in the vestibule in a hydrated state. But how does the
selectivity filter accommodate such a large variety of ions? Do these ions influence the
pore radius? What is the effect of the different mutations? In order to answer these
questions, the solvent-accessible surface was calculated with the program HOLE.

3.6.1

The effect of mutations under similar ionic conditions

Three different variants of GluR-mimics were crystallised: NaKΔ18 C-DI, S-DI and
S-ELM. All structures contained K+ and Na+ . Additionally, the higher conductance
mutant, NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A, is also compared here. The pore radii were very similar
in all four cases in the non-mutated part around T63 and V64 (see Fig. 3.17A). But
already at the conserved G65, small differences became apparent between the mutants:
Pore radii of C-DI F92A and S-DI almost perfectly overlapped. In C-DI (Fig. 3.17B),
the SF was slightly straighter at C66 and the carbonyl oxygens constricted the vestibule
slightly more than in S-DI (Fig. 3.17E). In S-ELM, the ion conduction pathway was more
limited than in any other mutant (Fig. 3.17F). Even though the SF opened up a larger
vestibule before S66, the backbone turned back inside again. The carbonyl oxygens of
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S66, and especially E68, narrowed the external entrance to the pore. Glutamic acid is
longer than aspartic acid, and thus this side chain played a bigger role in constricting
the channel entrance.
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Figure 3.17: Ion conduction pathway of the different NaKΔ18 mutants. Pore radii
(A) and surface representations along the channel axis of NaKΔ18 C-DI (yellow, B), C-DI F92A
(turquoise, C), S-DI (orange, E), and S-ELM (blue, F). The narrowest constriction points are
highlighted in red in (B). (D) Superimposition of C-DI, C-DI F92A, S-DI and S-ELM. Selectivity
filter residues and F92 (F92A in (C)) are highlighted as sticks.
Moving down the channel axis beyond the selectivity filter, another constriction point
was created by the side chain of phenylalanine 92. It was reported before that mutating
F92 to alanine increases the conductivity of NaKΔ19 (Alam and Jiang, 2009a). The
aromatic ring of F92 was oriented towards the ion conduction pathway, limiting the
 (Fig. 3.17B), compared to about 10 A
 in the F92A mutant
pore diameter to roughly 5 A
(Fig. 3.17C). Ahmed et al. (2020) reported an alternative conformation of F92 which
constricted the ion pathway even further than in the original conformation. Analysis
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of all structures (in space group C2221 ) for difference density at this position, revealed
the existence of the same alternative conformation in chain B (shown in Fig. 3.17E and
F). Therefore, the mutant channels are even more constricted than in the original open
 vs 6.5 A,
 respectively).
structure of NaKΔ19 (5 A

3.6.2

The influence of ions

It was not surprising that mutations in the selectivity filter also influenced the pore
radius. Changing cysteine to serine did not really alter the ion pathway, but mutating
the subsequent residues constrained the extracellular entrance more. For this mutant,
NaKΔ18 S-ELM, only one structure was solved, and thus the influence of ions could not
be studied. However, in S-DI and especially C-DI, adjustments of the selectivity filter
to different ion species could be compared.
Overall, there were only very minor differences in pore radii at the height of T63
and V64, no matter which ions were present. Especially the narrowest point of the pore
between the carbonyl oxygens of T63 aligned very well between all structures. Here,
 In figure 3.18A, structures with K+ as
the diameter was only a bit more than 1 A.
the main ion are shown. Though the pure K+ condition showed the highest deviations,
being more constricted in tetramer A and slightly wider in tetramer B, it is important
to keep in mind, that this structure was twinned and also the lowest resolution among
those compared in figure 3.18A. Most astonishingly, there was basically no difference
between the original S-DI structure containing K+ and Na+ (orange, dashed line) and
the Na+ -soaked structure (orange line). The C-DI pore radius containing K+ and Li+
showed a slightly wider diameter at V64 and was somewhat narrower towards the upper
exit compared to S-DI. But the differences were very subtle.
Looking at structures with Rb+ , the picture was quite similar (Fig. 3.18B). The
diameter at T63 and V64 matched perfectly between C-DI F92A and molecule A of
C-DI. Only molecule B was slightly narrower at T63CO and in return wider at V64CO.
But also in this case, twinning of the Rb+ + Na+ structure made analysis less reliable.
No major differences occurred in the vestibule.
Though the Cs+ -containing structure also crystallised in space group I4, it did not
exhibit twinning. The ionic distribution between the two tetramers differed and so did
their pore diameter (see Fig. 3.18C). Surprisingly, the constriction at T63CO was less
pronounced in tetramer A than in tetramer B despite K+ being present. In tetramer
B, two Cs+ ions were bound in binding sites 3 and 4, but the pore radius was almost
similar to C-DI with K+ and Na+ (yellow dashed line). The biggest differences occurred
in the vestibule. In tetramer A, with K+ being present, the diameter was wider than in
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Figure 3.18: Pore radius distribution with different ions. Minimal pore radii of NaKΔ18
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(B), carbonyl oxygen positions of the respective residues are indicated along the z axis. Only
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the original C-DI structure with K+ and Na+ , but comparable to C-DI with either K+
and Li+ or K+ and Rb+ . Interestingly, in tetramer B a Cs+ ion could be found in the
 in tetramer A vs
vestibule and the pore diameter was substantially larger (roughly 4 A
+
 in tetramer B, respectively). The Cs ion was located lower than the K+ ion, but
4.5 A
whether the Cs+ ion ”pushed” the SF wider open or the K+ attracted the negatively
charged oxygens towards the pore, is not apparent.
The same behaviour is visible when divalent ions are present in the vestibule (see Fig.
3.18D). While differences in binding sites 3 and 4 were only minor, the behaviour in the
vestibule was diverging from monovalent structures. All, except tetramer A of the Ca 2+
structure, were wider in the vestibule, despite a Ca2+ ion being present in tetramer A.
On the other hand, the upper exit of the SF was more constrained. Note, that also in
this case, the side chain D68 of tetramer B of the Ba2+ structure pointed towards the
channel axis, restricting the diameter. However, this was not well supported by electron
density. Nevertheless, also in tetramer A, and in tetramer A of the Ca2+ structure, the
side chain of D68 limited the pore diameter much more than in any other structure. It
is important to mention that in tetramer B of the Ca2+ structure, the side chain of D68
in one of the two chains of the a.u. was not modelled, since no electron density was
present.
Overall, the SF seemed to be able to accommodate a large variety of ions without
major reorganisation. Among monovalent ions, from Li+ to Rb+ , the differences were
very subtle and lay within the experimental error. Only Cs+ , and the divalent ions Ba2+
and Ca2+ , led to an increase of the pore diameter at the height of the vestibule.
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3.7

Asymmetry in the selectivity filter

Most structures of tetrameric channels to date display fourfold symmetry along the
channel axis. In contrast, most NaKΔ18 mutants presented in this work, crystallised
with twofold symmetry. Differences arose from both termini, but also the selectivity
filter displayed asymmetric features. Even though the minimal pore radius did not seem
to change significantly between different ions, there might have been some asymmetric
adjustments between the chains to accommodate different ionic species. To look at the
distribution of asymmetry, the distances of subunit A to B were compared to distances
between subunit B to C. At the lower end of the SF, carbonyl oxygens of T63 and V64 as
well as the side chain oxygens of T63, were directly involved in ion coordination and were
the main limiting factor of the pore diameter. Therefore, they were chosen as the main
measuring points. Further up in the vestibule, none of the carbonyl oxygens of G65 and
C66 were directly pointing towards the ion pathway, but they constituted nevertheless
the narrowest points in the pore. Also, oxygen played the main role for coordinating
water molecules in the vestibule and therefore they were chosen for distance analysis.
At the upper exit of the SF, the carbonyl oxygens of D68 pointed to the extracellular
medium and created the main charged entrance barrier for access to the channel. For a
more accurate view of the differences, not absolute values were used but rather relative
differences:
|AB − BC|
relative difference =
(3.2)
(AB + BC)/2
To demonstrate the high level of asymmetry, a top view from the extracellular entrance to the SF of the S-DI mutant is shown in figure 3.19A. The distance between the
 compared to 4.7 A
 between subunits B and C.
Cα-carbons of subunits A to B was 6.9 A,
 It seemed as if the selectivity filter was twisted.
This is a difference of more than 2 A!
Analysing all eight structures with twofold symmetry, leading to ten tetramers, showed
some striking details (see Fig. 3.19B): At the main binding sites 3 and 4, between T63
and V64, the distances did not vary to a large extend; only the Ca2+ structure stood
out. But since it was the lowest resolution structure, the error margin in atomic position
is rather large. Nevertheless, going up to the vestibule, the differences increased in all
structures. Both NaKΔ18 S-DI structures directly catch the attention. The divergence
of distances between the subunits was tremendous. Figuratively speaking, it seemed as
if the SF was held tight at T63 and V64 and then slowly got twisted and contorted above
those residues. In none of the other structures the distances differed this much. Comparing the monovalent C-DI structures, a pattern arose. While the differences with Na + in
the vestibule were smallest, they increased if K+ was present. When Rb+ was present in
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Figure 3.19: The SF of NaKΔ18 mutants is not symmetric. (A) Top view from the extracellular side on NaKΔ18 S-DI. Distances between D68 Cα-atoms of neighbouring subunits are
marked. (B) Relative differences in the selectivity filter between neighbouring subunit distances
of NaK mutants and different ionic conditions. (C) Relative differences over the whole length of
NakΔ18 S-DI. The secondary structure elements are indicated underneath.
addition to K+ , the differences became even bigger. Thus, it seemed that channel asymmetry increased with ion size. At D68 this trend inversed. In case of divalent ions, this
does not hold true though (with the above mentioned limitations). It almost seemed, as
if the SF became less asymmetric when divalent ions were present. Last but not least,
the narrowest, kainate-like pore S-ELM, showed similar levels of asymmetry as in C-DI,
with larger deviations in the vestibule and regaining symmetry towards the upper exit
of the selectivity filter. To verify that the asymmetry did not stem from a simple rigid
body displacement of the two chains of the asymmetric unit, the neighbour distances
over the whole length were analysed. In figure 3.19C, the relative distances in NaKΔ18
S-DI are plotted. There were some deviations in the N- and C-termini which was not
unexpected given the higher B-factors in those parts (see Fig. 3.9B for comparison).
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The core of the channel was almost fourfold symmetric, but the selectivity filter became
clearly asymmetric. As also highlighted in figure 3.19B, the most pronounced differences
were in the upper vestibule and extracellular exit of the selectivity filter. But C-terminal
of the SF, the loops connecting to M3 were almost perfectly fourfold symmetric, before
differences increased again in the middle of M3.

3.8

3.8.1

Electrophysiological recordings of GluA2 mutants and
NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A
Swapping NaK selectivity filter into GluA2

All patch-clamp electrophysiology recordings were performed by Sebastian Braunbeck.
Considering the flexible nature of the upper half of the selectivity filter, which could
be readily mutated in NaK without disrupting channel assembly, we asked ourselves
if this was also true for GluA2. In addition, the rigid nature of the lower half of the
SF raised our interest. It was not possible to purify stable NaK mutants, where the
TTV motif in NaK was exchanged with GluA2’s MQQ motif. It did not matter, if
single, double or triple mutations were included. Since the MQQ pore tip residues in
GluA2 are more bulky than TTV in NaK, it seemed plausible to fit the latter motif
into the GluA2 scaffold. Hence, two different full-length GluA2 selectivity filter mutants
were designed. For the upper, flexible half, the original GluA2 sequence C589 D590
I591 was swapped with the corresponding residues from NaK, creating GluA2 C589DG
D590N I591F (GluA2 DGNF). For the lower half of the SF, residues in the pore tip were
exchanged and the mutant GluA2 M585T Q586T Q587V (GluA2 TTV) created.
Full-length GluA2 mutants and wt were transiently expressed in HEK-293 cells for
outside-out patching. IRES-eGFP was used as a fluorescent reporter for successful transfection. Once a seal was achieved, the patch was repeatedly exposed to 10 mM glutamate
for 100 ms before jumping back into glutamate-free solution. Representative traces of
wt and mutants are shown in Fig. 3.20. The response to glutamate in wt was immediate, showing a large inward-directed current which quickly diminished when receptors
entered into a desensitised, non-conducting state. The mutant GluA2 DGNF followed a
very similar behaviour even though the peak current was much lower compared to wt.
Whether this was due to lower expression levels or rather an effect of the mutations on
conductivity, was not determined. On the other hand, GluA2 TTV was non-functional.
Despite different holding potentials, buffer compositions and the addition of desensitisation blocker (see section 2.5.1), GluA2 TTV patches remained unresponsive.
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Figure 3.20: Electrophysiological experiments of full-length wt and mutant GluA2.
Representative traces of GluA2 wt and the two mutants DGNF and TTV. All patches were
exposed to 10 mM glutamate at −30 mV holding potential.

3.8.2

Planar bilayer measurements of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A

Successful expression and structure solution of NaKΔ18 C-DI did not guarantee that
the mutant formed a functional channel. NaK is a non-selective cation channel and
the introduced mutations in NaKΔ18 C-DI were derived from another non-selective
cation channel, GluA2. However, there was no evidence if these mutations could alter
channel properties. Computational electrophysiology of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A showed
robust permeation of K+ ions, even though the conductivity was low. Unfortunately,
no permeation was seen with Na+ ions (see section 3.9). To check for functionality and,
ideally also for selectivity of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A, we decided to use the planar lipid
bilayer technology.
3.8.2.1

Reconstitution in proteoliposomes

NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A was purified in detergent, however, for bilayer experiments either
incorporation of channels into nanodiscs or liposomes was necessary since detergent
would disrupt the lipid bilayer. Thus, NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A was, on the one hand, Invitro translated into nanodiscs (done by Dr. Oliver Rauh at Technische Universität
Darmstadt), and on the other hand reconstituted into liposomes. For the latter, small
unilamellar liposomes were made from either E. coli total lipid extract or from a 7:3
mix of POPE:POPG by rehydration and sonication (as described in 2.5.2.2). After
incubation with purified protein and dialysis, a small aliquot was centrifuged and run
on SDS-PAGE to check for successful incorporation into liposomes (see Fig. 3.21). Two
bands were visible in the pellet but none in the supernatant. The upper band ran at the
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expected molecular weight of 12 kDa for a single subunit, but the other band ran below.
Since conditions for running proteoliposomes on a denaturing gel were not optimised,
the exact reason for the second band is not clear. But most importantly, incorporation
of channel into liposomes was successful and therefore these samples were ready to use
for bilayer experiments.
E. coli
MW
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SN

PE/PG
P

SN

15 -

10 -

Figure 3.21: Reconstitution of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A into liposomes. Proteoliposomes
were prepared both with E. coli total lipid extract or a 7:3 mixture of POPE:POPG. After
reconstitution and dialysis proteoliposomes were centrifuged and loaded on SDS-PAGE. Protein
bands are only visible in the pellet (P) but not in the supernatant (SN). MW in kDa.

3.8.2.2

Bilayer measurements
5 pA

Stable bilayers were created with the painting method and only used if their capacitance was between 35 pF to 80 pF as determined with a triangular voltage protocol from
−100 mV to +100 mV. Empty bilayers were recorded for several minutes at different
voltages to verify stability and to exclude artefacts and leak currents. Once this was ensured, either NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A-containing nanodiscs or proteoliposomes were added
to the bottom or top chamber, respectively. If no channel activity was observed within
five minutes, more channel was added and the respective chamber mixed gently. Sometimes the bilayer would become unstable upon addition of channels but no channel-like
behaviour was seen. In these cases, the bilayer was destroyed and repainted again. There
was no difference in stability of the bilayer, whether DPhPC or POPE:POPG was used.
If sucrose was added to create an osmotic gradient, leakage and instability was noticably bigger compared to ionic gradients. Last but not least, 1 mM CaCl2 on the side of
channel addition was applied to promote fusion.
Figure 3.22 A and B show typical channel fluctuations. In (A), a total of 3 µl nanodiscs
were added to the bottom chamber of a DPhPC consisting bilayer. Voltage was varied
between −150 mV and +150 mV. For long periods of time (over 300 s), no openings could
be observed, especially at negative voltages, interrupted by bursts of channel activity.
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More openings were happening at positive voltages. In (B), E. coli total lipid extract
proteoliposomes were added to a POPE:POPG bilayer in the top chamber. After some
instabilities in the beginning, first channel bursts appeared after roughly 6 min but only
at negative voltage. No openings occurred at positive voltages. In Fig. 3.22C, an exemplary histogram of the current amplitudes of the experiment in (B) is shown with the
gaussian peak-fit indicated in red. The peak amplitudes were then used to calculate the
conductance for each individual measurement. In total, four independent measurements
could be recorded. Two were made in bi-ionic conditions with equal concentrations of
potassium on one side and sodium on the other (yellow and blue in Fig. 3.22D). One
recording was done in potassium on both sides, but only openings at negative voltages in
the beginning were stable enough for analysis (purple). The last recording was obtained
with sodium on one side and spermine solution (NaCl and 0.05 mM spermine) on the
other side (green). Liposomes were added to the spermine-containing chamber. Unfortunately, also in this case, the bilayer was leaky for several minutes before it stabilised
and single openings at positive voltage appeared. No openings were observed at negative
voltages.
Despite the limited number of recordings, it was possible to get a general idea of channel characteristics. The average conductance of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A, over all recordings
and potentials, was (66.3 ± 11.8) pS (see Fig. 3.22C). For a more detailed description
concerning selectivity and a more accurate determination of the conductance - voltage
relationship, more recordings would be required.
Bursts of channel activity were used for dwell-time analysis. For each above- mentioned individual measurement, histograms of the closed and open dwell-times were
generated as described in section 2.5.2.5. Log durations in ms were plotted on the x-axis
and the square-root of event numbers on the y-axis. Four components of the exponential function were necessary to describe the life times of closed states, while three
were sufficient for the open state (see Fig. 3.22E). In both cases, short-lived states were
the dominant form. The two fast components in the open state are (35.3 ± 7.7) ms
and (5.6 ± 0.3) ms, with a combined weight of roughly 83 %. Longer opening times of
(154.6 ± 42.0) ms are much rarer, with only 16 %. Dwell-times in the closed state were
overall longer, but the faster components were nevertheless dominant. The two components τ3 = (62.6 ± 27.8) ms and τ4 = (11.0 ± 6.3) ms had a combined weight of 62 %. In
contrast to the open state, there was a fourth, long component of over 2 s with a weight
of 20 %. The precise dwell-times and weights are summarized in table 3.5. Due to the
small sample size, these numbers only provide a preliminary picture but can not serve
for a quantitative description of the channel open probability.
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Figure 3.22: Planar lipid bilayer recordings of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A. (A) Current
traces of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A fused from nanodiscs to a DPhPC bilayer. Representative traces
at +100 mV and −150 mV. (B) Current trace of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A fused from E. coli total
lipid extract proteoliposomes to a POPE:POPG bilayer. Openings were only seen at −150 mV.
Buffer conditions for (A) and (B) are indicated next to the current traces. (C) Histogram of the
current amplitude observed in (B) with the peak-fitting trace (red) used to calculate conductance.
(D) Conductance versus voltage. Each colour represents one of four individual measurements.
The lowest of the blue circles corresponds to (B) and (C). (E) Exemplary closed (upper) and
open (lower) dwell-time analysis of the current trace partially shown in (B). The histograms can
be fit with four (closed) or three (open) exponential components.
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Table 3.5: Dwell-time analysis. Dwell-times and respective weights of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A,
combined over all conditions.

Dwell-times (τ) in ms
weights (a) in %

closed

open

τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4

2012.4 ± 595.1
233.7 ± 71.5
62.6 ± 27.8
11.0 ± 6.3

154.6 ± 42.0
35.3 ± 7.7
5.6 ± 0.3

a1
a2
a3

20.6 ± 9.6
17.0 ± 6.0
29.4 ± 10.3

16.4 ± 9.3
50.5 ± 16.1

Taken together, these results suggest that NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A is a functional channel and the initial results obtained in this work indicate that the channel has no preferred
selectivity for sodium or potassium. Divalent ions were not tested due to general difficulties with these experiments. Transplantation of the upper half of GluA2 selectivity
filter residues into NaK did not render the channel impermeable, nor did the reverse
mutations in GluA2 abolish its function. However, the lower part of the SF, the pore
tip, seemed to be more sensitive to changes and could not be exchanged between the
two channels.

3.9

Computational electrophysiology simulations of
NaKΔ18 C-DI

All simulations and analysis were performed by Saeid Abdolvand.
Crystallographic analysis of ion binding within the selectivity filter can give important insights into ion coordination and main binding sites. But these structures are only
static snapshots of a highly dynamic process. Ions permeate within nanosecond scale
through channels. Hence, binding sites are only a transient state. To investigate the dynamic behaviour of the SF during ion permeation, NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A was embedded
into a lipid bilayer, made of POPC, as described in section 2.6. Permeation events and
conductivity were compared between simulations with a charge imbalance of two or four
ions (see Fig. 3.23A and B, respectively). The potential was (185 ± 48) mV for a charge
imbalance of two, and (414 ± 38) mV for four ions difference, with a total ion concen88

3.9 Computational electrophysiology simulations of NaKΔ18
C-DI
tration of 600 mM. The traces depict K+ permeation using AMBER force-field. First
of all, permeation occured with both potentials. Not surprisingly, the conductivity was
higher for simulations with bigger charge imbalance. In some of the individual 500 ns
simulation runs, no permeation could be seen at all. This happened more often with a
charge imbalance of two than with four. These simulations are reflected as plateaus in
panels A and B of Fig. 3.23. In the case of two ions difference, inward permeation was
greater than outward permeation. Conductance for the former was 4.5 pS compared to
2.9 pS for the latter (see Fig. 3.23C). In almost half of the simulation runs no outward
permeation occurred at all. With a charge imbalance of four, the difference between
inward and outward permeation was less pronounced. In this case, the conductivity of
outward permeation was greater than for inward permeation, with 6.4 pS versus 5.2 pS,
respectively (see Fig. 3.23D). Curiously, there were twice as many simulations with no
permeation event at all for outward permeation compared to inward permeation. Only
ten MD-trajectories were created with the CHARRM force-field for K+ in contrast to 71
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Figure 3.23: K+ permeation in NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A in computational electrophysiology. Concatenated molecular dynamics simulations, using AMBER force-field, of NaKΔ18
C-DI F92A with K+ . Electrochemical potential was created by a charge imbalance of two (A) or
four (B) ions between compartments A and B. The graphs show successive permeation events,
separated into inward (black) and outward (red) permeation. (C) and (D) The violin plots show
the conductance distribution of individual 500 ns simulation runs. Mean values are highlighted
as blue crosses.
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with AMBER force-field. Neither a charge imbalance of two or four generated outward
permeation. Conductance for inward permeation was 1.9 pS and 3.1 pS, respectively.
Simulations with Na+ proved to be more difficult. In 20 simulation runs, each 500 ns,
using CHARRM, a single Na+ ion stayed trapped between carbonyl oxygens of T63 and
blocked all permeation. But also with AMBER, only very few Na+ ions traversed the
channel in a total of 30 trajectories.
Simulations of Ca2+ permeation, thanks to a new multi-site ion model (Zhang et al.,
2020), became possible as well. Using an ion concentration of 250 mM, again with a
charge imbalance of 2 ((315 ± 36) mV), or 4 ((698 ± 20) mV), a total of 22 x 500 ns
MD trajectories were generated. In both cases, only outward permeation occurred, with
conductances of 8.0 pS and 16.3 pS for two and four charge imbalance, respectively.
Overall, the mutated channel NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A was permeable to ions in both
simulations (with limitations) and classical bilayer experiments. The crystal structures
represent therefore a valid model for a non-selective cation channel.
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Chapter 4

Discussion
Since the discovery of ion channels, many scientists tirelessly worked on deciphering
many aspects of this huge class of proteins. With the help of selective blockers, it was
soon established that there are distinct pathways for different ions. However, it took
many years before the first structure of a bacterial ion channel, KcsA, was solved at
atomic resolution. A lot was known about mechanisms underlying ion selectivity until
then, and the structure confirmed many of the proposed theories. More than twenty
years later, a plethora of ion channel structures have been published, giving insights into
ever more details. The probably best understood yet still highly debated mechanism is
potassium selectivity. The channel pore of KcsA includes a stretch of several residues
lining a narrow cylinder-like pathway, with backbone carbonyl oxygens pointing towards
the channel axis. To enter the selectivity filter, K+ ions need to be fully dehydrated. The
carbonyl oxygens take over the role of water and coordinate the ions along the narrow
SF. By mutual repulsion between two K+ ions, the attractive force between the ion and
the SF is disturbed, and hence conduction takes place. The smaller Na+ and Li+ ions
are energetically disfavoured (Doyle et al., 1998). Bacterial and eukaryotic potassium
channels share the same signature sequence in the SF (TVGYG) and the underlying
mechanism is similar. Principles of non-selectivity in channels with a similar, but not
identical, pore architecture are less understood.

4.1

NaK as a scaffold for glutamate receptors

In the framework of this study, the bacterial channel NaK was used as a scaffold to
study ion selectivity in glutamate receptors. No atomic details were known for the inner
pore region of iGluRs, since they have eluded structural studies so far. During the
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course of this work though, an open-pore structure of homomeric GluA2 was published,
including for the first time also density for the selectivity filter (Twomey et al., 2017).
 which makes correct placement of side
The cryo-EM structure had a resolution of 4 A,
chain orientations, or even the backbone configuration, very hard. Nevertheless, it was
a great leap forward in our understanding of ion permeation in this class of receptors.
The bacterial channel NaK has been used as a structural prototype for non-selective
cation permeation in tetrameric ion channels since its discovery in 2006 (Shi et al., 2006).
Despite an almost identical signature sequence in the SF with KcsA, the channel does
not discriminate between Na+ and K+ . Due to NaK’s similarity to CNG channels, it
was used to study ion permeation in CNG channels by substituting half of the selectivity filter in NaK with the respective residues from CNG channels. This exchange was
not detrimental to channel integrity and the chimera NaK2CNG readily crystallised in
different ionic conditions (Derebe et al., 2011a,b). Furthermore, computational studies
analysed the fluctuations within the SF, depending on ion species and voltage (Napolitano et al., 2015). By substituting only two amino acids, NaK could also be turned into
a K+ -selective channel, termed NaK2K (Derebe et al., 2011a). Due to the small size of
the channel, it is well-suited for extensive computational studies of ion permeation (e.g.
Noskov and Roux (2007); Sadhu et al. (2017); Shi et al. (2018)).

4.1.1

Expression of pore mutants

These prerequisites led to the start of this project. Aiming to exchange as much of the
selectivity filter as possible, a stepwise approach was implemented. First, purification
of NaK wildtype and NaKΔ18 was established for the purpose of an internal control.
NaK wt eluded structural efforts, but NaKΔ18 readily crystallised and reproduced published results. The main focus was thus put on NaKΔ18. Mutations of the selectivity
filter had different effects. While residues at the C-terminal end of the selectivity filter
did not alter expression, N-terminal mutations impaired expression critically. The upper, C-terminal residue exchanges D66C G67- N68D F69I, termed NaKΔ18 C-DI, led
to a tetrameric, stable channel. Changing these residues not to AMPAR- but kainate
receptor-like residues, creating NaKΔ18 S-ELM, were equally successful. The opposite
occurred with pore tip mutations. No matter if a single or multiple mutations were introduced, expression was greatly reduced and the tetrameric assembly disrupted. Having a
closer look at the structural comparison of NaKΔ18 C-DI and GluA2 (see Fig. 3.4), this
is not completely surprising. Overall, GluA2 in the open state is almost twice as wide as
NaK and offers more space in the cavity preceding the selectivity filter (Twomey et al.,
2017). In-silico mutations of pore-tip residues in NaKΔ18 C-DI indicated overlaps with
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bulky residues in helix M3, explaining the unstable expression behaviour. Replacing the
bulky, hydrophobic residues in M3 with alanine (or leucine in case of F85) without poretip mutations, led to slightly lowered expression levels compared to NaKΔ18 C-DI but
did not disrupt the channel completely. Nevertheless, these constructs were less stable
than the original and did not crystallise. A good indicator for stability was the height
of the protein band in denaturing gels. The constructs leading to successful structure
solution all ran as tetrameric bands in SDS-PAGE, while mutants, which were running
as dimers or only monomers, could not be crystallised, even if their expression levels
were not altered. Size-exclusion chromatograms did not necessarily reflect this trend in
instability since some of the mutants showed almost symmetric peaks with the correct
size (compare table 3.1). Only the single mutation F92A did not change stability, in
spite of low expression levels. A possible explanation for these instabilities could be an
extensive intra- and inter-subunit hydrophobic network. If this network is weakened,
channels can still be expressed and extracted, but under the harsh conditions of SDSPAGE or crystallisation, they are not strong enough to maintain channel integrity. If
additional bulky residues are added at the pore tip, the network is fully disturbed and
normal assembly is disrupted. It becomes evident when searching the protein data bank
for entries of NaK mutants that no pore-tip mutations have been published so far. If
this is due to non existing trials, or rather due to the incompatibility of mutations in
this area, is not evident. Almost all published structures focused on the upper half of
the selectivity filter and some interactions in the background of the selectivity filter. In
a publication from 2006, Hoffmann et al. (2006b) already tested the transferability of
K+ -pores into iGluRs and vice-versa, but none of the chimeras with a K+ -channel background and iGluR selectivity filter was functional. Their chimeras included far longer
stretches of exchanged residues, and thus a direct comparison with the work presented
here is not appropriate.

4.1.2

NaKΔ18 C-DI in comparison with GluA2

Even though it was not possible to exchange the full selectivity filter sequence, a comparison between the engineered chimera and the open state of GluA2 (Twomey et al.,
2017) highlighted some interesting features. A global overlay of the TMD of GluA2
and NaKΔ18 C-DI emphasizes the topological similarities between these two completely
different tetrameric channels (see Fig. 3.10A). NaK lacks the third transmembrane helix
(M4 in iGluRs), but since this helix is not involved in ion permeation, its absence in
NaK is not elemental to the questions addressed in this work. More interesting is the direct comparison of the selectivity filters. GluA2 is noticeably wider than NaKΔ18 C-DI
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throughout the complete length of the SF (see Fig. 3.10D). Only two carbonyl oxygens,
namely the carbonyls of Q586 of two opposing subunits, point towards the ion pathway,
while in NaK, there are in total three constriction rings formed by oxygen atoms. It
appears as if there are no clearly defined ion binding sites in GluA2. Only the glutamine
side chains are probably involved in creating an ion binding site. In NaKΔ18 C-DI, the
only well-defined ion binding sites created by the protein directly, without the help of
water molecules, are between residues T63 and V64. Since this corresponds to the unmutated part, overlapping well with wt NaKΔ19, no direct conclusion on ion permeation
properties in AMPARs can be drawn. On the other hand, due to the comparably low
resolution of GluA2, it can be disputed whether the modelled conformation corresponds
to the actual configuration. A year later, the resolution of the open-pore structure
(PDB code 5weo) was further improved through detergent micelle signal subtraction
 local resolution along the ion channel (3.9 A
 overall, PDB
and focused refinement to 3 A
code 6dlz) (Twomey et al., 2018). Herguedas et al. (2019) reported the structure of
 in the ion
a heteromeric GluA1/GluA2-TARP complex with a local resolution of 3.4 A
conduction pore (PDB code 6qkc). There were no major differences in the A/C positions
(see Fig. 4.1A), despite GluA1 occupying these positions in the structure of Herguedas
et al.. However, in the B/D position the two structures adopted very different conformations (see Fig. 4.1B). Aligning now GluA2-R in position B/D with NaKΔ18 C-DI offered
new surprises (4.1C, compared to figure 3.10D). Especially remarkable is the much more
constricted vestibule at G588 (G65 in NaK) in GluA1/GluA2, even narrower than in
NaKΔ18 C-DI (4.1D). In contrast, the original open-pore structure (PDB code 5weo)
matched well with NaKΔ18 C-DI in the upper half of the selectivity filter, notwithstanding the larger pore dimensions (see Fig. 3.10D). The large deviations between these two
structures of iGluRs, even considering that one is in the open state and the other in the
resting state, enforces the view to stay critical about reported conformations. NaKΔ18
C-DI is not a perfect AMPARs pore mimic, especially since important information from
the pore tip is missing, but due to its higher resolution, it can contribute valuable insights into permeation properties. Other disadvantages of the mimic include the lack of
stabilising interactions in the background of the channel pathway as would occur in the
original channel and further the influence of auxiliary proteins on permeation pathway
properties. In native iGluRs, auxiliary proteins play a major role in defining functional
properties like selectivity, gating and conductivity (Riva et al., 2017).
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Figure 4.1: SF-alignment of iGluRs in complex with auxiliary proteins and NaKΔ18
C-DI. Comparison of the improved open-pore structure of Twomey et al. (2018) (magenta, PDB
code 6dlz) and the resting-state structure of GluA1/GluA2 of Herguedas et al. (2019) (purple,
PDB code 6qkc). (A) Alignment of subunits A and C (occupied by GluA1 in the heteromer),
with glutamine at the pore tip. (B) Alignment of subunits B and D. In the heteromeric structure,
GluA2 is in positions B and D, carrying an arginine at the pore tip. (C) Overlay of subunits
B/D of the heteromer with NaKΔ18 C-DI (yellow). (D) Pore dimensions of the three different
selectivity filters, calculated with the program HOLE (Smart et al., 1996).

4.2

Ion selectivity in non-selective cation channels

Even after decades of research trying to decipher principles behind ion selectivity, many
questions still persist. K+ selectivity attracted considerable attention, not only but
also due to a highly conserved signature sequence (TXXTXGYG) in the SF, found in
almost all K+ channels (Heginbotham et al., 1994; Zheng and Trudeau, 2015). Many
explanations have arisen to account for the high selectivity since the first atomic structure
of KcsA was published (Doyle et al., 1998). The discovery of the non-selective channel
NaK raised new questions. Its selectivity filter sequence (TVGDGNF) is almost but
not completely identical, and as a result, two of the four binding sites are abolished,
giving way to a water-filled vestibule (Shi et al., 2006). Further investigations led to the
conclusion, that neither two nor three, but four ion binding sites are necessary to confer
K+ selectivity (Derebe et al., 2011a).

4.2.1

Binding sites in the C-DI mutant

Ionotropic glutamate receptors are non-selective ion channels with selectivity filter sequences not related to any of the other tetrameric channels. The mode by which ions
cross the channel is not known since these fine details have eluded structural efforts to
date. One of the difficulties arises from the eukaryotic origin of the receptor, making expression and purification in large quantities arduous. But even once this hurdle was over95
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come, structure solution through crystallisation required profound efforts (Sobolevsky
et al., 2009). The resolution revolution in cryo-EM made the process somewhat easier,
but resolving ionic details in the pore has yet evaded all efforts. Up until very recently,
AMPARs also escaped extensive molecular dynamics simulations. The lack of an openpore structure and the large size of the receptor made it challenging to simulate. By
removing the extracellular domains and limiting the degree of freedom for the truncated
linkers to keep the pore open, Biedermann et al. (2021) employed computational electrophysiology to study ion permeation in homomeric GluA2. The major finding of this
study is the existence of a single ion binding site for Na+ and K+ in GluA2. A second
binding site was only short-lived and the ions were much more disordered.
Taking these new findings into perspective of NaKΔ18 C-DI, emphasizes the limits
of the bacterial mimic. The C-DI mutation altered the SF conformation compared to
NaK wt by shortening and straightening, removing the extracellular constriction point
(see Fig. 3.9C-E). In NaK wt, the carbonyl oxygens of G67 helped to coordinate ions
from the extracellular side before entering the SF. In NaKΔ18 C-DI, this constriction
did not exist and the vestibule extended directly into the extracellular space. Albeit
distinct electron densities in the vestibule, the nature of the underlying ions or water
molecules was difficult to decipher. There were several possible reasons for the obscured
outcome. First, there is only one electron difference between water and Na + , making it
almost impossible to distinguish the two simply by their density. Second, ions might not
be present in all molecules of the asymmetric unit, therefore lowering their occupancy,
and hence the resulting signal. Third, different to NaK wt, the open vestibule was
not limited in space. In NaK wt, the kink at G67 restricted the channel pathway
and left less freedom of movement for the ions inside the vestibule. This resulted in
distinct electron densities ordered along the main channel axis. The resolution of the
 nevertheless ion densities
C-DI mutant in Na+ and K+ was relatively high with 1.47 A,
inside the vestibule were not reminiscent of NaK wt at all. They extended up to the
extracellular exit in all monovalent ion conditions (except for the twinned structures, see
Fig. 3.13), but mostly potential coordinating waters were disordered. The modelled ions
inside the vestibule represent one of several possible distributions, taking into account
the size of the densities, the number of possible coordinating ligands, their distance and
the geometry of coordination. Positive and negative difference densities after cycles of
refinement acted as an additional guide. Unfortunately, the channel axis coincided with
the crystallographic axis, and errors in structure factor calculations are amplified at the
edges of the unit cell, adding to the uncertainty. Highlighting the flexible arrangement of
ions in the vestibule were differences between the two high-resolution structures NaKΔ18
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C-DI and S-DI. Both were purified and crystallised under similar conditions, but the ions
in the vestibule showed different distributions. The influence of the single amino acid
substitution of cysteine to serine can be neglected since neither of the side chains pointed
into the channel pathway or interacted directly with ions. NaKΔ18 S-ELM, which acted
as a mimic for kainate receptors, behaved slightly different. The longer glutamate side
chains (E68) did help to coordinate ions (modelled as Na+ ) in two out of the four chains.
This ring of four glutamate side chains, coordinating Na+ , is reminiscent of NaV AB, a
bacterial Na+ -selective channel (Payandeh et al., 2011, 2012), but also of Ca2+ -selective
channels like TRPV6 (see Fig. 1.2, Saotome et al. (2016); Wu et al. (2015)). Nonetheless,
AMPA and kainate receptors share similar (non-) selectivity and permeation properties,
mainly influenced by the presence of arginine or glutamine at the pore tip but not by
the rest of the SF (Traynelis et al., 2010). Binding of divalent ions was not tested in
NaKΔ18 S-ELM, but it would have been interesting to see whether the ring of glutamates
would have created an additional binding site or not. In NaKΔ18 C-DI, none of the four
aspartates was involved in coordination of any of the tested ions, neither monovalent nor
divalent. In the accompanying computational electrophysiology simulations of NaKΔ18
C-DI F92A, the aspartic acid side chains were very mobile and played an important
role for attracting ions to enter the SF. However, in the crystal structures, they were
mostly interacting with S70 from the adjacent subunit. Only in the low resolution
Ca2+ structure, two of the four aspartates interacted with one Ca2+ ion. A distinct
external site, as seen in NaK wt, did not exist. In this regard, NaKΔ18 C-DI does
resemble GluA2 in the area of the vestibule, which corresponds to the mutated part.
Most importantly, no distinct ion binding sites existed and the distribution seemed to
be variable. Temperature factors for ions in the vestibule tended to be higher than those
in sites S3 and S4, indicating larger fluctuations even under cryogenic circumstances.
Furthermore, ions were entering the SF from the external side in a hydrated state, with
water molecules staying present inside the vestibule.

4.2.2

K+ perfectly fits into S3 and S4

The non-mutated 62 TTV64 part of NaKΔ18 C-DI almost perfectly aligned with NaKΔ19
wt, only starting to diverge at G65 (see Fig. 3.9A). This area also matched the structures
of K+ -selective channels, creating similar binding sites between the side chain oxygen
of T63 and carbonyl oxygens of T63 and V64. These sites were termed S3 and S4 in
K+ channels, thus the same nomenclature was applied here. In the previous section,
ion binding in the mutated vestibule was discussed. Comparing ion binding in and
architecture of the pore tip with iGluRs led to the conclusion that different permeation
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mechanisms must prevail in these channels. In NaKΔ18 C-DI, K+ ions were octahedrally
coordinated in sites S3 and S4, with almost perfect geometry (e.g. Fig. 3.9D compared
to Fig. 1.1D). Rb+ displayed a similar binding behaviour and, if present, was found in
these two sites. No other ion could displace either K+ or Rb+ from S3 and S4, except for
Cs+ . In GluA2, no such ion binding site exists. A density between the backbone oxygens
of Q586, possibly belonging to a hydrated Na+ ion, was visible in the open-pore structure
(Twomey et al., 2017), and the computational study of Biedermann et al. (2021) found
a similar, single ion binding site. For ions to pass sites S3 and S4 in NaK, they need to
be almost completely dehydrated to overcome the narrow barriers, similarly to what was
proposed for K+ -selective channels. In case of K+ and Rb+ , this seems to be evident due
to the lack of water molecules in S3 and S4 in all structures. How Na+ and other ions
traverse this area, could not be deciphered structurally. Even under prolonged soaking
conditions in excess of Na+ , Na+ could not displace K+ from S3 and S4. However,
Shi et al. (2018) demonstrated a different mechanism for Na+ permeation in NaKΔ19.
A combination of solid-state NMR and MD simulations revealed two conformational
states, depending on ionic conditions. K+ and Rb+ favoured the crystal structure, also
observed in this work, while the presence of Na+ resulted in a flipping of T62 carbonyl
in two subunits of the tetramer. This structural deformation led to an increase in pore
diameter and allowed a single fully hydrated Na+ ion to pass through the SF. Because
K+ is energetically favoured in these positions (so is Rb+ ), flipping of T62CO was not
observed in the crystal structures. Even if this flip might have appeared in some unit
cells, through averaging over millions of molecules, this would be flattened out.
In a single experiment, the melting temperatures of NaKΔ18 C-DI in KCl or LiCl
buffers were determined through dynamic light scattering (DLS). Overall, the C-DI
mutant was very stable over a wide range of temperatures in both buffers. But while
aggregation onset was at 68.1 ◦C in LiCl, which is already considered a high temperature
stability, it was still higher in KCl at 84.1 ◦C. This means that K+ managed to stabilise
the channel much more than Li+ . Unfortunately, this experiment could not be repeated
since it was performed in the course of a workshop. But it is another evidence for the
energetically favoured binding and stabilizing effect of K+ .
Taking into account all these considerations, it is conceivable that despite the excess
of Na+ or Li+ , it is not possible to displace K+ or Rb+ from S3 and S4 due to energetic
barriers. This materialised especially in the case of the Na+ -soaked S-DI structure.
Since K+ was already bound in S3 and S4, it would have been energetically disfavoured
to move K+ ions out of the filter, and possibly adjust the size of the SF to allow for
partially hydrated Na+ to bind. In compEL, only few Na+ permeation events were
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observed in AMBER force field (none in CHARMM). The most prominent binding site,
during the conducting state as well as in the non-conducting state, was in the plane
of T63 carbonyls, with water molecules on top and below. The flipped conformation,
as observed by Shi et al. (2018), was not tested since there was no structural evidence
for this state from crystallography. The preferred binding site for Na + in the centre
between sites S3 and S4 decreased the likelihood of removing two K+ ions from their
optimal octahedral binding sites to allow Na+ to enter.
Competition between Rb+ and K+ led to a preferred binding of Rb+ . 2Fo -Fc density
showed no difference between S3 and S4. It is reasonable to assume an equilibrium
between K+ and Rb+ bound in site S4 over all unit cells, hence the decreased anomalous
signal. Why Rb+ was preferred in S3, is not clear. Coordination distances between Rb+
 to 3.0 A),
 and both were
and the ligating oxygens were in the same range as for K+ (2.8 A
octahedrally coordinated. No anomalous signal could be detected in the vestibule in any
of the Rb+ -containing structures. This is no surprise due to the dynamic behaviour of
ions in the vestibule, which dampens signal strength.
4.2.2.1

Mono-ionic conditions are disfavoured

Efforts to crystallise NaKΔ18 C-DI in mono-ionic conditions were not successful. Mostly,
no crystals appeared or, if crystals grew, they did not diffract. Only one crystal in pure
 but this crystal suffered from almost perfect
K+ conditions diffracted to more than 4 A,
twinning, therefore obscuring the result. The other, likewise twinned structure with
Rb+ contained some Na+ in the crystallisation drop due to HEPES buffer, pH-adjusted
with NaOH. Unfortunately, the exact concentration of Na+ is not known. Curiously,
the structure of NaKΔ18 S-ELM was solved under similar conditions, using K+ instead
of Rb+ and unknown concentration of Na+ . The other difference lay in the handling of
the protein sample. While crystallisation plates were set up directly after purification
for the Rb+ sample, NaKΔ18 S-ELM was frozen and thawed once before crystallisation.
Admittedly, the pure K+ structure was also based on frozen protein, therefore this
treatment can not be the sole explanation for the appearance of twinning or not. In
general, all previous NaKΔ19 structures crystallised in the fourfold symmetric space
group I4, and most of those structures suffered from either perfect or partial merohedral
twinning (Alam and Jiang, 2009b; Napolitano et al., 2015). Therefore, it was surprising
in the beginning to primarily obtain twofold symmetric structures in space group C222 1 ,
a space group, where twinning is not possible. Only the very first structure of full-length
NaK wt belonged to the same space group (Shi et al., 2006). There is no obvious reason,
why C2221 was the preferred space group for the mutants described in this work. The
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only commonality for all lay in the mixed ionic conditions.
4.2.2.2

Divalent ions also prefer the vestibule

As was briefly discussed above, divalent ions preferentially bound in the vestibule. In the
Ba2+ structure, ions were also seen at the intracellular entrance to the SF. In the lower
resolution Ca2+ structure, one of the two independent tetramers showed Ca2+ binding
also at the outer, upper exit of the SF, interacting with one of the two carboxylate
oxygens of D68 from two opposing subunits. In all divalent structures, Rb + bound in
sites S3 and S4, supported by the anomalous signal (see Fig. 3.16). This is in contrast
to the findings of Alam and Jiang (2009b), where Ba2+ could displace K+ from site
3. Also, there were no divalent ions bound in the vestibule. They were only observed
at the external entrance. In NaK2CNG, bound Ca2+ ions were seen in sites S3, S2 or
the external funnel, depending on the exact mutation. Only in NaK2CNG-D, Ca 2+ anomalous signal was detected at all three aforementioned sites (Derebe et al., 2011b).
NaKΔ18 C-DI lacks a distinct binding site S2, which is formed by water molecules in
the vestibule rather than by carbonyls. The binding sites found in the crystal structure
with Ba2+ and Ca2+ were remarkably congruent with binding sites found in compEL
(compare Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 4.2). Basically, sites S3 and S4 were traversed quickly and
did not offer favourable conditions for divalent ion binding, neither in the static crystal
structures nor in the dynamic Ca2+ simulations. From the external side, divalents were
attracted by the carboxylate group of D68. The behaviour of the binding site was very
dynamic, with ions pausing only shortly in simulations. Nonetheless, it was always
occupied. In the Ca2+ crystal structure, binding of an ion was only seen in one of the
two independent tetramers and also, due to the low resolution, no discrete density but
rather a long-stretched ”blobb” appeared. The blobb extended to the second binding
site inside the vestibule. In compEL, this was the highest occupied site, overlapping with
the crystallographically determined sites for Ba2+ and Ca2+ . The ions were not able
to make direct contact with the protein backbone, let alone side chains. Thus, water
must be chelating the ion. However, how the water network is influencing electrostatics
inside the SF to bind divalent ions so reliably in this position could not be resolved. In
the cavity below the SF, the picture looked similar. Side chains were too far away to
actively participate in ion coordination, yet this site was occupied in all structures and
in compEL. The role of F92 should be limited. Even though it constricted the cavity
size, it was mutated to alanine in compEL, but the binding site still persisted. Ca 2+
simulations in AMPARs revealed similar binding sites inside the vestibule and in the
cavity (personal communication). In AMPARs, the Q/R site plays an important role
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Figure 4.2: Ca2+ simulations of NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A. (A) Ion track plot of a 500 ns Ca2+
simulation, zoomed into the selectivity filter region. (B) Ion occupancy differed between Ca 2+
(cyan) and K+ (purple) (C) Snapshot to highlight the three binding sites of Ca2+ .

for the latter, which is lacking in NaKΔ18 C-DI. Overall, divalent ions favour hydrated
states and do not like to shed their solvation shell unless there is strong electrostatic
attraction from negatively charged residues. This was not the case inside the vestibule
of NaKΔ18 C-DI (nor in AMPARs).
4.2.2.3

Only Cs+ was able to conquer sites 3 and 4

Cs+ was shown to be impermeant or even a blocker of most K+ channels (Adelman
and French, 1978). Napolitano et al. (2015) compared the effect of Cs+ permeation
in CNGA1 and NaK2CNG channels. Both are blocked by Cs+ in a voltage-dependent
manner, showing reduced openings at strong positive voltages, but mere flickering at
negative voltages. The structure of NaK2CNG showed three putative binding sites for
Cs+ , the strongest one at S2 and a reduced anomalous peak for Cs+ at S3. They did
not observe anomalous density in S4 but argued that the density can be interpreted as
either a water molecule or a Cs+ at lower occupancy. The permeation properties of Cs+
in NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A were not tested. Hence, no conclusion can be drawn on the effect
of this large cation on conductance or block. Nevertheless, in the structure of NaKΔ18
C-DI F92A with Cs+ and K+ , two distinct binding modes in the independent tetramers
were present (see 3.15). Only a single anomalous density peak indicated binding of Cs +
in S3 in molecule A. The density was football shaped and could indicate two alternative
binding modes for a single Cs+ ion. The ion in the centre of S3 was modelled with 80 %
occupancy, while the other ion resided slightly above the plane of V64 carbonyls at 20 %
occupancy. Molecule B, on the other hand, exhibited three binding sites. S3 was fully
occupied by a Cs+ ion without alternative conformations. In contrast to Napolitano et al.
(2015), anomalous density was present in S4. Thus, a Cs+ ion at lower occupancy (40 %)
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was modelled, congruent with the explanation from Napolitano et al.. The Cs + ion in
the vestibule was in a slightly downward shifted position compared to K + in molecule
A, at even lower occupancy than in S4 and with a very high temperature factor. Again,
lack of more rigid coordination through protein atoms rather than the flexible chelation
through water molecules could be an explanation. Biedermann et al. (2021) found two
binding sites for Cs+ in the SF of GluA2, one between carbonyls of Q586 and Q587 (SI )
and the other below Q587 carbonyls (SII ). SI matches binding site S3 in both NaK2CNG
and also NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A, which is found in both molecules of the asymmetric unit.
SII in CHARMM forcefield corresponds to the alternative conformation of the single Cs +
ion found in tetramer A, while in AMBER SII is more reminiscent of the binding site in
the vestibule in tetramer B. The hydration profile of Cs+ was found to be more similar
to K+ than to Na+ in the simulation. Cs+ does not face the same energetic barriers as
Na+ since desolvation is energetically balanced by coordination through protein oxygen
atoms. Hence, in excess of Cs+ , K+ can be successfully displaced from its favoured
binding sites. The conformational plasticity required to accommodate the larger Cs +
ion will be discussed in the following section.

4.2.3

The lower pore radius does not change by much for different ions

Napolitano et al. (2015) demonstrated the flexibility of the CNG pore, using NaK2CNG,
in presence of different monovalent ions and the organic compounds MA+ and DMA+ .
To quantify the degree of variation, they measured the diagonal distance of V64 carbonyl
oxygens. An expansion of the distance was observed with increasing cation size, with a
 Applying the same analysis to all structures described here
maximum distance of 6.7 A.
 to 6.2 A
 but do not follow a specific trend
is less conclusive. The distances vary from 5.0 A
(see Fig. 4.3). Since most of the structures are twofold symmetric, both A-C (green)
as well as B-D (red) distances were measured. In the fourfold symmetric structures,
distances from each tetramer were considered. In general, the differences between A-C
and B-D (or tetramer A and B) were minor, only the two twinned structures (last two
columns in Fig. 4.3B) showed large discrepancies. Because of the large experimental
error, they are not further considered. The diameter in the two mutants S-DI and SELM was consistently smaller than in the monovalent C-DI structures. Ba 2+ slightly
decreased the distance in C-DI compared to monovalent conditions, while Ca 2+ caused
an increase in one of the two tetramers, where only low occupancy Ca2+ was present
in the vestibule (see Fig. 3.16B). This has to be taken with a pinch of salt though,
 to 0.6 A.

since the resolution was low and the differences were only in the range of 0.2 A
More striking was the increase in diameter for Cs+ , especially in tetramer A. As was
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discussed earlier, only one Cs+ ion was bound in two alternative conformations, and the
upper conformation lay in the plane with V64 carbonyls. To be able to bind such a large
 to 6.0 A,
 compared to roughly 5.4 A
 in other K+ ion, the diameter increased by 0.6 A
containing C-DI structures. In tetramer B, an increase could be detected too, though
less pronounced. This demonstrates the flexibility of the SF to adjust to ions of varying
size. Unfortunately, the same conclusions as in NaK2CNG could not be drawn due to
the presence of either K+ or Rb+ in S3 and S4 in all structures apart from the Cs+ one.
The major variability was rather detected in the dynamic upper half of the selectivity
filter (see Fig. 4.3A).
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Figure 4.3: Diagonal distances of V64CO against the various ions. (A) The selectivity
filters of NaKΔ18 C-DI (Na+ and K+ , yellow), S-DI (Na+ and K+ , orange), and the two independent tetramers of C-DI F92A (K+ and Cs+ , dark red) are superposed. Only two opposite
subunits are shown in stick representation. Distances for S-DI and tetramer A of C-DI F92A
are indicated. (B) Both A-C (olive) and B-D (red) distances were analysed. In case of fourfold
symmetric structures, distances in the two independent tetramers were measured. The least
reliable, twinned structures are listed in the last two columns.

4.2.4

The upper pore becomes asymmetric

Eight out of the eleven presented structures in this work were twofold symmetric. In
other words, two subunits of the biological tetrameric assembly were present in the asymmetric unit. This means, unlike other NaK structures, there were differences between the
subunits stable enough to manifest in static crystal structures. By analysing distances
between neighbouring subunits, distortions in the upper half of the SF caught attention
(see Fig. 3.19A,B). The flexibility of the SF was even more striking when looking at
the full length neighbouring distances (see Fig. 3.19C). Apart from deviations at the Nand C-termini (which are often flexible), the SF stuck out in a region of high symme103
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try. The large differences in distance were thus not caused by a rigid body movement
of one subunit relative to the other but correspond to very local changes within the
subunit. Shi et al. (2018) showed asymmetric SF arrangements in NaK wt, necessary
to allow for Na+ permeation. But the flip in NaK happened at T62, while in NaKΔ18
C-DI (S-DI/S-ELM) the asymmetry stems from the upper half of the SF. The trend of
asymmetry did not follow any specific ion type but was most pronounced in the S-DI
mutant. The Na+ -soaked structure resembled the original Na+ - and K+ -containing S-DI
mutant, while distortions in C-DI were much lower. Another tetrameric, non-selective
channel, TRPV2, was found to exhibit a symmetry break from fourfold to twofold in the
pore domain in the presence of resiniferatoxin and Ca2+ (Zubcevic et al., 2018). Both
their study and the structures in this work display static images of asymmetry, meaning
that these structures correspond to energetically favoured states. The change in local
environment from symmetric to asymmetric might be an energetically simple way to
change permeability without the need to change the whole structure. The solid-state
NMR data created a more dynamic picture than the crystal structures, and it allowed
to define the symmetry break among Na+ exposition. This dynamic adjustment was
confirmed in MD simulations (Shi et al., 2018). Many other computational studies detected local asymmetries during permeation. For example, even though the NaK2CNG
crystal structures were fourfold symmetric, Napolitano et al. (2015) found a highly dynamic behaviour of the upper SF with MD simulations. A different kind of asymmetry
was observed for the TRPV1 channel. During the transition from closed to open state,
only one out of four subunits showed a piston-like movement (Chugunov et al., 2016).
This asynchronous movement might only be an initial stage of channel opening, finally
leading to a fully open, fourfold symmetric channel as observed in the cryo-EM structure
(Cao et al., 2013). The effects of asymmetry as observed in this work, though, have not
been linked to gating of the channel.
A property outside of the pore domain, possibly linked to gating, is the dual conformation of F92. This phenylalanine is known to play an important role in regulation
of ion conduction by restricting the cavity size below the SF. Mutating this residue to
alanine significantly increases ion flux (Alam and Jiang, 2009a). Langan et al. (2020)
reported two alternative conformations of F92 in a high resolution structure of NaK2K.
The same lower occupancy alternative conformation was observed in the highest resolution structures of NaKΔ18 C-DI and S-DI, but in one of the two subunits of the
asymmetric unit only. Residual difference density could be seen in subunit A as well,
but it was not enough to model the alternative conformer since its occupancy might
have been even lower. The restriction of the channel diameter solely stemmed from the
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phenylalanine side chain. Mutating F92 to alanine did not alter the overall position of
M3 but simply led to an increase in cavity diameter through removal of the bulky side
chain. In MD simulations, no permeation of K+ ions was seen when the alternative
conformation was present in all four subunits (and restrained to this position), possibly
through restricting the access of ions to the cavity (Langan et al., 2020). As a result,
F92 can act as a hydrophobic gate by switching between the two conformers. In the
accompanying compEL simulations of NaKΔ18 C-DI, F92 was always mutated to alanine (first in-silico, later confirmed by X-ray structures), and has thus not focused on
the effect of F92 on gating.

4.3

Permeation - a question of flexibility?

Taken together, these results suggest a high degree of flexibility in the upper part of the
selectivity filter, while the lower part appears to be more rigid. Mutations in this rigid
area were not accepted in the bacterial scaffold. Since NaK readily accepted AMPAR-like
mutations in the upper part of the selectivity filter, the reverse mutations in AMPARs
were also tested. Using patch-clamp electrophysiology, it was demonstrated that AMPARs easily accept residues coming from NaK in this part of the selectivity filter. On the
other hand, likewise to NaK, AMPARs did not tolerate mutations in the pore tip region,
as demonstrated by the non-existing current response to the exposure of the agonist
glutamate (see Fig. 3.20). In an attempt to confer K+ -selectivity to GluA1, Hoffmann
et al. (2006a) transplanted the TVGYG motif into the SF and expressed these chimeras
in oocytes. Functional channels showed highly reduced currents, were not K + selective
and could only be recorded if the TARP stargazin (or γ2) was co-expressed. Whether
co-expression with stargazin would have rendered GluA2 TTV functional was not tested.
Both upper-pore chimeras, GluA2 DGNF and NaKΔ18 C-DI, though, were functional.
A profound analysis of ion selectivity and permeation properties in NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A
was obscured by general problems with bilayer experiments. Nevertheless, the single
channel conductance resembled NaK2CNG and appeared to be almost twice as big as in
NaKΔ19 F92A (Napolitano et al., 2015; Derebe et al., 2011a). No dwell-time analysis
exists for NaK or mutants, thus evading any comparison to the C-DI mutant. Gating
effects of the mutations can not be ruled out completely but were not part of the analysis, partly because of the preliminary nature of the bilayer data. While single channel
conductance of either ion (Na+ , K+ , Cs+ ) in AMPARs was in the same range in both
experiments and compEL (Biedermann et al., 2021), conductance values varied by more
than a factor of 10 for NaKΔ18 C-DI F92A. In contrast to previous work on NaKΔ19
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F92A (Shi et al., 2018), a few Na+ permeations could be observed with AMBER forcefield without the need for a peptide flip. During conducting states, V64 carbonyls were
not in plane any more and did not constitute an increased energetic barrier. Similarly,
the hydroxyl groups of T63 bent outwards. The opening of V64CO is reminiscent of the
increased diameter in Cs+ conditions. In some occasions, Na+ coordination was achieved
diagonally through T63CO and V64CO. The stabilizing network of hydrogen bonds in
the background of the selectivity filter was altered in the mutants, especially due to the
shorter cysteine or serine replacing aspartate. The greater flexibility in C-DI (S-DI and
S-ELM) might contribute to the larger freedom of movement of V64CO and therefore
allow for rare permeation events in compEL with Na+ and also for larger single channel
conductance in wet experiments.

4.4

Conclusion and outlook

This work comprises a comprehensive study of ion selectivity in the bacterial channel
NaK mimicking the AMPA receptor pore. Structure elucidation was supported by functional experiments and laid the basis for extensive molecular dynamics simulations. Even
though crystallographic structures can only depict static snapshots of otherwise dynamic
proteins, they yielded astonishing insights into the flexibility of the selectivity filter in
the presence of different cations. In contrast to KcsA and other K+ -selective channels,
the iGluR pore mimics NaKΔ18 C-DI, S-DI and S-ELM adopted locally asymmetric
conformations independent of the ion species being present. The pore tip could not be
mutated and also displayed almost perfect fourfold symmetry in contrast to the upper
SF. The two major ion binding sites in the pore tip perfectly adopted desolvated K +
and Rb+ and constituted the narrowest part of the SF. In the vestibule, however, water molecules took over the major role for ion coordination, and the protein backbone
assumed a twofold (a)symmetric conformation. GluA2 provided a minimal selectivity
filter with a single binding site at the pore tip around Q586-Q587, and ions passed fully
hydrated through the channel. Residues C-terminal of QQ were unimportant for ion
coordination (Biedermann et al., 2021). Similarly, the mutated residues in NaKΔ18 CDI (S-DI/S-ELM) were not involved in ion coordination, leaving the hydration shells of
ions residing in the vestibule intact. Only when passing through the narrow TTV portion, K+ , Rb+ and Cs+ shed their hydration shell and probably permeate with a direct
knock-on mechanism. Even though it could not be demonstrated by X-ray crystallography, a different mechanism for other ions might prevail. Na+ ions will only be partially
dehydrated and interact both directly and indirectly through their hydration shell with
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pore lining oxygens of T63 and V64. CompEL constantly displayed a minimum of two
water molecules along with the Na+ ion. Since full dehydration of Na+ is energetically
costly, keeping at least partial hydration is thus beneficial for Na+ permeation. A side
entry pathway, as seen by Shi et al. (2018), can not be excluded. Electron densities away
from the main channel axis were observed but they can not be attributed with certainty
to either water or (lower occupancy) ions. Preliminary analysis of Ca2+ permeation
simulations also support the notion of hydrated ions passing through the filter. The
simulations suggest only two positions in the selectivity filter, where one or two water
molecules are replaced by protein atoms, namely at T63CO (also the main Na+ binding
site) and at D68. The carboxylic side chain was also seen in the crystal structure to help
in coordinating Ca2+ . This complements the view for a single main energy barrier at
T63CO for ions other than K+ and Rb+ (and Cs+ ) to permeate in a partially hydrated
state.
Crystallography alone can not answer all questions underlying mechanisms of permeation since it only provides a static snapshot of a highly dynamic process. MD
simulations were performed hand in hand with the present work, adding a dynamic picture to the permeation process. It would have been interesting to see adaptations of
the selectivity filter to Na+ -only conditions, to find out whether a flip of T62CO in an
already asymmetric channel could occur or not. Solid-state NMR could help answering
this question, while MD simulations can contribute complementary insights into selectivity filter plasticity. Bacterial channels like NaK still play an important role for gaining
basic understanding of permeation processes due to their relatively easy handling both
in experiments and simulations. But developments in cryo-EM and the solution of ever
more eukaryotic channel structures demonstrate differences between mechanisms in simple prokaryotic channels and much more complex eukaryotic channels. With increasing
computing power, it will once be possible to simulate not only truncated versions of
large channels but include all domains and their impact on ion permeation.
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